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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The General Theory of Relativity, developed by Albert Einstein at the beginning
of the twentieth century, has been successfully used by scientists for many years to
explain physical phenomena and to make predictions about physical systems. One of
the most exciting predictions of General Relativity is the existence of gravitational ra-
diation, which can be thought of as a wave-like distortion of spacetime. It is expected
that gravitational radiation from remote astrophysical systems will yield very impor-
tant information about those systems, thus answering many questions that scientists
currently have. Even though the detection of gravitational waves has proved to be
a challenging task, recent developments in technology have made scientists confident
that gravitational waves will indeed be detected in the near future. Both earth-based
detectors (such as LIGO and VIRGO) and space-based detectors (such as LISA) are
expected to start operating in the next decade or two. For the data collected by
these detectors to be useful, accurate information about the sources of gravitational
radiation is required. Only if scientists know what the gravitational waves emitted by
specific systems should look like, can they compare them with the patterns observed
and draw conclusions about the physical characteristics of those systems. That is why
there has been a lot of interest lately in predicting the gravitational radiation emitted
by different astrophysical systems.
One astrophysical system for which gravitational waves are expected to be de-
tected, specifically by space-based detectors, is the binary system of a small neutron
star or black hole (of mass equal to a few times the mass of the Sun) and a super-
massive black hole (of mass equal to a few million times the mass of the Sun) [1].
Supermassive black holes are believed to exist at the centers of many galaxies, in-
cluding our own. It is also believed that their strong gravitational field can capture
smaller stars and black holes, which then move toward the supermassive black hole,
until they are absorbed by it. The exact evolution of the system with time can give
the pattern of the gravitational radiation that the system is expected to emit. Know-
ing that pattern is crucial in distinguishing whether the gravitational waves measured
by the detector come from such a system. It can also help extract information about
many characteristics of the system, such as the masses and the angular momenta of
the two components of the binary system.
To determine how the system evolves, the path of the smaller star or black
hole needs to be calculated. That path is largely determined by the influence of the
gravitational field of the supermassive black hole on the small star or black hole; it is
also affected by the interaction of the small star or black hole with its own gravitational
field. This latter interaction, commonly referred to as the self-force, is responsible for
1
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orbit toward the supermassive black hole.
Even though my motivation for studying the self-force effects stems from the
need to know the evolution of this system, radiation reaction effects are present in
other systems that are easier to deal with mathematically. One can think, for example,
of a particle of a certain scalar charge, which moves in a Schwarzschild background
spacetime and creates its own scalar field. There is also the case of a particle that
carries an electric charge and creates an electromagnetic field as it moves in spacetime.
The scalar field of the particle in the first case and the electromagnetic field of the
electric charge in the second case will affect the motion of each particle, causing its
worldline to differ from what it would be if radiation reaction effects were not present.
It is useful to predict the evolution of such systems, mainly because they can give an
idea of how the more difficult system can be handled successfully and not because
they are realistic systems, since they are not expected to be observed in nature.
In the past, various efforts have been made to develop a concrete scheme for
including the radiation reaction effects for scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational
fields in the equations of motion. One approach that has been used extensively in-
volves calculating the flux, both at infinity and at the event horizon of the central
supermassive black hole, of quantities (such as the energy and momentum of the par-
ticle) that are constants of the motion when radiation reaction is not present [2–9].
That flux is then associated with the rate of change of those quantities at the location
of the particle and the evolution of the particle’s motion can be predicted. However,
this approach is generally not applicable in the case in which the central black hole
is a rotating black hole, except under some special circumstances [10]. One reason is
that the evolution of the Carter constant [11], which is a constant of the motion that
is not derived by a Killing vector, cannot be calculated using the flux at infinity and
at the event horizon. In addition, this approach does not take into account the very
significant non-dissipative effects of the self-force that the particle’s field exerts on the
particle [12]. That is why it is important for the self-force, and not just its radiation
reaction effects, to be calculated. The calculation of the self-force is the subject of
this dissertation.
In Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, I present the innovative work of Dirac
[13] for the radiation reaction effects on an electron moving in flat spacetime and
the theoretical generalization of it to the case of curved spacetime by DeWitt and
Brehme [14]. In Chapter 4, I present different methods for practical calculations of
the self-force that have been proposed in the past, with emphasis on one in particular.
In Chapters 5-8 of this dissertation, I present an implementation of that particular
method for calculating the radiation reaction effects for a scalar, an electromagnetic
and a gravitational field.
CHAPTER 2
RADIATION REACTION IN FLAT SPACETIME
The first successful attempt to provide an expression for the radiation reaction
effects on a particle in special relativity was made by Dirac in 1938 [13]. In his famous
paper, he studied the motion of an electron moving in flat spacetime by using the
concept of conservation of energy and momentum along the electron’s worldline. In
this chapter I present the decomposition of the electromagnetic field and the derivation
of the equations of motion, which include the radiation damping effects on the electron.
The scheme for calculating the radiation reaction effects in curved spacetime presented
in this dissertation extends Dirac’s work.
For the equations to look as simple as possible, the speed of light is set equal to
1 in this chapter.
It is noted that the metric signature used by Dirac is (+−−−) and that is what
is used in this chapter, in order to keep the results identical to those derived by Dirac.
In all subsequent chapters, however, the signature is changed to (− + ++), in order
to adhere to the currently widely used convention. Thus, some of the equations given
in this chapter change in subsequent chapters. Since none of the results described in
this chapter are used in the chapters that follow, that should not cause any confusion
at all.
2.1 Definitions of the Fields
Dirac’s analysis starts by assuming that an electron of electric charge q is moving
in flat spacetime, so that the background metric is the Minkowski metric ηµν . The
worldline of the electron is denoted by
zµ = zµ(s) (2.1)
where s is the proper time along the worldline. The electromagnetic 4-vector potential
that the electron creates is assumed to satisfy the Lorentz gauge condition
∇µAµ = 0 (2.2)
and obeys Maxwell’s equations
∇2Aµ = 4πjµ. (2.3)
It is well-known that the Lorentz gauge condition leaves some arbitrariness for the
electromagnetic potential. In Equation (2.3), jµ is the charge-current density vector
3
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jµ = q
∫
dzµ
ds
δ(x0 − z0) δ(x1 − z1) δ(x2 − z2) δ(x3 − z3) ds. (2.4)
The electromagnetic field associated with a 4-vector potential Aµ is, in general, given
by the equation
F µν = ∇νAµ −∇µAν . (2.5)
It is clear that, unless the boundary conditions of the problem are specified,
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) do not have a unique solution. In fact, adding any solution
of the homogeneous equation
∇2Aµ = 0 (2.6)
(which represents a source-free radiation field and obeys the Lorentz gauge condition)
to a solution of Equation (2.3), gives a different solution of Equation (2.3) that also
obeys Equation (2.2).
One solution of interest for the problem at hand is the retarded electromagnetic
field F µνret created by the electron, which is derived by the well-known Lienard-Wiechert
potentials Aµret that obey Equations (2.2) and (2.3). Assuming that there is also a
radiation field F µνin incident on the electron, the actual field in the neighborhood of
the electron is the sum of those two fields
F µνact = F
µν
ret + F
µν
in . (2.7)
Another interesting solution is the one given by the advanced potentials Aµadv. It is rea-
sonable to expect that the advanced potentials play a role symmetrical to the retarded
potentials in this problem. If the outgoing radiation field leaving the neighborhood
of the electron is F µνout, then
F µνact = F
µν
adv + F
µν
out. (2.8)
The radiation emitted by the electron is given by the difference of the outgoing and
the incoming radiation
F µνrad = F
µν
out − F µνin . (2.9)
Using Equations (2.7) and (2.8) for the actual field, an alternative expression for the
radiation field can be obtained
F µνrad = F
µν
ret − F µνadv. (2.10)
The important implication of Equation (2.10) is that, because the retarded and the
advanced fields are uniquely determined by the worldline of the electron, so is the
radiation emitted by the electron. It becomes clear from the analysis of Section (2.2)
that the radiation field is responsible for the deviation of the electron’s worldline from
a background geodesic, because that field shows up in the equations of motion, in the
radiation damping term.
It is significant to realize that Equation (2.10) for the radiation field is consistent
with what one would expect for the radiation of an accelerating electron. To under-
5stand that, one should recall that the radiation produced by an accelerating electron
can be calculated using the retarded field F µνret that the electron creates, at very large
distances away from the electron and at much later times than the time when the
acceleration takes place. At those distances and times the advanced field vanishes
and Equation (2.10) gives the correct result. The advantage of Equation (2.10) is
that it gives the radiation produced by the electron at any point in spacetime, so it
can be used for the radiation in the neighborhood of the electron.
A field that is needed for the analysis of Section (2.2) is the difference of the
average of the retarded and advanced fields from the actual field, denoted by fµν
fµν = F µνact −
1
2
(F µνret + F
µν
adv). (2.11)
Using Equations (2.7) and (2.8) with Equation (2.11)
fµν =
1
2
(F µνin + F
µν
out). (2.12)
Because the incoming and outgoing radiation fields are derived from potentials that
satisfy the homogeneous Equation (2.6), the field fµν is sourceless. It is also free from
singularities at the worldline of the electron.
2.2 Derivation of the Equations of Motion
The main concept used by Dirac in deriving the equations of motion for the
electron moving in flat spacetime is the conservation of energy and momentum. The
first step is to surround the worldline of the electron by a thin cylindrical tube of
constant radius. This radius is assumed to be very small, specifically smaller than
any length of physical significance in the problem. The objective is to calculate the
flow of energy and momentum across the three-dimensional surface of the tube, using
the stress-energy tensor Tµρ calculated from the actual electromagnetic field. The
stress-energy tensor is given by
4 π Tµρ = Fact µν F
ν
act ρ +
1
4
ηµρ Fact αβ F
αβ
act . (2.13)
The flow of energy and momentum out of the surface of the tube is equal to the
difference in the energy and momentum at the two ends of the tube.
In the following, dots over quantities denote differentiation with respect to the
proper time s. To simplify the notation, (dzµ/ds) is set equal to vµ. One then obtains
the equations
vµv
µ = 1, (2.14)
vµv˙µ = 0, (2.15)
vµv¨µ + v˙µv˙µ = 0. (2.16)
To calculate the stress-energy tensor, the electromagnetic 4-vector potential and
the electromagnetic field need to be calculated first. The retarded potential at a point
6xµ generated by an electron moving on the worldline zµ(s) is given by
Aret µ =
q z˙µ
z˙ν (xν − zν) (2.17)
calculated at the retarded proper time, which is the value of s that solves the equation
(xν − zν) (xν − zν) = 0. (2.18)
An equivalent expression for the retarded potential, obtained from Equation (2.17)
by using elementary properties of the δ function, is
Aret µ = 2 q
∫ τint
−∞
z˙µ δ[(xν − zν) (xν − zν)] ds (2.19)
where τint is a proper time between the retarded and advanced proper times. By
differentiating Equation (2.19) and using Equation (2.5), the retarded electromagnetic
field is obtained
Fret µν = −2 q
∫ τint
−∞
d
ds
[
z˙µ (xν − zν)− z˙ν (xµ − zµ)
z˙κ (xκ − zκ)
]
δ[(xλ − zλ) (xλ − zλ)] ds. (2.20)
By using again some of the elementary properties of the δ function, an equivalent
expression for the retarded field is derived
Fret µν = − q
z˙λ (xλ − zλ)
d
ds
[
z˙µ (xν − zν)− z˙ν (xµ − zµ)
z˙κ (xκ − zκ)
]
. (2.21)
Again, all quantities are calculated at the retarded proper time.
Since the goal is to calculate the stress-energy tensor at the two ends of the
world-tube surrounding the worldline of the electron, it can be assumed that the
point xµ is very close to the worldline. Specifically
xµ = zµ(s0) + γµ (2.22)
where the γµ’s are very small. Then, the fields can be Taylor-expanded in the γµ’s.
In the expansions that follow, all the coefficients are taken at the proper time s0. It
can be assumed that the retarded proper time is s0− σ, where it is reasonable that σ
is a small positive quantity of the same order as γµ.
The detailed calculations needed to obtain the Taylor expansions of the electro-
magnetic fields are tedious but straightforward. They can be found in Dirac’s paper;
here I present only the results of that calculation.
Since γµ is a space-like vector, it can be assumed that γµγ
µ = −ε2, where ε is
a positive number. Taylor-expanding the retarded field and keeping only the terms
7that do not vanish in the limit ε→ 0 gives
Fret µν = q (1− γκv˙κ)− 12
[
− ε−3 (vµγν − vνγµ) − 1
2
ε−1 (v˙µvν − v˙νvµ) (1− γλv˙λ)
+
1
8
ε−1 v˙λv˙λ (vµγν − vνγµ) + 1
2
ε−1(v¨µγν − v¨νγµ)
+
2
3
(v¨µvν − v¨νvµ)
]
.
(2.23)
The advanced field can be obtained by changing ε to −ε and changing the sign of the
whole expression. By using the retarded and advanced fields in Equation (2.10) the
radiation field on the worldline is obtained
Frad µν =
4 q
3
(v¨µvν − v¨νvµ). (2.24)
The actual field then becomes
Fact µν = fµν + q[1− γλv˙λ]− 12
[
(ε−3 − 1
8
ε−1v˙κv˙κ)(γµvν − γνvµ)
+
1
2
ε−1(1 + γκv˙κ)(vµv˙ν − vν v˙µ
+
1
2
ε−1(v¨µγν − v¨νγµ)
]
.
(2.25)
To calculate the energy and momentum flow out of the tube, the stress-energy
tensor needs to be calculated. In fact, only its component along the direction of γµ is
necessary. Substituting Equation (2.25) into Equation (2.13):
4 π Tµρ γ
ρ = Fact µν F
ν
act ρ γ
ρ − 1
4
Fact αβ F
βα
actγµ
= q2 (1− γκv˙κ)−1
[
(
1
2
ε−4 +
1
2
ε−2v˙λv˙λ) γµ − 1
2
ε−2(1 +
3
2
γλv˙λ) v˙µ
]
+ q ε−1vνfµν .
(2.26)
The flow of energy and momentum out of the surface of the tube is given by
integrating this component of the stress-energy tensor over the surface of the tube.
The result is ∫
(
1
2
q2 ε−1 v˙µ − q vν fµν ) ds (2.27)
where the integration is over the length of the tube.
As mentioned earlier, this flow of energy-momentum depends only on the con-
ditions at the two ends of the tube. That means that the integrand must be a perfect
8differential, namely
1
2
q2 ε−1 v˙µ − q vν fµν = B˙µ (2.28)
for some Bµ. Equation (2.15) and the fact that f
µν is antisymmetric in its indices put
a restriction on Bµ, specifically
vµB˙µ =
1
2
q2 ε−1 vµ v˙µ − q vµ vν fµν = 0. (2.29)
Thus, the simplest acceptable expression for Bµ is
Bµ = kvµ (2.30)
for some k independent of s. From Equation (2.28) one obtains
k =
1
2
q2 ε−1 −m (2.31)
where m must be a constant independent of ε in order for Equations (2.28) and (2.29)
to have a well-defined behavior in the limit ε → 0. Finally, the equations of motion
for the electron are
m v˙µ = q vν f
ν
µ (2.32)
and m plays the part of the rest mass of the electron. This result is used in Section
(2.3) to derive an expression for the radiation damping effects on the moving electron.
2.3 Radiation Reaction
The field fµν defined in Section (2.1) allows the equations of motion (2.32) to
be expressed in a simple form. However, in practical applications one would prefer
to have the incident radiation field F µνin in the equations of motion, as F
µν
in is usually
given. By substituting Equations (2.7) and (2.10) into Equation (2.11), an expression
for fµν is obtained, that involves the incident field and the radiation field:
fµν = F µνin +
1
2
F µνrad. (2.33)
Then, the equations of motion become
m v˙µ = q vν F
ν
in µ +
1
2
q vν F
ν
rad µ . (2.34)
The first term of the right-hand side of Equation (2.34) involves the incident
radiation field and gives the work done by that field on the electron. The second
term of the right-hand side involves the radiation field emitted by the electron and
is the term of particular interest when one considers radiation reaction. This term
gives the effect of the electron radiation on itself and is present even if there is no
external radiation field, namely even if F µνin = 0. The fact that the radiation reaction
effects on the electron can be described by using the electromagnetic field F µνrad is
9one of the important results of Dirac’s work and is the idea used when motion of
particles in curved spacetime is considered, to calculate radiation reaction effects on
those particles.
It is worth writing the equations of motion in terms of the characteristics of the
worldline of the electron and the external radiation field, which can be achieved by
using Equation (2.24) for the radiation field of the electron
m v˙µ = q vν F
ν
in µ +
2
3
q2 v¨µ +
2
3
q2 v˙ν v˙ν vµ. (2.35)
It is an important and a very interesting feature of Equation (2.35) that, in addition
to the first derivative of vµ, its second derivative shows up as well. A discussion of
that fact and of some of its implications is presented in [13], but that is beyond the
scope of this dissertation.
CHAPTER 3
RADIATION REACTION IN CURVED SPACETIME
Dirac’s study of the radiation reaction effects on an electron gave a relatively
simple result, because the electron was assumed to be moving in flat spacetime. The
analysis becomes significantly more complicated for particles moving in curved space-
time. DeWitt and Brehme [14] were the first to study the motion of an electrically
charged particle in a curved spacetime using Green’s functions. Later, Mino, Sasaki
and Tanaka [15] generalized that analysis for the case of a particle creating a grav-
itational field while moving in curved spacetime. Since Green’s functions are used
extensively in subsequent chapters to determine the self-force effects on different par-
ticles, it is appropriate to present the analyses of DeWitt and Brehme and of Mino,
Sasaki and Tanaka before proceeding.
In this and all subsequent chapters, geometrized units are used, meaning that
Newton’s gravitational constant and the speed of light are both set equal to 1. Note
also that the signature of the metric is changed to (−+ ++) from now on, so minor
changes in some of the equations previously mentioned should not be surprising.
3.1 Nonlocal Quantities
One of the main characteristics of any Green’s function is that it connects two
points in spacetime. It does that by propagating the effect of the source, from the point
where that source is located (source point) to the point where the field needs to be
calculated (field point). Since Green’s functions are inherently nonlocal quantities, the
discussion about them can be facilitated if some more elementary nonlocal quantities
are introduced first.
The most general class of nonlocal quantities is the class of bitensors, which
are simply tensors whose indices refer to two points in spacetime. In the following,
x denotes the field point and z denotes the source point. In order for the indices for
each point to be easily identifiable, all unprimed indices refer to the field point x and
all primed indices refer to the source point z.
A very important quantity for the study of nonlocal properties of spacetime is
the biscalar of geodesic interval s(x, z). It is the magnitude of the invariant distance
between the points x and z as measured along a geodesic that joins them and is a
non-negative quantity. It is defined by the equations
∇αs∇αs = ∇α′s∇α′s = ±1, (3.1)
lim
x→z
s = 0, (3.2)
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where ∇α denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the background metric
gµν . It is obvious that s must be symmetric under interchange of its two arguments,
namely
s(x, z) = s(z, x). (3.3)
With the signature of the metric being (−+++), the interval s is spacelike when the
+ sign holds in Equation (3.1) and timelike when the − sign holds. The points x for
which s = 0 define the null cone of z.
It is more convenient to use a different quantity to measure the invariant distance
between the source point and the field point, a quantity that is, however, related to
s(x, z). That quantity is Synge’s [16] world function and is defined by
σ(x, z) ≡ ± 1
2
s2(x, z). (3.4)
By using the defining equations for s one can deduce that σ has the properties
1
2
∇ασ ∇ασ = 1
2
∇α′σ ∇α′σ = σ, (3.5)
lim
x→z
σ = 0. (3.6)
Also, σ is positive for spacelike intervals and negative for timelike intervals.
Another very significant nonlocal quantity is the bivector of geodesic parallel
displacement, denoted by g¯αα′(x, z). The defining equations for it are
∇β g¯αα′ ∇βσ = 0, ∇β′ g¯αα′ ∇β′σ = 0 (3.7)
lim
x→z
g¯ α
′
α = δ
α′
α . (3.8)
Equation (3.7) signifies that the covariant derivatives of g¯αα′ are equal to zero in the
directions tangent to the geodesic joining x and z. Equation (3.8) expresses the fact
that g¯αα′ is equal to the Kronecker-δ when x = z. The bivector of geodesic parallel
displacement also has the property that
g¯αα′(x, z) = g¯α′α(z, x). (3.9)
In the following, the determinant of g¯αα′ is denoted by
g¯ = − | g¯αα′ |, (3.10)
and
δ¯ =| g¯αα′ | . (3.11)
The effect of applying the bivector of geodesic parallel displacement to a local vector
Aα
′
at z is a parallel transport of that vector from point z to point x, along the
geodesic that connects the two points. The result is a local vector Aα at point x. In
general, g¯αα′ can be used to transform any bitensor that has indices refering to the
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two points x and z to a tensor whose indices refer to one point only, for example
g¯αα′ g¯
β
β′ T
α′ β′
γ δǫ = T
α β
γ δǫ. (3.12)
How useful the bivector of geodesic parallel displacement is in studying nonlocal pror-
erties of spacetime can be understood if expansions of a bitensor about one point are
considered. In order for a bitensor to be expanded about a certain point in spacetime,
all its indices must refer to that specific point. For bitensors for which that is not the
case, their indices must first be homogenized by applying g¯αα′ and then the expansion
about the specific point can be taken.
A bivector that is very useful for the Hadamard [17] expansion of the Green’s
functions is defined by
Dαα′(x, z) = −∇α∇α′σ(x, z) (3.13)
and a biscalar relating to it is its determinant
D = − | Dαα′ | . (3.14)
DeWitt and Brehme proved that
lim
x→z
Dαα′(x, z) = gαα′(z) (3.15)
which shows that the biscalar D is nonvanishing, at least when x and z are close to
each other. In fact, D is the Jacobian of the transformation from the set of variables
{zα′ , xα}, which specify the geodesic between x and z in terms of its two end points,
to the set of variables {zα′ ,∇α′σ}, which specify the geodesic in terms of one of its
end points and the tangent to the geodesic at that end point. DeWitt and Brehme
also showed that D obeys the differential equation
D−1 ∇α(D ∇ασ) = 4. (3.16)
Instead of the biscalarD, a different biscalar is used in the Hadamard expansions
of the Green’s functions. That biscalar is denoted by ∆ and is defined as
∆(x, z) = [g¯(x, z)]−1D(x, z). (3.17)
DeWitt and Brehme proved that ∆ can be expanded in terms of derivatives of σ and
that the expansion is
∆ = 1 +
1
6
Rαβ ∇ασ ∇βσ +O(s3), for x→ z (3.18)
where Rαβ is the background Ricci tensor.
3.2 Green’s Functions
The goal of the work of DeWitt and Brehme was to study the radiation damping
effects on a particle of a given electric charge that moves in curved spacetime. To
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do that it is necessary to study the vector field that represents the electromagnetic
potential created by the particle. However, the equations for the scalar field are
less complicated and thus easier to deal with. Also, the lack of indices makes the
results more transparent. For those reasons the scalar Green’s functions and their
corresponding fields are discussed first.
3.2.1 Green’s Functions for a Scalar Field
A point particle of scalar charge q which is moving on a worldline Γ : zα
′
(τ),
where τ is the proper time along the geodesic, creates a scalar field ψ which obeys
Poisson’s equation:
∇2 ψ = −4 π ̺. (3.19)
In Equation (3.19), ̺ is the source function for the point particle. Specifically
̺(y) = q
∫
(−g)− 12 δ4(y − z(τ)) dτ (3.20)
where y is some point in spacetime. It is desired to express the different solutions of
Equation (3.19) as integrals containing Green’s functions, namely
ψ(x) = 4 π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 G(x, y) ̺(y) dy4
= 4 π q
∫
Γ
G[x, z(τ)] dτ,
(3.21)
so the properties of the various Green’s functions are emphasized in this section.
One function of importance is the symmetric Green’s function, Gsym(x, z), which
satisfies the inhomogeneous differential equation
∇2Gsym(x, z) = −(−g)− 12 δ4(x− z). (3.22)
The Hadamard form [17] of this function is
Gsym(x, z) =
1
8π
[U(x, z) δ(σ)− V (x, z) Θ(−σ)] (3.23)
where Θ is the step function that equals 1 if the argument is greater than zero and
equals 0 otherwise. U(x, z) and V (x, z) are biscalars that are free of singularities and
symmetric under the interchange of x and z, namely
U(x, z) = U(z, x) (3.24)
and
V (x, z) = V (z, x). (3.25)
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They can be determined by expanding the solution of Equation (3.22) in powers of σ,
in the vicinity of the geodesic Γ. The biscalar U(x, z) satisfies the differential equation
U−1(x, z)∇αU(x, z) = 1
2
∆−1(x, z)∇α∆(x, z) (3.26)
and the boundary condition
lim
x→z
U(x, z) = 1 (3.27)
and is given by
U(x, z) = [∆(x, z)]
1
2
= 1 +
1
12
Rαβ ∇ασ ∇βσ + O(s3), x→ Γ
(3.28)
where s is the proper distance from the point x to Γ measured along the spatial
geodesic which is orthogonal to Γ. The biscalar V (x, z) satisfies the homogeneous
differential equation
∇2V (x, z) = 0 (3.29)
and is given by
V (x, z) = − 1
12
R(z) + O(s), x→ Γ. (3.30)
It is noteworthy that the symmetric Green’s function vanishes for σ > 0, that is for
spacelike separation of the points x and z. Also, because both U(x, z) and V (x, z)
are symmetric under the interchange of x and z, so is Gsym:
Gsym(x, z) = Gsym(z, x). (3.31)
If σ˙ = dσ(x, z(τ))/dτ , the scalar field ψsym(x) associated with the symmetric
Green’s function is
ψsym(x) =
q
2
∫
[U(x, z) δ(σ)− V (x, z) Θ(−σ)] dτ
=
[q U(x, z)
2 σ˙
]
τret
+
[q U(x, z)
2 σ˙
]
τadv
− q
2
(∫ τret
−∞
+
∫ +∞
τadv
)
V (x, z) dτ
(3.32)
and consists of two parts. The first part is the one that contains the biscalar U(x, z)
and the δ-function δ(σ) and is referred to as the direct part. This is the term that
corresponds to σ = 0, which is the part of the field that comes from the retarded
and advanced proper times (τret and τadv respectively), namely the proper times that
correspond to the intersection of the geodesic Γ with the past and future null cone of
the point x. In other words, the direct part has the same singularity on the null cone
that the symmetric scalar field has in flat spacetime. The second part is the one that
contains the biscalar V (x, z) and the step-function Θ(−σ) and is referred to as the
tail part. This term gives the part of the field that corresponds to σ < 0, which is the
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part that comes from the interior of the past and future null cone of x. It is the part
of the field that is due to the curvature of spacetime and vanishes in flat spacetime.
The symmetric Green’s function can be separated into the retarded and ad-
vanced parts, which constitute two very important Green’s functions themselves.
Specifically it can be written as
Gsym(x, z) =
1
2
[Gret(x, z) +Gadv(x, z)] (3.33)
where the retarded and advanced Green’s functions are given by
Gret(x, z) = 2 Θ[Σ(x), z]Gsym(x, z), (3.34)
Gadv(x, z) = 2 Θ[z,Σ(x)] Gsym(x, z). (3.35)
In Equations (3.34) and (3.35), Σ(x) is any spacelike hypersurface that contains x.
The step-function Θ[Σ(x), z] = 1 − Θ[z,Σ(x)] is equal to 1 when z lies to the past
of Σ(x) and vanishes when z lies to the future of Σ(x). Both the retarded and the
advanced Green’s functions satisfy the inhomogeneous differential equation
∇2Gret(x, z) = ∇2Gadv(x, z) = −(−g)− 12 δ4(x, z). (3.36)
They also have the property that
Gret(x, z) = Gadv(z, x). (3.37)
The retarded and advanced scalar fields, both solutions of the inhomogeneous
differential Equation (3.19), can also be expressed as integrals of the respective Green’s
functions
ψret(x) = 4 π q
∫
Γ
Gret[x, z(τ)] dτ = 2
[q U(x, z)
2 σ˙
]
τret
− q
∫ τret
−∞
V (x, z) dτ, (3.38)
ψadv(x) = 4 π q
∫
Γ
Gadv[x, z(τ)] dτ = 2
[q U(x, z)
2 σ˙
]
τadv
− q
∫ +∞
τadv
V (x, z) dτ. (3.39)
The retarded field ψret(x) is the actual scalar field that results from the scalar particle
and is singular at the location of the particle.
The last scalar Green’s function that is significant for the analysis that follows
is the radiative Green’s function Grad, which is defined in terms of the retarded and
advanced Green’s functions in a manner analogous to the radiation field defined by
Dirac in flat spacetime, namely
Grad(x, z) = Gret(x, z)−Gadv(x, z). (3.40)
It is obvious by this definition that Grad(x, z) satisfies the homogeneous differential
equation
∇2Grad(x, z) = 0. (3.41)
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By Equation (3.37) one can infer that Grad(x, z) is antisymmetric under the inter-
change of its arguments
Grad(x, z) = −Grad(z, x). (3.42)
The corresponding radiation field equals the difference between the retarded and
advanced fields
ψrad(x) = ψret(x) − ψadv(x) = 4 π q
∫
Γ
Grad[x, z(τ)] dτ (3.43)
and is a sourceless field because it satisfies the homogeneous differential equation
∇2ψrad(x) = 0. (3.44)
Consequently, ψrad is smooth and differentiable everywhere in space.
The Green’s functions and the corresponding scalar fields that were mentioned
in this section are used extensively in Chapter 4, where the self-force on scalar particles
is discussed.
3.2.2 Green’s Functions for a Vector Field
Now that the scalar Green’s functions and their properties have been discussed,
it is straightforward to define analogous Green’s functions for the electromagnetic
vector potential Aα generated by an electrically charged particle moving on a geodesic
Γ : zα
′
(τ). Assuming that Aα satisfies the Lorentz gauge condition
∇αAα = 0, (3.45)
Maxwell’s equations for it become
∇2Aα −RαβAβ = −4 π Jα, (3.46)
and, again, the goal is to express the vector potential as an integral that contains a
Green’s function and the source Jα, specifically
Aα(x) = 4 π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gαβ(x, y) Jβ(y) d4y. (3.47)
The symmetric Green’s function for a vector field obeys the equation
∇2Gsymαα′ (x, z) − R βα Gsymβα′ (x, z) = − g¯ −
1
2 g¯αα′ δ
4(x, z) (3.48)
and the Hadamard form of it is
Gsymαα′ (x, z) =
1
8π
[Uαα′(x, z) δ(σ)− Vαα′(x, z) Θ(−σ)]. (3.49)
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The biscalar Uαα′ is given by the differential equation
(2∇βUαα′ + Uαα′ ∆−1 ∇β∆)∇βσ = 0 (3.50)
with the boundary condition
lim
x→z
Uαα′(x, z) = gαα′(z). (3.51)
As shown in [14], the solution is unique
Uαα′(x, z) =
√
∆(x, z) g¯αα′(x, z)
= [1 +
1
12
Rβ
′γ′ ∇β′σ ∇γ′σ +O(s3)] g¯αα′ , for x→ z
(3.52)
where Equation (3.18) was used to derive the final expression. For the bivector Vαα′
DeWitt and Brehme prove that
lim
x→z
Vαα′(x, z) =
1
2
g¯ β
′
α (Rα′β′ −
1
6
gα′β′ R) +O(s), for x→ Γ. (3.53)
The symmetric electromagnetic vector potential is calculated by
Asymα (x) = 4π
∫
(−g) 12 Gsymαβ (x, y) Jβ(y) d4y
=
1
2
∫
(−g) 12
{
[∆(x, y)]
1
2 g¯αβ(x, y) δ(σ)− Vαβ(x, y) Θ(−σ)
}
Jβ(y) d4y.
(3.54)
Just as in the case of the symmetric scalar field, the symmetric electromagnetic poten-
tial also consists of the direct part, that contains the δ-function and comes from the
retarded and advanced proper times, and the tail part, that contains the Θ-function
and is the contribution from within the past and future null cone. An interesting fea-
ture is the appearance of the bivector of geodesic parallel displacement in the direct
part. It signifies that the electromagnetic radiation is parallel propagated along the
null geodesic that connects the points x and z.
The symmetric Green’s function can again be separated into the retarded and
advanced parts
Gsymαα′ (x, z) =
1
2
[Gretαα′(x, z) +G
adv
αα′(x, z)] (3.55)
which are given by the equations
Gretαα′(x, z) = 2 Θ[Σ(x), z]G
sym
αα′ (x, z) (3.56)
Gadvαα′(x, z) = 2 Θ[z,Σ(x)] G
sym
αα′ (x, z). (3.57)
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They are solutions of the inhomogeneous differential equation
∇2Gretαα′(x, z)−R βα Gretβα′(x, z) = ∇2Gadvαα′(x, z)−R βα Gadvβα′(x, z) = −g¯ −
1
2 g¯αα′(x, z)δ
4(x, z)
(3.58)
and have the property that
Gretαα′(x, z) = G
adv
α′α(z, x). (3.59)
The retarded and advanced electromagnetic potentials are then given by
Aretα (x) = 4 π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gretαβ(x, y) Jβ(y) d4y (3.60)
Aadvα (x) = 4 π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gadvαβ (x, y) Jβ(y) d4y (3.61)
and Aretα (x) is the actual potential generated by the moving charged particle.
The radiative Green’s function is defined in terms of the retarded and advanced
Green’s functions by the equation
Gradαα′(x, z) = G
ret
αα′(x, z)−Gadvαα′(x, z) (3.62)
and satisfies the homogeneous differential equation
∇2Gradαα′(x, z) − R βα Gradβα′(x, z) = 0. (3.63)
Using the symmetry expressed in Equation (3.59) for the retarded and advanced
Green’s functions it can be inferred that
Gradαα′(x, z) = −Gradα′α(z, x). (3.64)
The corresponding radiation vector potential is equal to the difference between
the retarded and advanced vector potentials
Aradα (x) = A
ret
α (x)−Aadvα (x)
= 4 π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gradαβ (x, y) Jβ(y) d4y
(3.65)
and is a source-free field, because it satisfies the homogeneous differential equation
∇2Aradα (x) − R βα Aradβ (x) = 0. (3.66)
The important quantities for the motion of a charged particle are not the vec-
tor potentials but rather the electromagnetic fields. The electromagnetic field that
corresponds to a vector potential Aα is calculated by:
Fαβ(x) = ∇βAα(x)−∇αAβ(x). (3.67)
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For completeness, the definitions of the symmetric and radiation fields are given, in
terms of the retarded and advanced fields:
F symαβ =
1
2
(F retαβ + F
adv
αβ ) (3.68)
F radαβ = F
ret
αβ − F advαβ . (3.69)
3.2.3 Green’s Functions for a Gravitational Field
Even though the work of DeWitt and Brehme did not cover the motion of
a massive particle creating its own gravitational field, the Green’s functions for a
gravitational field are presented here, for completeness. A more detailed description
is given by Mino, Sasaki and Tanaka in [15] and it is that analysis that is followed
here.
Assuming that a massive pointlike particle is moving on a geodesic Γ : zα
′
(τ)
and is inducing a perturbation hµν(x) on the background, the trace-reversed metric
perturbation is
h¯µν(x) = hµν(x)− 1
2
gµν(x)h(x) (3.70)
where h¯(x) and h(x) are the traces of h¯µν(x) and of hµν(x) respectively. It is assumed
that the trace-reversed metric perturbation obeys the harmonic gauge condition
∇νh¯µν(x) = 0. (3.71)
In this gauge, the linearized Einstein equations [18] become:
∇2h¯αβ + 2R γ δα β h¯γδ = −16πTαβ (3.72)
to first order in the metric perturbation. The Green’s functions of interest in this
case are bitensors and are used to express the trace-reversed metric perturbation in
integral form
h¯αβ(x) = 16π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12Gαβγδ(x, y) Tγδ(y) d4y. (3.73)
The symmetric Green’s function Gαβγ
′δ′(x, z) satisfies the differential equation
∇2Gαβγ′δ′sym (x, z) + 2 Rα βµ ν(x) Gµνγ
′δ′
sym (x, z) = −2 g¯γ
′(α(x, z) g¯β)δ
′
(x, z)
δ4(x− z)
(−g) 12 (3.74)
and the Hadamard form for it is
Gαβγ
′δ′
sym (x, z) =
1
8π
[Uαβγ
′δ′(x, z)δ(σ)− V αβγ′δ′(x, z)Θ(−σ)]. (3.75)
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The bitensor Uαβγ
′δ′(x, z) is the solution of the homogeneous differential equation
[2∇ξUαβγ′δ′(x, z) + ∇
ξ∆
∆
Uαβγ
′δ′(x, z)]∇ξσ = 0 (3.76)
with the boundary condition
lim
x→z
Uαβγ
′δ′(x, z) = lim
x→z
2g¯γ
′(α(x, z) g¯β)δ
′
(x, z). (3.77)
Mino, Sasaki and Tanaka [15] prove that the solution is
Uαβγ
′δ′(x, z) = 2 g¯γ
′(α(x, z) g¯β)δ
′
(x, z)
√
∆(x, z). (3.78)
The bitensor V αβγ
′δ′(x, z) is divergence-free
∇βV αβγ′δ′(x, z) = 0 (3.79)
and satisfies the homogeneous differential equation
∇2V αβγ′δ′(x, z) + 2 Rα βµ ν V µνγ
′δ′(x, z) = 0 (3.80)
with the boundary condition
lim
σ→0
V αβγ
′δ′(x, z) = 0. (3.81)
It is proven in [15] that the solution is
Vαβγ′δ′(x, z) = −g¯ α′α g¯β
′
β Rγ′α′δ′β′(z) +O(r), for x→ Γ. (3.82)
The symmetric gravitational field is obtained by
h¯αβsym(x) = 16π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gαβγδsym (x, y) Tγδ(y) d4y
= 2
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 [Uαβγδ(x, y)δ(σ)− V αβγδ(x, y)Θ(−σ)] Tγδ(y) d4y.
(3.83)
Its direct part is the part that contains the δ-function and gives the contribution from
the null cone of point x. Its tail part is the part that contains the Θ-function and
gives the contribution that comes from within the null cone of point x.
The symmetric Green’s function can be separated to the retarded and advanced
Green’s functions
Gαβγ
′δ′
sym (x, z) =
1
2
[Gαβγ
′δ′
ret (x, z) +G
αβγ′δ′
adv (x, z)] (3.84)
which are given by the equations
Gαβγ
′δ′
ret (x, z) = 2 Θ[Σ(x), z]G
αβγ′δ′
sym (x, z) (3.85)
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Gαβγ
′δ′
adv (x, z) = 2 Θ[z,Σ(x)]G
αβγ′δ′
sym (x, z). (3.86)
They are solutions of the inhomogeneous differential equation
∇2Gαβγ′δ′ret (x, z) + 2 Rα βµ ν(x) Gµνγ
′δ′
ret (x, z) =
= ∇2Gαβγ′δ′adv (x, z) + 2 Rα βµ ν(x) Gµνγ
′δ′
adv (x, z) = −2 g¯γ
′(α(x, z) g¯β)δ
′
(x, z)
δ4(x− z)
(−g) 12
(3.87)
and have the property that
Gαβγ
′δ′
ret (x, z) = G
γ′δ′αβ
adv (z, x). (3.88)
The retarded and advanced gravitational fields are given by
h¯αβret = 16π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gαβγδret (x, y) Tγδ(y) d4y (3.89)
h¯αβadv = 16π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gαβγδadv (x, y) Tγδ(y) d4y (3.90)
and h¯αβret is the actual trace-reversed gravitational perturbation induced by the moving
particle.
The radiative Green’s function is defined in terms of the retarded and advanced
Green’s functions by the equation
Gαβγ
′δ′
rad (x, z) = G
αβγ′δ′
ret (x, z)−Gαβγ
′δ′
adv (x, z) (3.91)
and satisfies the homogeneous differential equation
∇2Gαβγ′δ′rad (x, z) + 2 Rα βµ ν(x)Gµνγ
′δ′
rad (x, z) = 0. (3.92)
Using the symmetry expressed in Equation (3.88) for the retarded and advanced
Green’s functions, a symmetry property for the radiative Green’s function can be
derived, namely
Gαβγ
′δ′
rad (x, z) = −Gγ
′δ′αβ
rad (z, x). (3.93)
Finally, the radiative gravitational perturbation is given by the difference be-
tween the retarded and advanced gravitational perturbations
h¯αβrad(x) = h¯
αβ
ret(x)− h¯αβadv(x)
= 16π
∫
spacetime
(−g) 12 Gαβγδrad (x, y) Tγδ(y) d4y
(3.94)
and is a solution of the homogeneous differential equation
∇2h¯αβrad(x) + 2 Rα βµ ν h¯µνrad(x) = 0. (3.95)
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3.3 Motion of a Charged Particle in Curved Spacetime
Following DeWitt and Brehme’s analysis, I present the equations of motion and
the radiation reaction effects for a particle carrying an electric charge e. Studying the
vector case is useful in comparing the result derived in curved spacetime with Dirac’s
result for flat spacetime. Similar analyses can be done for the scalar case and the
gravitational case. Those analyses can be found in a recent review of the subject by
Poisson [19].
3.3.1 Equations of Motion
Let’s assume that a particle of bare mass m0 and electric charge e is moving in
a curved spacetime of metric gµν on a worldline described by Γ : z(τ), where τ is the
proper time.
In the following, the notation uα
′
= (dzα
′
/dτ) = ˙zα′ is used. Also, the symbol
(D/dτ) is used to denote absolute covariant differentiation with respect to the proper
time τ along the worldline.
The particle generates an electromagnetic vector potential Aα(x) and an elec-
tromagnetic field F αβ(x) given by Equation (3.67). The action of the system contains
three terms; the first term comes from the particle, the second from the electromag-
netic field and the third from the interaction between the two:
S = Sparticle + Sfield + Sinteraction, (3.96)
where
Sparticle = −m0
∫
Γ
[−gα′β′(z) uα′ uβ′] 12 dτ (3.97)
Sfield = − 1
16π
∫
Fαβ F
αβ
√−g d4x (3.98)
Sinteraction = e
∫
Aα′(z) u
α′ dτ. (3.99)
In determining the equations of motion, the stationary action principle can be
applied to S for variations in the potential Aα and for variations in the worldline zα
′
separately. Varying Aα gives
∇βF αβ = 4πJα (3.100)
where Jα is the current density defined as
Jα(y) = e
∫
Γ
g¯αβ′(y, z) u
β′ δ4(y, z) dτ. (3.101)
The electromagnetic field Fαβ is invariant under a gauge transformation of the form
Aα → Aα + ∇αΛ(x), where Λ(x) is any scalar function of x. For convenience, Λ(x)
can be chosen in such a way that the electromagnetic potential satisfies the Lorentz
gauge condition
∇αAα = 0 (3.102)
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in which case Equation (3.100) for the electromagnetic field becomes
∇2Aα(x)− RαβAβ(x) = −4πJα(x). (3.103)
Equation (3.103) allows one to determine the electromagnetic field, once the worldline
of the charged particle is known.
On the other hand, varying the worldline zα
′
gives
m0
Duα
′
dτ
= eF α
′
β′(z) u
β′ . (3.104)
Equation (3.104) allows one to calculate the worldline of the particle, once the elec-
tromagnetic field is specified.
As is well-known, the electromagnetic field given by Equation (3.103) is diver-
gent at the location of the particle and cannot be used in Equation (3.104). An
alternative method for studying the motion of the particle is to take advantage of the
conservation of energy and momentum for the particle and the field, the same method
that was used by Dirac in his analysis of the motion of an electron in flat spacetime.
3.3.2 Calculation of the Fields
It becomes obvious in Section (3.3.3) that in order for the conservation of energy
and momentum to be implemented along the worldline of the charged particle, it
is necessary for the retarded and advanced fields generated by the particle to be
calculated. A brief description of the calculation is given here; the details can be
found in [14].
In the following, τret and τadv are the proper times along the worldline of the
particle, where the past and future null cones of x respectively intersect that worldline.
They are referred to as retarded and advanced proper times. Also, τΣ is the proper
time at the point where the hypersurface Σ(x) intersects the worldline of the particle.
All these points are shown in Figure (3.1).
null cone
Σx
τ
τ (x)
adv
Σ
τ
z
ret
Figure 3.1: Retarded and advanced proper times
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Starting with Equation (3.60) for the retarded potential, and using the Hada-
mard expansion for the Green’s function, a simple expression for Aretα can be obtained
Aretα (x) = 4π
∫
d4y (−g) 12 Gretαβ(x, y) Jβ(y)
= 4πe
∫
d4y(−g) 12 2 Θ[Σ(x), y] [Uαβ(x, y) δ(σ)− Vαβ(x, y) Θ(−σ)]
8π
×
×
∫
Γ
dτ g¯βα′(y, z) u
α′ δ4(y, z)
= e
∫ τΣ
−∞
Uαα′(x, z) δ(σ) u
α′dτ − e
∫ τΣ
−∞
Vαα′(x, z) Θ(−σ) uα′ dτ
= e
[ Uαα′ uα′
∇β′σ uβ′
]
τret
− e
∫ τret
−∞
Vαα′(x, z) u
α′ dτ.
(3.105)
By a similar calculation, starting with Equation (3.61), the advanced potential can
be calculated
Aadvα (x) = −e
[ Uαα′ uα′
∇β′σ uβ′
]
τadv
− e
∫ +∞
τadv
Vαα′(x, z) u
α′ dτ. (3.106)
Equations (3.105) and (3.106) give the covariant Lienard-Wiechert potentials.
The retarded and advanced electromagnetic fields can be calculated by Equation
(3.67) if the respective potentials are differentiated. The result is
F ret/advµν =∓ e
{
(Uνα′∇µσ − Uµα′∇νσ) uα′ (∇β′γ′σ uβ′uγ′ +∇β′σDu
β′
dτ
) (∇δ′σ uδ′)−3
− [∇β′(Uνα′∇µσ − Uµα′∇νσ) uα′uβ′ + (Uνα′∇µσ − Uµα′∇νσ) Du
α′
dτ
]×
× (∇γ′σ uγ′)−2
+ (∇µUνα′ −∇νUµα′ + Vνα′∇µσ − Vµα′∇νσ) uα′ (∇β′σ uβ′)−1
}
τret/τadv
∓ e
∫ ±∞
τret/τadv
(∇µVνα′ −∇νVµα′) uα′ dτ.
(3.107)
In Equation (3.107), the lower of the two signs corresponds to the retarded field and
the upper sign corresponds to the advanced field. This is an important expression
because it gives the electromagnetic field at point x in terms of the characteristics of
the worldline of the charged particle. The significance of this becomes clear when the
final equations of motion of the charged particle are written down.
As becomes obvious in Section (3.3.3), when calculating the balance of energy
and momentum between the particle and the field along the worldline, the values of
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the fields very close to the worldline need to be known. Expanding the retarded and
advanced fields in powers of σ and its derivatives is a tedious but straightforward
calculation, which yields a complicated expression for the two fields, Equation (5.12)
of [14].
Following Dirac’s ideas, the total field in the vicinity of the charged particle can
be written as the sum of the retarded field created by the particle plus the external
incoming field
Fαβ = F
ret
αβ + F
in
αβ (3.108)
which, by using Equations (3.68) and (3.69), can be written in terms of the radiation
and symmetric fields
Fαβ = F
in
αβ +
1
2
F radαβ + F
sym
αβ . (3.109)
This breaking up of the total field is very important because, after implementing the
conservation of energy and momentum along the worldline of the particle, only the
radiation field F radαβ and the external incoming field F
in
αβ show up in the equations of
motion of the charged particle.
Since the radiation field is the difference between the retarded and advanced
fields, only two terms of Equation (3.107) are of interest here. Specifically, it is
sufficient to write
F ret/advµν = e (g¯µα′ g¯νβ′ − g¯να′ g¯µβ′)
[
± 2
3
(
D2σ
dτ 2
)−2
Duα
′
dτ
uβ
′
± 1
2
∫ ±∞
τ
fα
′β′
γ′(z(τ), z(τ
′)) uγ
′
dτ ′
]
+ F extraµν + (higher order terms)
(3.110)
where, again, the lower sign corresponds to the retarded field and the upper sign
corresponds to the advanced field. In Equation (3.110), the notation
fαβα′(x, z) = ∇βVαα′(x, z)−∇αVβα′(x, z) (3.111)
is used. The term F extraαβ is, in fact, a sum of terms and is the same for the retarded
and the advanced fields, so it vanishes when the difference of the two is taken.
3.3.3 Conservation of Energy and Momentum
The first step, when considering the conservation of energy and momentum, is
the construction of a cylindrical surface that surrounds the worldline of the charged
particle. That surface is referred to as the world-tube from now on. As in Dirac’s
analysis, the radius ǫ of the world-tube is very small, because the balance of energy
and momentum between the particle and the field needs to be calculated in the vicinity
of the particle’s trajectory. DeWitt and Brehme [14] explain the procedure for the
construction of the world-tube in great detail. For the needs of the present calculation,
the world-tube can be thought of as the three-dimensional surface that is generated
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by the particle if the particle is surrounded by a sphere of a very small radius and is
then left to move along its worldline, starting at proper time τ1 and ending at proper
time τ2. In the following, the cylindrical surface is denoted by Σ, its two end caps are
denoted by Σ1 (corresponding to the earliest proper time τ1) and Σ2 (corresponding
to the latest proper time τ2). The total volume enclosed by the world-tube is denoted
by Vt.
The stress-energy tensor T αβ of the system consists of one part that comes from
the particle and one part that comes from the field
T αβ = T αβP + T
αβ
F (3.112)
where
T αβP = m0
∫
δ¯
1
2 g¯αα′ g¯
β
β′ u
α′uβ
′
δ4 dτ (3.113)
T αβF =
1
4π
(F αγF
βγ − 1
4
gαβFγδF
γδ) (3.114)
where Fαβ is the total field in the vicinity of the particle. It is the sum of the field
generated by the particle plus any external incoming field that is present.
The conservation of energy and momentum for the system can be expressed as
∇βT αβ = 0. (3.115)
When integrating Equation (3.115) over the world-tube, special attention should be
given to the fact that the integral (
∫ ∇βT αβd4x) is not a vector in the curved spacetime
that is being considered here. That means that Gauss’s theorem cannot be used as
usual, to convert the integral over the volume Vt to an integral over the surface of the
world-tube. The natural way to overcome this difficulty is to consider the integral∫
g¯ α
′
α ∇βT αβd4x instead. In this integral, the bivector of geodesic parallel displacement
is used, so that any contributions to the integral by the point x are referred back to
the fixed point z, which is assumed to correspond to proper time τ . That integral is,
then, a contravariant vector at point z, so Gauss’s theorem can be used. That gives(∫
Σ
+
∫
Σ1
+
∫
Σ2
)
g¯ α
′
α T
αβ dΣβ −
∫
Vt
(
∇β g¯ α′α
)
T αβ d4x = 0 (3.116)
where dΣβ is the surface element along the surface of the world-tube.
The limit of the radius of the world-tube going to zero is taken next. Also the
integral over the surface Σ of the world-tube is expressed as a double integral, over
the proper time and over the solid angle. In addition, the proper times τ1 and τ2 are
let to approach τ . If their infinitesimal difference is denoted by dτ , Equation (3.116)
becomes
m0
Duα
′
dτ
dτ + lim
ǫ→0
∫
4π
g¯ α
′
α T
αβdΣβ = 0. (3.117)
It is in the calculation of the integral of the second term that the symmetric field and
the radiation field mentioned in Equations (3.68), (3.69) and (3.109) are very useful.
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As was mentioned earlier, the result contains only the incoming external field,
the radiation field and the tail field and is
m
Duα
′
dτ
= eF in α
′
β′u
β′+
1
2
eF rad α
′
β′u
β′+
1
2
e2uβ
′
∫ τ
−∞
fα
′
β′γ′(z(τ), z(τ
′))uγ
′
(τ ′)dτ ′ (3.118)
where m is the renormalized observed mass of the charged particle
m = m0 + lim
ǫ→0
1
2
e2ǫ−1. (3.119)
An equivalent expression is derived by using Equation (3.110) and the definition
of the radiation field given in Equation (3.69), and it is
m
Duα
′
dτ
= eF in α
′
β′u
β′ +
2
3
e2(
D2uα
′
dτ 2
− uα′Du
β′
dτ
Duβ′
dτ
)+
+
1
2
e2uβ
′
∫ τ
−∞
fα
′
β′γ′(z(τ), z(τ
′))uγ
′
(τ ′)dτ ′.
(3.120)
Equation (3.120) contains only the physical characteristics of the worldline of the
charged particle and the incoming external field.
3.3.4 Radiation Reaction
A short discussion about Equations (3.118) and (3.120) is in order. First it is
significant to notice that, except for the last term that contains the quantity fαβα′ ,
these equations are identical to Equations (2.34) and (2.35) derived by Dirac for flat
spacetime. Since that term contains the biscalar Vαα′ , it comes from the tail part of
the retarded electromagnetic field.
Also, it is interesting that the integral that shows up in these two equations
needs to be calculated from −∞ to the proper time τ , meaning that knowledge of the
entire past history of the particle is required. That is something that renders the use
of Equation (3.120) impractical and is a point that is also discussed in the following
chapters.
CHAPTER 4
SELF-FORCE
In general, the self-force can be due to a scalar, an electromagnetic or a gravita-
tional field. Two different methods for the self-force calculation are presented in this
chapter. The analysis is given in detail for the scalar self-force, due to the simplicity
of the notation. The results are also given for the electromagnetic and gravitational
self-force.
The first method, in which the direct and tail parts of the retarded fields are
used, was described by DeWitt and Brehme in [14] for the scalar and electromagnetic
fields and by Mino, Sasaki and Tanaka in [15] for the gravitational field. An axiomatic
approach to this method was also presented by Quinn [20] for the scalar field and by
Quinn and Wald [21] for the electromagnetic and gravitational fields.
The second method, in which the singular-source part and the regular remainder
of the retarded fields are used, was proposed by Detweiler and Whiting in [22], where
they described it for the scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational fields.
As in Chapter 3, z denotes a point along the worldline of the moving particle
and x any point in spacetime. The limit of x → Γ is the coincidence limit. The
retarded and advanced proper times, τret and τadv, are the proper times at the points
where the null cone of x intersects the worldline Γ (see Figure (3.1)). Primed indices
refer to z and unprimed ones refer to x.
4.1 Scalar Self-Force
A particle of scalar charge q is assumed to be moving in a background spacetime,
described by the background metric gab. For simplicity it can be assumed that there is
no external scalar field and consequently, if the scalar charge q is small, the lowest order
approximation for the worldline Γ : za
′
(τ) of the particle is a background geodesic,
where τ is the proper time. But the scalar field ψ generated by the particle interacts
with the particle, inducing a self-force on it. The self-force gives Γ an acceleration,
so, to higher order, the particle does not trace a background geodesic.
4.1.1 Direct and Tail Fields
The discussion of the scalar field self-force in [14] and [20] shows that the self-
force on the particle can be calculated by
Fa = q
[
∇aψself
]
particle
(4.1)
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where ψself is the scalar field that interacts with the particle and is given by
ψself(x) = −
[q U(x, z)
2 σ˙
]τadv
τret
− q
∫ τret
−∞
V (x, z(τ)) dτ. (4.2)
It can be inferred from the discussion of the scalar Green’s functions of Section
(3.2.1) that the first term of the right-hand side of Equation (4.2) comes from the
direct part of the retarded field generated by the moving particle. This first term
is finite and differentiable at the location of the particle and its contribution to the
self-force is the curved-spacetime generalization of the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac force
of flat spacetime. This contribution results from the moving particle’s acceleration, if
the worldline Γ is not a geodesic, and can be expressed in terms of the acceleration of
Γ and components of the Riemann tensor [14, 15, 20, 21].
The integral term of the right-hand side of Equation (4.2) comes from the tail
part of the retarded field of the moving particle. Its contribution to the self-force
represents the result of the scattering of the retarded field of the particle, due to the
curvature of spacetime. Taking the derivative of the tail part of ψself gives one term
that comes from the implicit dependence of the retarded proper time on x and one
term that comes from the dependence of the integrand on x, as was calculated by
Quinn in [20]:
∇a
{
− q
∫ τret
−∞
V (x, z(τ)) dτ
}
= −q V (x, z(τret)) [∇aτret(x)]− q
∫ τret
−∞
{∇a V (x, z(τ))} dτ
= −q
[
V σ˙−1 ∇aσ
]
τret
− q
∫ τret
−∞
{∇a V (x, z(τ))} dτ
=
[
− q R(x)
12 r
(xa − za)
]
x→Γ
+O(r)− q
∫ τret
−∞
{∇a V (x, z(τ))} dτ.
(4.3)
In Equation (4.3), r is the proper distance from x to Γ measured along the spatial
geodesic that is orthogonal to Γ.
The spatial part of the first term of the derivative calculated in Equation (4.3)
is not well defined when x is on Γ, unless R(x) = 0 there. That makes this approach
problematic since, for the self-force to be calculated, the derivative must be calculated
at the location of the particle. To overcome this difficulty, ∇aψself can be averaged
over a small spatial 2-sphere surrounding the particle, thus removing the spatial part.
Then the limit of the radius of the 2-sphere going to zero can be taken and a finite
contribution to the self-force is obtained.
Another complication comes from the fact that, in order for the contribution of
the tail term to the self-force to be calculated, knowledge of the entire past history of
the moving particle is necessary, as is clear from the integral term in Equation (4.3).
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It is also important to note that the field ψself, just like the field ψtail, is not a
physically well-understood field. That is because it is not a solution to any particular
differential equation.
4.1.2 The S-Field and the R-Field
In order to provide an alternative scalar field that gives the self-force on the
moving particle, Detweiler and Whiting [22] took advantage of the fact that adding a
homogeneous solution of a differential equation to an inhomogeneous solution of the
same differential equation, gives a new inhomogeneous solution. Specifically, since
the biscalar V (x, z) is a symmetric homogeneous solution of the scalar differential
Equation (3.29), it can be added to the symmetric Green’s function Gsym(x, z) to give
a new symmetric inhomogeneous solution GS(x, z) of Equation (3.22)
GS(x, z) = Gsym(x, z) +
1
8π
V (x, z)
=
1
8π
[U(x, z)δ(σ)− V (x, z)Θ(−σ) + V (x, z)]
=
1
8π
[U(x, z)δ(σ) + V (x, z)Θ(σ)],
(4.4)
which obeys
∇2GS(x, z) = −(−g) 12 δ4(x− z). (4.5)
The superscript S is used to indicate that this Green’s function obeys the differential
equation that contains the Source term. This new symmetric Green’s function has
support on the null cone, coming from the term that contains the δ-function, and
outside of the null cone, at spacelike separated points, coming from the term that
contains Θ(σ). It has no support within the null cone, as shown in Figure (4.1).
The local expansion of the biscalar V (x, z) given in Equation (3.30) is sufficient for
the purposes of this dissertation, since the singular Green’s function is only used for
points x close to the worldline of the particle.
The Regular-Remainder Green’s function is defined in terms of the retarded and
singular Green’s functions as
GR(x, z) = Gret(x, z)−GS(x, z) =
=
1
8π
{
2Θ[Σ(x), z][U(x, z)δ(σ) − V (x, z)Θ(−σ)]− [U(x, z)δ(σ) + V (x, z)Θ(σ)]
}
,
(4.6)
and it is obvious that, by construction, it obeys the homogeneous differential equation
∇2GR(x, z) = 0. (4.7)
Clearly, GR(x, z) has no support inside the future null cone of x.
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Figure 4.1: Support of Gdirect, Gtail and GS.
Using the new Green’s functions, the fields ψS and ψR can be defined. First,
the singular field is
ψS(x) = 4πq
∫
GS[x, z(τ)] dτ
=
[q U(x, z)
2σ˙
]
τret
+
[q U(x, z)
2σ˙
]
τadv
+
q
2
∫ τadv
τret
V (x, z) dτ,
(4.8)
and obeys Poisson’s equation
∇2ψS(x) = −4π̺. (4.9)
It is noteworthy that the singular field does not depend on the entire past history
of the moving particle, but only on its motion between the retarded and advanced
proper times.
The regular-remainder is defined as
ψR(x) = ψret(x)− ψS(x)
= −
[q U(x, z)
2σ˙
]τadv
τret
− q
[∫ τret
−∞
+
1
2
∫ τadv
τret
]
V (x, z) dτ,
(4.10)
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and by definition obeys the homogeneous differential equation
∇2ψR(x) = 0. (4.11)
Since the field ψR is a source-free field, it is smooth and differentiable at any point in
spacetime and consequently at any point along the worldline of the particle as well.
That is the most significant property of it, as far as the calculation of the self-force is
concerned.
To compare the scalar fields ψself and ψR, the difference of the two is calculated
from Equations (4.10) and (4.2)
ψR(x)− ψself(x) = −q
2
∫ τadv
τret
V (x, z) dτ. (4.12)
Using Equation (3.30) for the biscalar V (x, z) to expand the above integrand in the
coincidence limit, the difference of the two fields becomes
ψR(x)− ψself(x) = −q
2
∫ τadv
τret
[− 1
12
R(x) +O(r)
]
dτ
=
1
12
qrR(x) + O(r2), for x→ Γ
(4.13)
where the fact that the difference between the advanced and the retarded proper times
is equal to
τadv − τret = 2r +O(r2), for x→ Γ (4.14)
was used. Taking the derivative gives
∇aψR = ∇aψself + q
12
∇a[rR(x)] + (terms that vanish as x→ Γ). (4.15)
The second term of the right-hand side of Equation (4.15) gives an outwardly pointing
spatial unit vector and cancels the first term of the right side of Equation (4.3). Con-
sequently, the fields ψR and ψself give the same self-force. In addition, the averaging
procedure that was necessary for the calculation of the self-force using ψself is not
required when ψR is used.
A self-force calculation that has been demonstrated in [23] showed an additional
benefit of calculating the self-force using the difference of the retarded and singular
fields. The retarded field can be computed numerically and, since the singular field
depends only on the motion of the particle between the retarded and advanced proper
times, the knowledge of the entire past history of the particle is not required. That is
a significant advantage of this method compared to the one that involves the direct
and tail fields.
Additionally, it is important that all the scalar fields used in this analysis are
specific solutions of the homogeneous or inhomogeneous Equation (3.19). That makes
them well-defined physical fields, a property that the direct and tail scalar fields do
not have.
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For those reasons, in this dissertation the self-force is calculated using
Fa = q∇aψR. (4.16)
4.2 Electromagnetic Self-Force
A detailed analysis for the self-force in terms of the direct and tail electromag-
netic potentials was done in [14] and was presented in Chapter 3. In this section, the
calculation of the self-force using the singular-source and the regular remainder fields
is presented.
It is assumed that a particle of electric charge q is moving on a worldline Γ :
za
′
(τ) in a background described by the metric gab. For the purposes of this section
it can be assumed that there is no external electromagnetic field and the lowest order
approximation to the particle’s motion is a background geodesic. The particle creates
an electromagnetic potential Aa and an electromagnetic field F ab, which interact with
the particle, causing a self-force to act on it and making its worldline to deviate from
a background geodesic to order q2. In the Lorentz gauge
∇aAa = 0, (4.17)
the electromagnetic potential generated by the particle can be calculated by using
Maxwell’s equations
∇2Aa − RabAb = −4πJa (4.18)
and the different solutions of interest were described by the Green’s functions of
Section (3.2.2).
If a potential Aselfa , analogous to ψ
self, is used to calculate the self-force in this
case, its tail part is
Aself (tail)a (x) = −q
∫ τret
−∞
Vab′(x, z(τ)) u
b′ dτ. (4.19)
Taking the derivative of it gives
∇cAself (tail)a = −q
[
Vab′ u
b′ ∇cτret
]
x→Γ
− q
∫ τret
−∞
∇c(Vab′ub′)dτ
= −q
[ 1
2
g¯ d
′
a (Rb′d′ −
1
6
gb′d′R) u
b′ xc − zc
r
]
x→Γ
− q
∫ τret
−∞
∇c[Vab′ub′] dτ,
(4.20)
where Equation (3.53) for the bivector Vab′ was used to derive the last expression.
It is obvious that the same problems that were encountered in the scalar case are
encountered here as well. The first term is not well-defined unless (Ra′b′ − 16ga′b′R)ub
′
is zero at the particle’s worldline, the entire past history of the moving particle needs
to be known and the potential used in the self-force calculation is not a solution of
Maxwell’s equations.
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To overcome those difficulties, the singular Green’s function in the neighborhood
of the particle is defined analogously to the scalar case
GSaa′(x, z) = G
sym
aa′ (x, z) +
1
8π
Vaa′(x, z)
=
1
8π
[Uaa′(x, z)δ(σ) + Vaa′(x, z)Θ(σ)].
(4.21)
It obeys the inhomogeneous differential equation
∇2GSaa′(x, z)−R ba GSba′(x, z) = −g¯−
1
2 g¯aa′δ
4(x, z) (4.22)
and gives the singular electromagnetic potential
ASa = 4π
∫
(−g)− 12GSab(x, y)J b(y)d4y, (4.23)
which is a solution of the inhomogeneous Maxwell’s Equations (4.18). By definition,
both GSab′ and A
S
a have no support inside the past and future null cone of x. The
regular remainder is defined by
ARa (x) = A
ret
a (x)−ASa(x). (4.24)
It has no support within the future null cone of x and it obeys the homogeneous
Maxwell’s equations. Consequently, it is smooth and differentiable everywhere in
space, including every point along the worldline of the particle. The electromagnetic
self-force can be calculated by the equation
Fa = qgac(∇cARb −∇bARc )z˙b (4.25)
and is well-defined at the particle’s location. It is stressed, again, that both ASa and
ARa are well-defined solutions of Maxwell’s equations.
4.3 Gravitational Self-Force
It is now assumed that a particle of mass m is moving on a worldline Γ : za
′
(τ),
in a background described by the metric gab. The particle causes a metric perturbation
hab on the background metric. This perturbation obeys the harmonic gauge
∇ah¯ab = 0 (4.26)
where h¯ab is the trace-reversed version of the metric perturbation
h¯ab = hab − 1
2
gabh
c
c. (4.27)
The linearized Einstein equations for it are
∇2h¯ab + 2R c da b h¯cd = −16πTab. (4.28)
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This metric perturbation interacts with the particle, causing a self-force to act on it
and forcing its worldline to deviate from a background geodesic.
If h¯selfab , which is not a solution of Einstein’s equations, is used to calculate the
self-force, its tail part contains the bitensor Vabc′d′ given in Equation (3.82). The
contribution of this tail term to the derivative comes partly from the dependence of
the proper time τret on the point x. Specifically
∇f h¯self (tail)ab = −m
[
Vabc′d′u
c′ud
′∇fτret
]
x→Γ
−m
∫ τret
−∞
∇f
[
Vabc′d′u
c′ud
′]
dτ
= m
[
g¯ a
′
a g¯
b′
b Rc′a′d′b′
(xf − zf)
r
]
x→Γ
−m
∫ τret
−∞
∇f
[
Vabc′d′u
c′ud
′]
dτ.
(4.29)
Just like before, the first term is not well-defined at the particle’s worldline, unless
Rc′a′d′b′u
c′ud
′
equals zero along the worldline. Also, knowledge of the entire past
history of the particle is required in order to calculate the integral term.
The singular Green’s function Gabc′d′(x, z) in the neighborhood of the particle
can be defined as
GSabc′d′(x, z) = G
sym
abc′d′(x, z) +
1
8π
Vabc′d′(x, z)
=
1
8π
[Uabc′d′(x, z)δ(σ) + Vabc′d′(x, z)Θ(σ)].
(4.30)
It gives the singular field h¯Sab which is an inhomogeneous solution of Equation (4.28)
and has no support inside the past or future null cone of x
h¯Sab = 16π
∫
(−g)− 12GSabcd(x, y)T cd(y)d4y. (4.31)
The regular remainder is defined as
h¯Rab(x) = h¯
ret
ab (x)− h¯Sab(x). (4.32)
It obeys the homogeneous differential equation
∇2h¯Rab + 2R c da b h¯Rcd = 0, (4.33)
which means that it is smooth and differentiable everywhere in spacetime. Also, it
has no support within the future null cone of x.
Then the self-force can be calculated by
Fa = −m(gab + z˙az˙b)z˙cz˙d(∇chRdb −
1
2
∇bhRcd) (4.34)
which is well-defined at the location of the particle. It is important that both hRab and
hSab are solutions of specific differential equations.
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A significant conclusion can be drawn at this point. As befits the problem, the
self-force is causing the particle to move on a geodesic of the metric (gab + h
R
ab), to
order m2. This metric (gab + h
R
ab) is, itself, a homogeneous solution of the Einstein
equations. An extended discussion of that point is given in [22] and [24] and is also
presented in Chapter 8 of this dissertation.
CHAPTER 5
SINGULAR FIELD FOR SCHWARZSCHILD GEODESICS
It was seen in Chapter 4 that the singular field is important in calculating the
self-force. It is the part that must be subtracted from the retarded field to give the
regular remainder, which is then differentiated to give the self-force. It is also clear
that, since the singular field obeys the inhomogeneous Poisson, Maxwell or Einstein
equations, it depends on the worldline of the moving particle and on the background
spacetime.
The coordinates that are used in this chapter to caclulate the singular field
are the Thorne-Hartle-Zhang coordinates, abbreviated from this point on as THZ
coordinates. Those coordinates were initially introduced by Thorne and Hartle [25]
and later extended by Zhang [26]. A short discussion on them is presented in Section
(5.1) of this chapter.
The detailed calculation of the singular field of a scalar charge q for geodesics in
a Schwarzschild background was presented in [23]. A brief discussion about that field
is given here for completeness, since the regularization parameters associated with it
are calculated in Chapter 6. The singular field is also calculated for geodesics in a
Schwarzschild background, for a dipole generating a scalar field, for an electric charge,
an electric dipole and a magnetic dipole each generating its own electromagnetic field
and for a spinning particle generating a gravitational field. For all these calculations,
Maple and Grtensor were used extensively. The Grtensor code is explained in
Section (5.8) and presented in Appendix A. In Sections (5.3) through (5.7), only the
results that the code gives are presented.
5.1 Thorne-Hartle-Zhang Coordinates
The Poisson, Maxwell and Einstein equations for the singular field assume a
relatively simple form when they are written in a coordinate system in which the
background spacetime looks as flat as possible. In the following, it is assumed that
the particle is moving on a geodesic Γ in a vacuum background described by the
metric gab. Also, R is a representative length scale of the background geometry, the
smallest of the radius of curvature, the scale of inhomogeneities of the background
and the time scale of curvature changes along Γ.
A normal coordinate system can always be found so that, on the geodesic Γ,
the metric and its first derivatives coincide with the Minkowski metric [18]. Such a
normal coordinate system is not unique. The one used here is the THZ coordinate
system and is used only locally, close to the worldline of the particle. Specifically it
is assumed that the background metric close to the worldline of the particle can be
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written as
gab = ηab +Hab
= ηab + 2Hab + 3Hab +O(
ρ4
R4 ),
(5.1)
where ηab is the flat Minkowski metric in the THZ coordinates (t, x, y, z) and
ρ2 = x2 + y2 + z2. (5.2)
Also
2Habdx
adxb = −Eijxixj(dt2 + δkldxkdxl) + 4
3
ǫkpqBqixpxidtdxk
− 20
21
[
E˙ijxixjxk − 2
5
ρ2E˙ikxi
]
dtdxk +
5
21
[
xiǫjpqB˙qkxpxk −
1
5
ρ2ǫpqiB˙ qj xp
]
dxidxj ,
(5.3)
3Habdx
adxb = O
( ρ3
R3
)
ab
dxadxb +O
( ρ4
R4
)
ij
dxidxj. (5.4)
In this and the following, a, b, c and d denote spacetime indices. The indices
i, j, k, l, n, p and q are spatial indices and, to the order up to which the calculations
are performed, they are raised and lowered by the 3-dimensional flat space metric δij .
The dot denotes differentiation with respect to the time t along the geodesic. Also,
ǫijk is the 3-dimensional flat space antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor.
If Hab consists of the terms given in Equation (5.3), the coordinates are second-
order THZ coordinates and are well defined up to the addition of arbitrary functions
of O( ρ
4
R3 ). If Hab also includes the terms given in Equation (5.4), the coordinates
are third-order THZ coordinates and are well defined up to the addition of arbitrary
functions of O( ρ
5
R4 ).
The tensors E and B are spatial, symmetric and trace-free and their components
are related to the Riemann tensor on the geodesic Γ by
Eij = Rtitj (5.5)
Bij = 1
2
ǫ pqi Rpqjt. (5.6)
They are of O( 1R2 ) and their time derivatives are of O(
1
R3 ).
For the calculation of the singular fields that follows, only the first two terms of
Equation (5.3) are included in gab. The remaining two terms are of O(
ρ3
R3 ) and must
be included in a higher-order calculation which must also take into account terms
coming from the 3Hab part of the metric.
The ‘gothic’ form of the metric is also defined as
gab =
√−ggab (5.7)
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and its difference from the Minkowski metric is
H¯ab = ηab − gab. (5.8)
For the lowest order terms of H¯ab it can be found that
H¯ab = 2H¯
ab + 3H¯
ab +O
( ρ4
R4
)
(5.9)
where
2H¯
tt = −2Eijxixj (5.10)
2H¯
tk = −2
3
ǫkpqBqixpxi + 10
21
[
E˙ijxixjxk − 2
5
E˙ ki xiρ2
]
(5.11)
2H¯
ij =
5
21
[
x(iǫj)pqB˙qkxpxk − 1
5
ǫpq(iB˙j)q xpρ2
]
(5.12)
3H¯
ta = O
( ρ3
R3
)
, 3H¯
ij = O
( ρ4
R4
)
. (5.13)
Using the simple symmetry properties of the tensors E and B, the following
relationships can be shown for their components and the spatial THZ coordinates
(x, y, z):
ǫijkEkl + ǫiklEkj − ǫjklEki = 0 (5.14)
ǫijkBkl + ǫiklBkj − ǫjklBki = 0 (5.15)
and
(−ǫijkEknxl + ǫijkElnxk − ǫiklEknxj + ǫjklEknxi)xnxl = 0 (5.16)
(−ǫijkBknxl + ǫijkBlnxk − ǫiklBknxj + ǫjklBknxi)xnxl = 0. (5.17)
These relationships are used in the following sections when calculating the singular
fields for different sources to simplify the expressions for those fields.
The calculation of the regularization parameters shown in Chapter 6 requires
one to know the exact relationship between the THZ coordinates and the background
Schwarzschild coordinates. A general procedure for finding that relationship for a
given geodesic is to try to satisfy the three basic properties of the second order THZ
coordinates:
• On Γ: the coordinate t measures the proper time along the geodesic and the
spatial coordinates x, y and z are equal to 0. Also, gab = ηab and the first
derivatives of the metric vanish there.
• At linear, stationary order: H¯ ij = O(x3).
• The coordinates satisfy the harmonic gauge: ∂agab = O(x2).
The details of this procedure are described in Appendix A of [23].
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For circular orbits in a Schwarzschild background of mass M , the THZ coor-
dinates have been calculated in Appendix B of [23] using specific properties of the
spherically symmetric background, which is much simpler than following the proce-
dure just described. Their functional relationships with the Schwarzschild coordinates
are given here in order to facilitate the discussion of the calculation of the singular
fields and the regularization parameters. The Schwarzschild coordinates are (ts, r, θ, φ)
and the Schwarzschild metric is
ds2 = −(1− 2M
r
)dt2s + (1−
2M
r
)−1dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2. (5.18)
The circular orbit given by φ = Ωts has orbital frequency equal to Ω = (Mr
−3
o )
1
2 , at
Schwarzschild radius ro.
First, the functions X ,Y ,Z, which are Lie derived by the Killing vector ξa =
∂
∂ts
+ Ω ∂
∂φ
, are chosen
X ≡ r − ro
(1− 2M
ro
)
1
2
(5.19)
Y ≡ ro sin(θ) sin(φ− Ωts)
(ro − 2M
ro − 3M
) 1
2
(5.20)
Z ≡ ro cos(θ). (5.21)
Then the functions x˜, y˜, z, also Lie derived by the Killing vector ξa, and the function
t are defined in terms of X ,Y ,Z
x˜ =
r sin θ cos(φ− Ωts)− ro
(1− 2M
ro
)
1
2
+
M
r2o(1− 2Mro )
1
2
[
− X
2
2
+ Y2
(ro − 3M
ro − 2M
)
+ Z2
]
+
MX
2r3o(ro − 2M)(ro − 3M)
[−M2X 2 + Y2(ro − 3M)(3ro − 8M) + 3Z2(ro − 2M)2]
+
M
r5o(1− 2Mro )
1
2 (ro − 3M)
[
MX 4 (r
2
o − roM + 3M2)
8(ro − 2M)
+
X 2Y2
28
(28r2o − 114roM + 123M2) +
X 2Z2
14
(14r2o − 48roM + 33M2)
+
MY4
56(ro − 2M)2 (3r
3
o − 74r2oM + 337roM2 − 430M3)
− M
2Y2Z2(7ro − 18M)
4(ro − 2M) −
MZ4
56
(3ro + 22M)
]
,
(5.22)
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y˜ = r sin θ sin(φ− Ωts)
(ro − 2M
ro − 3M
) 1
2
+
MY
2r3o
[
− 2X 2 + Y2
(ro − 3M
ro − 2M
)
+ Z2
]
+
MXY
14r5o(1− 2Mro )
1
2 (ro − 3M)
[
2MX 2(4ro − 15M)
+ Y2(14r2o − 69roM + 89M2) + 2Z2(ro − 2M)(7ro − 24M)],
(5.23)
z = r cos θ +
MZ
2r3o(ro − 3M)
[−X 2(2ro − 3M) + Y2(ro − 3M) + Z2(ro − 2M)]
+
MXZ
14r5o(1− 2Mro )
1
2 (ro − 3M)
[MX 2(13ro − 19M)
+ Y2(14r2o − 36roM + 9M2) + Z2(ro − 2M)(14ro − 15M)],
(5.24)
t = ts(1− 3M
ro
)
1
2 − rΩY
(1− 2M
ro
)
1
2
+
ΩMY
r2o(1− 2Mro )
1
2 (ro − 3M)
[
− X
2
2
(ro −M) +MY2 ro − 3M
3(ro − 2M) +MZ
2
]
+
ΩMXY
14r3o(ro − 2M)(ro − 3M)
[− X 2(r2o − 11roM + 11M2)
+ Y2(13r2o − 45roM + 31M2) + Z2(13ro − 5M)(ro − 2M)
]
.
(5.25)
Finally
x = x˜ cos(Ω†ts)− y˜ sin(Ω†ts)
y = x˜ sin(Ω†ts) + y˜ cos(Ω†ts)
(5.26)
where Ω† = Ω
√
1− 3M
ro
.
There are two coordinate systems of interest. The first system is (t, x˜, y˜, z)
which is a non-inertial coordinate system that co-rotates with the particle, meaning
that the x˜ axis always lines up the center of the black hole and the center of the
particle. The y˜ axis is always tangent to the spatially circular orbit and the z axis
is always orthogonal to the orbital plane. As was already mentioned, for the spatial
coordinates of this system it holds that: Lξx˜ = Lξy˜ = Lξz = 0.
The second system is (t, x, y, z) and is a locally inertial and non-rotating system
in the vicinity of Γ. However, when viewed far away from Γ these coordinates appear
to be rotating due to Thomas precession, as is clear from the terms involving the sine
and the cosine of (Ω†ts) in Equations (5.26). It is also noted that: Lξρ2 = Lξz =
Lξ∇at = 0, but Lξx, Lξy and Lξt are not equal to zero. This second system is used
to calculate the singular fields. In order to avoid confusion of the field point x and
the source point z with the THZ coordinates, the notation needs to be changed. The
field point is denoted as p and its coordinates as xap and the source point is denoted
as p′ and its coordinates as xap′ .
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5.2 Scalar Field of a Charged Particle
The singular field generated by a particle that carries a scalar charge q and
is moving on a geodesic Γ : p′(τ) (where, as usual, τ is the proper time) of the
Schwarzschild background must obey Poisson’s equation
∇2ψS = −4π̺ (5.27)
where the ∇2 is written in the THZ coordinates and the source term is
̺ = q
∫
(−g)− 12 δ4(p− p′(τ)) dτ. (5.28)
That singular field is derived in [23] and is equal to
ψS =
q
ρ
+O(
ρ3
R4 ). (5.29)
Here, instead of following the exact calculation of the singular field, which is performed
in detail in [23] following a similar derivation in [27], I prove that it does indeed satisfy
the scalar field equation to the order specified in Equation (5.29).
The differential operator of the scalar field equation becomes, in THZ coordi-
nates:
√−g∇a∇aψS = ∂a(ηab∂bψS)− ∂a(H¯ab∂bψS)
= ηab∂a∂bψ
S − H¯ ij∂i∂jψS − 2H¯ it∂(i∂t)ψS − H¯ tt∂t∂tψS.
(5.30)
If the field ψS = (q/ρ) is substituted into this equation, the first term gives the
expected δ-function singularity and the last two terms vanish since ρ does not depend
on the time t. An explicit calculation shows that for the second term, 2H¯
ij × ∂i∂jψ is
equal to zero. The remainder 3H¯
ij gives a term that scales as O( ρR4 ). So
√−g∇a∇a
(q
ρ
)
= −4πqδ3(xi) +O( ρR4 ), for
ρ
R → 0. (5.31)
Consequently, for the remainder to be removed a term of O( ρ
3
R4 ) must be added to
q/ρ. So ψS = q/ρ+ O( ρ
3
R4 ) is an inhomogeneous solution of the scalar wave equation
and the error in this approximation is C2.
5.3 Scalar Field of a Dipole
The calculation of the singular scalar field generated by a dipole moving on
a geodesic in a Schwarzschild background is presented in this section. The dipole
moment is assumed to have a random orientation and its THZ components are denoted
as Ka = (0, Kx, Ky, Kz).
In this and the following sections, the subscripts (or superscripts) (0), (1) and
(2) are used to indicate the order of significance of each term or component. The
subscript (0) refers to the most dominant contribution, the subscript (1) refers to
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the next most significant correction, which is calculated for the singular fields, and
the subscript (2) refers to the next correction, the order of which is predicted for the
singular fields. It is important to realize that multiplying two terms of order (1) does
not necessarily give a term of order (2), because of the fact that there is no O( ρR)
correction to the metric (see Equation (5.1)) and the fact that the first correction to
the metric is of O( ρ
2
R2 ) while the second is of O(
ρ3
R3 ).
The scalar field of a dipole can be thought of as having the form
ΨS = ΨS(0) +Ψ
S
(1) +Ψ
S
(2) (5.32)
and it obeys the differential equation
∇2(0+1+2)ΨS = ∇2(0+1+2)(ΨS(0) +ΨS(1) +ΨS(2)) = −4π̺ (5.33)
where the source term is given by
̺ = −
∫
Ki∇i
[
δ4(p− p′(τ))]√−g dτ. (5.34)
The zeroth-order term is the scalar field generated by a dipole that is stationary
at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system and it obeys the lowest order differential
equation
∇2(0)ΨS(0) = −4π̺. (5.35)
It is equal to
ΨS(0) =
Kix
i
ρ3
=
Kxx+Kyy +Kzz
(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2
. (5.36)
The first-order term obeys the differential equation derived from Equation (5.33)
∇2(0)ΨS(1) +∇2(1)ΨS(0) = 0 ⇒ ∇2(0)ΨS(1) = −∇2(1)ΨS(0) (5.37)
which means that the ∇2(1) of the zeroth-order part of the field is the source term in
the scalar differential equation for the first-order part of the field. In general, that
source term is expected to contain the E ’s and the B’s and to give the first-order
correction coming from the dipole’s motion on the Schwarzschild geodesic. In this
case, Equation (5.37) gives that
( ∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+
∂2
∂z2
)
ΨS(1) = 0 (5.38)
so the first order correction to the field can be set equal to zero.
The source for the next order correction comes from the part of the ∇2 that is
of O( ρ
3
R3 ) acting on the zeroth-order scalar field Ψ
S
(0). The differential equation is of
the form
∂i∂jΨ
S
(2) = O(
ρ3
R3 )× ∂i∂jΨ
S
(0) ∼ O(
1
ρR3 ). (5.39)
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That means that the next order term must be of O( ρR3 ).
Finally, the singular scalar field of a dipole moving on a Schwarzschild geodesic
is equal to
ΨS =
Kxx+Kyy +Kzz
ρ3
+O(
ρ
R3 ). (5.40)
5.4 Electromagnetic Potential of a Charged Particle
In this section, the singular electromagnetic potential generated by a charge q
moving on a Schwarzchild geodesic is calculated. Its general form is
AaS = A
a
S(0) + A
a
S(1) + A
a
S(2). (5.41)
Since in the vacuum background the Ricci tensor is
Rab = 0, (5.42)
this electromagnetic potential, as well as all those calculated in this chapter, obey the
vacuum Maxwell’s equations in curved spacetime
∇2(0+1+2)AaS(0+1+2) = −4πJa. (5.43)
The zeroth-order term obeys the differential equation
∇2(0)AaS(0) = −4πJa (5.44)
the source term being
Ja =
(
q
∫
(−g)− 12 δ4[p− p′(τ)] dτ, 0, 0, 0
)
. (5.45)
The solution of this differential equation is the well-known Coulomb electromagnetic
potential
AaS(0) =
(q
ρ
, 0, 0, 0
)
. (5.46)
The first-order correction to this electromagnetic potential obeys the differential
equation derived from Equation (5.43)
∇2(0)AaS(1) = −∇2(1)AaS(0). (5.47)
The first-order part of ∇2 (which contains the E ’s and the B’s) acting on the zeroth-
order electromagnetic potential is the source term for the first-order correction. Sub-
stituting the THZ components of AaS(1)
AaS(1) = (A
t
S(1), A
x
S(1), A
y
S(1), A
z
S(1)) (5.48)
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into the differential equation results in four differential equations, one for each one
of these components. Each equation relates a specific sum of second derivatives of a
component to a sum of terms of the form:
qE..x.x.x.x.
ρ5
for the t-component,
qB..x.x.
ρ3
for the spatial components,
(5.49)
where the dots denote appropriate indices.
Solving these four equations is straightforward, once one notices that the solu-
tion should have the form
q
ρ
Eijxixj for the t-component,
q
ρ
ǫpijB
i
kx
kxj for the p-spatial component,
(5.50)
each term multiplied by an appropriate algebraic factor. Substituting these expres-
sions into the differential equations gives a set of simple algebraic equations for these
factors, which can be easily solved to give the final expression for the first-order cor-
rection:
AaS(1) =
(
− q
2ρ
Eijxixj , q
2ρ
ǫxijBikxjxk,
q
2ρ
ǫyijBikxjxk,
q
2ρ
ǫzijBikxjxk
)
. (5.51)
The next order correction comes from the part of the ∇2 that is of O( ρ3R3 ) acting
on the zeroth-order electomagnetic pothential. It gives a differential equation for each
component of AaS(2) of the form
∂i∂jA
a
S(2) = O(
ρ3
R3 )× ∂i∂jA
a
S(0) ∼ O(
1
R3 ), (5.52)
which indicates that the next order correction must be of O( ρ
2
R3 ). It is noteworthy that
the first-order correction AaS(1) does not appear in the equation for the second-order
correction. That is because it only shows up in terms that involve the O( ρ
2
R2 ) part of
the metric, which are of the form
O(
ρ2
R2 )× ∂i∂jA
a
S(1) ∼ O(
ρ
R4 ) (5.53)
and must be included in a higher-order calculation.
Finally, the singular electromagnetic potential of a charge q that is moving on
a geodesic in a Schwarzschild background is equal to
AaS =
q
ρ
(
[1− 1
2
Eijxixj ], 1
2
ǫxijBikxjxk,
1
2
ǫyijBikxjxk,
1
2
ǫzijBikxjxk
)
+O(
ρ2
R3 ). (5.54)
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5.5 Electromagnetic Potential of an Electric Dipole
The calculation of the singular electromagnetic potential of an electric dipole is
presented in this section. The dipole moment is assumed to point at some random
direction and its THZ components are qa = (0, qx, qy, qz).
The singular electromagnetic potential can be written as
AaS = A
a
S(0) + A
a
S(1) + A
a
S(2) (5.55)
and obeys the vacuum Maxwell’s equations
∇2(0+1+2)AaS(0+1+2) = −4πJa (5.56)
where the source is
Ja =
(
−
∫
qi∇i
[
δ4(p− p′(τ))]√−g dτ, 0, 0, 0). (5.57)
The zeroth-order term is the electromagnetic potential generated by an electric
dipole that is stationary at the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system, so it obeys
the differential equation
∇2(0)AaS(0) = −4πJa. (5.58)
The solution to this equation is well-known and has only a t-component
AaS(0) =
(
qix
i
ρ3
, 0, 0, 0
)
. (5.59)
The first-order correction to the electromagnetic potential obeys the differential
equation
∇2(0)AaS(1) = −∇2(1)AaS(0). (5.60)
If its THZ components are assumed to be
AaS(1) = (A
t
S(1), A
x
S(1), A
y
S(1), A
z
S(1)) (5.61)
and are substituted into Equation (5.60), the differential equation for AaS(1) becomes a
set of four second-order differential equations for these components. Each differential
equation relates a sum of second derivatives of a component to a sum of terms of the
form
q.E..x.x.x.x.x.
ρ7
for the t- component,
q.B..x.x.x.x.x.
ρ7
for the spatial components,
(5.62)
where, again, the dots denote appropriate indices.
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These differential equations indicate that the solution should be equal to a sum
of the terms
qiEjkxixjxk
ρ3
and
qiEijxjxkxk
ρ3
(5.63)
for the t-component and a sum of the terms
ǫpijq
iBjlxlxkxk
ρ3
,
ǫpijq
iBklxjxkxl
ρ3
,
ǫpijq
kBikxjxlxl
ρ3
,
ǫpijq
kBilxjxkxl
ρ3
,
ǫijkq
iBpjxkxlxl
ρ3
,
ǫijkqiBjlxpxkxl
ρ3
,
(5.64)
for the p-spatial component, each term multiplied by an appropriate numerical co-
efficient. In fact, using Equations (5.15) and (5.17), the last two terms that are
expected to show up in the solution for the p-component can be eliminated in favor
of the remaining four. Substituting these expressions into the differential equations
gives simple abgebraic equations for the coefficients. The final expressions for the
components of AaS(1) are
AtS(1) = −
1
2
qiEjkxixjxk
ρ3
,
ApS(1) =
ǫpijq
iBjlxlxkxk
2ρ3
+
ǫpijq
kBikxjxlxl
2ρ3
+
ǫpijq
kBilxjxkxl
2ρ3
.
(5.65)
The order of the next term in the expansion of the electromagnetic potential
can be predicted. It is the solution of the differential equation whose source term
comes from the O( ρ
3
R3 ) part of the ∇2 acting on AaS(0). That differential equation has
the form
∂i∂jA
a
S(2) = O(
ρ3
R3 )∂i∂jA
a
S(0) ∼ O(
1
ρR3 ). (5.66)
Consequently, the second-order correction must be of O( ρR3 ). The terms that involve
the first-order correction AaS(1) do not contribute to the equation for the second-order
correction, because they involve the O( ρ
2
R2 ) part of the metric and that results in terms
of O( 1R4 ).
Finally, the singular electromagnetic potential for an electric dipole moving on
a Schwarzschild geodesic is equal to
AtS =
1
ρ3
[
qix
i − 1
2
qiEjkxixjxk
]
+O(
ρ
R3 ),
ApS =
1
2ρ3
[
ǫpijq
iBjlxlxkxk + ǫpijqkBikxjxlxl + ǫpijqkBilxjxkxl
]
+O(
ρ
R3 ).
(5.67)
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5.6 Electromagnetic Potential of a Magnetic Dipole
In this section, the singular electromagnetic potential of a magnetic dipole mov-
ing on a geodesic of the Schwarzschild background is calculated. The magnetiza-
tion ma is assumed to point at some random direction and its THZ components are
ma = (0, mx, my, mz).
The singular electromagnetic potential can be written as
AaS = A
a
S(0) + A
a
S(1) + A
a
S(2) (5.68)
and obeys the vacuum Einstein equations
∇2(0+1+2)AaS(0+1+2) = −4πJa (5.69)
where the source term is
J0 = 0,
Jq =
∫
ǫqij∂i
[
mjδ
4(p− p′(τ))
]√−g dτ. (5.70)
The zeroth-order term is the electromagnetic potential generated by a magnetic
dipole that is stationary at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system and is the
solution of the differential equation
∇2(0)AaS(0) = −4πJa. (5.71)
Its THZ components are
AaS(0) = (0, ǫ
x
ij
mixj
ρ3
, ǫyij
mixj
ρ3
, ǫzij
mixj
ρ3
). (5.72)
The first-order term obeys the differential equation derived from Maxwell’s
Equations (5.69)
∇2(0)AaS(1) = −∇2(1)AaS(0) (5.73)
which indicates that the source term for AaS(1) is the ∇2(1) of the zeroth-order part of
the potential. The THZ components of AaS(1) are
AaS(1) = (A
t
S(1), A
x
S(1), A
y
S(1), A
z
S(1)) (5.74)
and when substituted into Equation (5.73) the result is a set of four second-order
differential equations, one for each one of those four components. Each equation
relates a sum of second derivatives of one component to the source term which consists
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of terms of the form:
m.B..x.x.x.
ρ5
for the t-component,
m.E..x.x.x.x.x.
ρ7
for the spatial components,
(5.75)
where the dots denote the appropriate indices.
Solving these differential equations is tedious but not difficult, because each
equation involves only one component of AaS(1) and only one of the two tensors E and
B. A careful look at the equations indicates that the solution should be a sum of the
terms
miBijxjxkxk
ρ3
and
miBjkxixjxk
ρ3
(5.76)
for the t-component and a sum of the terms
ǫpijm
iE jkxkxlxl
ρ3
,
ǫpijm
iEklxjxkxl
ρ3
,
ǫpijm
kE ikxjxlxl
ρ3
ǫpijm
kE ilxjxkxl
ρ3
,
ǫijkm
iEpjxkxlxl
ρ3
,
ǫijkm
iE jlxkxlxp
ρ3
(5.77)
for the p-spatial component, with appropriate numerical factors in front of each term
so that the equations are satisfied. Using Equations (5.15) and (5.17), the first and
last terms expected to show up in the final expression for the p-component can be
eliminated, since they can be expressed as linear combinations of the remaining four
terms. Substituting these expressions into the differential equations gives a system of
four algebraic equations for those factors. Solving these algebraic equations is trivial.
The result is that the first-order components of the electromagnetic potential are:
AtS(1) =
1
ρ3
[1
6
miBjkxixjxk − 2
3
miBijxjxkxk
]
ApS(1) =
1
ρ3
[
ǫpijm
iEklxjxkxl − 1
2
ǫpijmkE ilxjxkxl −
1
2
ǫijkm
iEpjxkxlxl
]
.
(5.78)
The order of the next correction to the singular electromagnetic potential can
be predicted. It is the solution of the differential equation that has the O( ρ
3
R3 ) part
of the ∇2 acting on the zeroth-order electromagnetic potential as the source term.
Specifically, it looks like
∂i∂jA
a
S(2) = O(
ρ3
R3 )× ∂i∂jA
a
S(0) ∼ O(
1
ρR3 ), (5.79)
meaning that the AaS(2) correction is of O(
ρ
R3 ). As in the previously studied cases, the
terms that involve the first-order correction AaS(1) do not contribute to this equation,
since they involve the O( ρ
2
R2 ) part of the metric which results in terms of O(
1
R4 ).
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Finally, the singular electromagnetic potential for a magnetic dipole moving on
a Schwarzschild geodesic is equal to
AtS =
1
ρ3
[1
6
miBjkxixjxk − 2
3
miBijxjxkxk
]
+O(
ρ
R3 )
ApS = ǫ
p
ij
mixj
ρ3
+
[
ǫpij
miEklxjxkxl
ρ3
− 1
2
ǫpij
mkE ilxjxkxl
ρ3
− 1
2
ǫijk
miEpjxkxlxl
ρ3
]
+O(
ρ
R3 ).
(5.80)
5.7 Gravitational Field of a Spinning Particle
The calculation of the singular gravitational field of a spinning particle mov-
ing on a Schwarzschild geodesic is presented in this section. The particle is as-
sumed to have a small angular momentum pointing at some random direction Aa =
(0, Ax, Ay, Az) in THZ coordinates.
The singular gravitational field can be written as
hS ab = h
(0)
S ab + h
(1)
S ab + h
(2)
S ab (5.81)
and obeys the linearized Einstein equations
∇2(0+1+2)h¯(0+1+2)S ab + 2R c d(0+1+2) a b h¯(0+1+2)S cd = −16πTab (5.82)
where
h¯S ab = hS ab − 1
2
gabh
c
S c (5.83)
is the trace-reversed version of hS ab.
The zeroth-order part of the singular field is the gravitational field generated by
a particle with angular momentum Aa that is stationary at the origin of a Cartesian
coordinate system.
For the angular momentum pointing along the z-axis, that is the well-known
Kerr solution with the mass set equal to zero. Since the angular momentum is assumed
to be small and the effects of the mass of the particle are not taken into account,
only the terms of the Kerr metric that are linear in the angular momentum need to
be considered. In the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (tBL, r, θ, φ) around the spinning
particle, hZS ab (where the superscript Z denotes that this is the part of the zeroth-order
gravitational field coming only from the z-component of the angular momentum) is
equal to
hZS ab = −
2
r
Az sin2 θ


0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

 . (5.84)
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Using Grtensor, this expression can be easily converted into the equivalent expres-
sion in THZ coordinates
hZS ab = 2A
z 1
ρ3


0 y −x 0
y 0 0 0
−x 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 . (5.85)
The relationships between the Boyer-Lindquist and the THZ coordinates used for
this conversion are the usual relationships between the spherical and the Cartesian
coordinates, namely
t = tBL
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
θ = arctan
√
x2 + y2
z
φ = arctan
y
x
.
(5.86)
This is sufficient because the corrections to these relationships that involve the angular
momentum would give terms of higher order in the angular momentum and must be
ignored in this analysis, since only first-order terms in the angular momentum are
kept.
The components of the angular momentum along the x and y axes must be
treated separately, because of the axial symmetry of the Kerr metric. The analyses
for the angular momentum being along the x and y axes are very similar to that
for the angular momentum being along the z axis and the only change comes from
the different form that the relationships (5.86) have. Specifically, when the angular
momentum points along the x axis, the axial symmetry is around the x axis and the
relationships used are
t = tBL
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
θ = arctan
√
y2 + z2
x
φ = arctan
z
y
.
(5.87)
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For the angular momentum pointing along the y axis, the axial symmetry is around
the y axis and the relationships are
t = tBL
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
θ = arctan
√
x2 + z2
y
φ = arctan
x
z
.
(5.88)
Adding all the contributions that result from this analysis, the zeroth-order singular
gravitational field becomes
h
(0)
S ab =
2
ρ3


0 (−Ayz + Azy) (Axz − Azx) (−Axy + Ayx)
(−Ayz + Azy) 0 0 0
(Axz −Azx) 0 0 0
(−Axy + Ayx) 0 0 0

 .
(5.89)
The first-order correction to this gravitational field obeys the differential equa-
tion derived from Equation (5.82):
∇2(0)h¯(1)S ab + 2R c d(0) a b h¯(1)S cd = −∇2(1)h¯(0)S ab − 2R c d(1) a b h¯(0)S cd (5.90)
so the first-order ∇2 and the first-order Riemann tensor acting on the zeroth-order
solution give the source for the first-order correction. The first-order correction must
be a symmetric tensor so it is assumed to be equal to
h
(1)
S ab =


h
(1)
tt h
(1)
tx h
(1)
ty h
(1)
tz
h
(1)
tx h
(1)
xx h
(1)
xy h
(1)
xz
h
(1)
ty h
(1)
xy h
(1)
yy h
(1)
yz
h
(1)
tz h
(1)
xz h
(1)
yz h
(1)
zz

 . (5.91)
Substituting it into the first-order equation results in 10 differential equations. There
is one set of four differential equations for the four diagonal components, each equation
containing all four diagonal components. There is also one differential equation for
each one of the t− i components and one differential equation for each one of the i− j
components, for i 6= j. In each equation, a sum of second derivatives of components
is related to a sum of terms of the form
A.B..x.x.x.x.x.
ρ7
, for the t− t and p− q components,
A.E..x.x.x.x.x.
ρ7
, for the t− p components,
(5.92)
where the dots denote the appropriate indices for each term.
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Solving the differential equations in this case is slightly more complicated than
in the previous cases, mainly because of the fact that four of them involve all diagonal
components rather than only one of them. Still, the process becomes significantly
easier if one notices that the t − t component must be an appropriate sum of terms
of the form
AiBjkxixjxk
ρ3
and
AiBijxjxkxk
ρ3
, (5.93)
each t− p component must be a sum of terms of the form
ǫpijA
iE jlxlxkxk
ρ3
,
ǫpijA
iElkxjxlxk
ρ3
,
ǫpijA
lE ilxjxkxk
ρ3
,
ǫpijAlE ikxjxlxk
ρ3
,
ǫijlA
iE jpxlxkxk
ρ3
,
ǫijlA
iE jkxpxlxk
ρ3
,
(5.94)
and each p− q spatial component must be a sum of terms of the form
ApBqkxkxlxl
ρ3
,
AqBpkxkxlxl
ρ3
,
ApBklxqxkxl
ρ3
,
AqBklxpxkxl
ρ3
,
AkBpqxkxlxl
ρ3
,
AkBklxpxqxl
ρ3
,
ηpqAiBjkxixjxk
ρ3
,
ηpqA
iBijxjxkxk
ρ3
,
AkBpkxqxlxl
ρ3
,
AkBqkxpxlxl
ρ3
,
AkBplxqxkxl
ρ3
,
AkBqlxpxkxl
ρ3
,
(5.95)
with appropriate numerical coefficients in front of each term. Equations (5.15) and
(5.17) can again be used to eliminate the first and last terms in favor of the remaining
four, for the expression for the t − p components. Substituting these sums into the
differential equations gives algebraic equations for the coefficients, which are fairly
easy to solve. The result is that the first-order correction to the gravitational field
has components
h
(1)
S tt = −2
AiBjkxixjxk
ρ3
h
(1)
S tp =
1
ρ3
[
ǫpijAlE ikxjxlxk − ǫpijAiElkxjxlxk + 3ǫijlAiE jp xlxkxk
]
h
(1)
S pq =
1
ρ3
[
2AiBpqxixjxj + 2
3
AiBijxpxqxj + 2AiBi(pxq)xjxj − 2
3
AiBj(pxq)xixj
− 10
3
A(pBq)ixixjxj − 2
3
A(pxq)Bijxixj + 2
3
ηpq
(
AiBjkxixjxk − AiBijxjxkxk
)]
.
(5.96)
The order of the next correction can be predicted. That correction is the solution
of the differential equation
∇2(0)h¯(2)S ab + 2R c d(0) a b h¯(2)S cd = −∇2(2)h¯(0)S ab − 2R c d(2) a b h¯(0)S cd (5.97)
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where ∇2(2) and R c d(2) a b come from the O( ρ
3
R3 ) part of the metric. So the equations
look like
∂i∂j h¯
(2)
S ab = O(
ρ3
R3 )× ∂i∂j h¯
(0)
S ab ∼ O(
1
ρR3 ) (5.98)
and the second correction to the gravitational field is of O( ρR3 ). Again, h¯
(1)
S ab does not
show up in the equations for the second correction, since it relates to the O( ρ
2
R2 ) part
of the metric and results in terms of O( 1R4 ).
Finally, the singular gravitational field due to a spinning particle moving on a
Schwarzschild geodesic is equal to
hS tt = −2AiBjkx
ixjxk
ρ3
+O(
ρ
R3 )
hS tp = −2ǫpijA
ixj
ρ3
+
1
ρ3
[
ǫpijAlE ikxjxlxk − ǫpijAiElkxjxlxk + 3ǫijlAiE jp xlxkxk
]
+O(
ρ
R3 )
hS pq =
1
ρ3
[
2AiBpqxixjxj + 2
3
AiBijxpxqxj + 2AiBi(pxq)xjxj − 2
3
AiBj(pxq)xixj
− 10
3
A(pBq)ixixjxj − 2
3
A(pxq)Bijxixj + 2
3
ηpq
(
AiBjkxixjxk −AiBijxjxkxk
)]
+O(
ρ
R3 ).
(5.99)
5.8 Grtensor Code
The Grtensor code (running under Maple) used to derive the differential
equations for the first order correction to the singular field is given in Appendix A.
Since the case of the gravitational field is the most complicated one, the analysis is
presented for the gravitational field generated by a spinning particle with the angular
momentum pointing along the THZ z-axis. The analyses for the scalar fields and the
electromagnetic potentials are very similar, and can be easily deduced from that for
the gravitational field.
An effort was made to keep the symbols in the code in accordance with the ones
used in this chapter for the various quantities. In the situations where that is not the
case, the comments in the code should make the notation clear enough for the reader
to follow.
The parameter e is used to keep track of the order of each term in the com-
ponents of the tensors E and B and is set equal to 1 at the end. Throughout the
calculation, only first order terms are kept. Specifically, the Christoffel symbols and
the components of the Riemann and Ricci tensors are calculated first and all their
terms that are of order higher than 1 are set equal to zero. Doing that makes the sub-
sequent analysis significantly simpler and the running time of the code significantly
shorter.
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After the various quantities associated with the problem are calculated, the
test tensor hbartest(a,b), whose exact dependence on the THZ coordinates is not
specified, is used as a trial solution in the linearized Einstein equations and the source
term coming from the zeroth-order solution h0(a,b) is examined. That helps identify
the terms that should be expected to show up in each component of the solution
hbar(a,b). Specifically, it helps determine which tensor’s components, E (denoted as
EE in the code) or B (denoted as BB), should show up in each component of hbar(a,b)
and gives an idea of how they should be contracted to the spatial THZ coordinates
x, y, z. The terms that result from this analysis are multiplied by algebraic factors
and the appropriate sum is substituted into the linearized Einstein equations. The
result is a simple system of algebraic equations which can be easily solved to give the
values of the algebraic factors. That completes the solution.
The last component of this analysis is a simple confirmation performed for the
gravitational field that was calculated, that the algebraic coefficients obtained do,
indeed, give the required solution. The confirmation is simply done by replacing the
initially unknown algebraic coefficients with their exact values in the expression for
the solution and substituting that expression into the Einstein equations. Despite the
fact that it was not explicitly mentioned in Sections (5.3)-(5.7), that confirmation was
performed for all singular fields and potentials that were calculated.
CHAPTER 6
REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS FOR THE SCALAR FIELD
A mode-sum regularizarion procedure for the scalar singular field is presented
and implemented in this chapter. This regularization procedure was first proposed by
Barack and Ori in [28], where they described the calculation of the regularization pa-
rameters for the direct part of the self-force on a particle carrying a scalar charge. The
procedure was later implemented by different groups for the calculation of the regular-
ization parameters for the direct part of the self-force on a scalar charge on different
geodesics [28–33] and also for non-geodesic motion [31, 33] around a Schwarzschild
black hole. The calculation of the regularization parameters has also been performed
for the direct part of the electromagnetic self-force [34] and for the direct part of the
gravitational self-force [34–36], for arbitrary geodesics around a Schwarzschild black
hole.
Even though the regularization procedure was initially described for the contri-
bution of the direct part of the scalar field to the self-force, it can be used equally
successfully for the contribution of the singular scalar field to the self-force, as was
demonstrated in [23]. In that paper, the regularization parameters for the self-force
on a scalar charge in circular orbit around a Schwarzschild black hole were calculated
and the self-force results ended up being in excellent agreement with the results that
were derived using the direct scalar field [28–31].
This chapter begins with an outline of the regularization procedure for the scalar
self-force. The description closely follows that given by Barack and Ori [28] for the
direct self-force but is presented here for the singular self-force instead. Then, the
regularization parameters are calculated for the singular scalar field (rather than the
scalar self-force) of a charged particle that moves on an equatorial circular orbit in
a Schwarzschild background and the results of [23] for the scalar self-force are repro-
duced. Finally, the regularization parameters for the first derivative of the singular
part of the self-force are also calculated.
6.1 Regularization Procedure
As was shown in Chapter 4, the self-force on a particle that carries a scalar
charge q can be calculated from the equation
FRa = q lim
p→p′
∇aψR = q lim
p→p′
∇a
(
ψret − ψS) (6.1)
where p′ is the point along the worldline of the charged particle on which the self-force
needs to be calculated and p is a point in the vicinity of p′.
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It is assumed that the charge q is moving in a Schwarzschild background of
mass M and the Schwarzschild coordinates are (ts, r, θ, φ). For the calculation of the
retarded field, the source term in Poisson’s Equation (3.19) can be decomposed in
terms of spherical harmonics and the retarded field can be written as
ψret(ts, r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
ψretlm(r, ts)Ylm(θ, φ). (6.2)
Then, the lm-components of ψret can be calculated numerically. That calculation
is discussed in great detail in Chapter 7. Here it is just noted that the important
property of the ψretlm ’s and of their first r-derivatives is that they are finite at the
location of the particle, even though ψret is singular there.
If the spherical harmonic decomposition of the singular field is also considered,
Equation (6.1) becomes
FRa = q lim
p→p′
∇a
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
(
ψretlm − ψSlm
)
Ylm = q lim
p→p′
∇a
∑
l,m
(
ψretlm − ψSlm
)
Ylm. (6.3)
It is helpful to define the multipole l-modes of the two contributions to the self-force,
which result after performing the m-summation of each term individually in Equation
(6.3). Specifically
F retla = q∇a
∑
m
ψretlmYlm,
FSla = q∇a
∑
m
ψSlmYlm,
(6.4)
which gives for the self-force
FRa = lim
p→p′
∑
l
(F retla −FSla). (6.5)
In Equation (6.5), the difference in the multipole l-modes must be taken before the
summation over l is performed.
From this point on, the discussion of the regularization procedure becomes spe-
cific to the problem of the scalar field (q/ρ), since more detailed results are available
for this case. However, a similar analysis can be done for any other scalar field. The
goal is to find a function hla such that the series∑
l
(F retla − hla) (6.6)
converges. When such a function is found, the self-force can be written as
FRa =
∑
l
(F retla − hla)− Ea (6.7)
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where
Ea ≡ lim
p→p′
∑
l
(FSla − hla). (6.8)
Because of its definition, the function hla should be calculated by investigating the
asymptotic expansion of F retla for large l. On the other hand, because the self-force is
known to be well-defined, F retla and FSla are expected to have the same large-l behavior,
so hla can be determined by the asymptotic behavior of FSla instead.
The singular part FSa of the self-force consists of terms of different order in the
limit p→ p′ and it has been shown [23] that, in principle, only the first three of those
terms are expected to give non-zero contributions, for the field (q/ρ). However, for
reasons that will become clear shortly, the next order terms are included and
FSa = FS(A)a + FS(B)a + FS(C)a + FS(D)a + FS(E)a . (6.9)
The superscripts A,B,C,D indicate the different orders, A coming from the most
dominant term, B from the next more dominant and so on. The superscript E
refers to all terms of order higher than that of FS(D)a . The mode-sum regularization
procedure amounts to performing the spherical harmonic decomposition of each such
term, which results in an expression of the form
FSa =
∑
l,m
(Alma +B
lm
a + C
lm
a +D
lm
a + E
lm
a )Ylm (6.10)
with Alma corresponding to FS(A)a , etc. For the simple case of a scalar charge moving
in a Schwarzschild background and generating the scalar field (q/ρ), the parameters
Alma , B
lm
a , C
lm
a and D
lm
a have been shown [23] to have a very simple form so that, when
the explicit expression for the spherical harmonics Ylm is substituted into Equation
(6.10), the summation over m can be performed and the result is an expression of the
form
FSa =
∑
l
[
Aa(l +
1
2
) +Ba + Ca
1
(l + 1
2
)
+
Da
(2l − 1)(2l + 3) + EaO(l
−4)
]
(6.11)
where the regularization parameters Aa, Ba, Ca, Da and Ea are l-independent quan-
tities which do depend on the background geometry and the characteristics of the
orbit.
Finally, the self-force can be calculated by
FRa =
∞∑
l=0
[
lim
p→p′
F retla
−Aa(l + 1
2
)− Ba − Ca 1
(l + 1
2
)
− Da
(2l − 1)(2l + 3) − EaO(l
−4)
]
.
(6.12)
One important point that should be made is that the infinite sum over l must be
performed, in order for the self-force to be calculated. Notice, however, that the
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contributions for large l get less significant for the terms containing Da and Ea. The
reason for including these terms is now clear. Even though the sum over l of each of
these two terms is exactly equal to 0, including these terms improves the convergence
of the sum. An additional benefit of including these terms is that the approximation
to FRa becomes more differentiable, as is explained in [23].
6.2 Order Calculation of the Scalar Field
It should be obvious from the analysis of Section (6.1) that, in order to calculate
the regularization parameters for the singular field generated by a charge q, it is
necessary to have an expression of (1/ρ) in which the order of each term is known.
The derivation of such an expression is presented in this section for an equatorial
circular orbit of radius ro in the Schwarzschild background. It is noted that the
results were derived using Maple extensively. It is also noted that the derivation was
presented in [23] where the results of it for the radial derivative ∂r
(
1
ρ
)
were given. For
simplicity, the scalar charge q is set to 1.
In order for the calculation of the self-force regularization parameters to be made
easier, the Schwarzschild coordinates can be rotated, as explained in [30]. Specifically,
new angles Θ and Φ can be defined in terms of the usual Schwarzschild angles by the
equations
sin θ cos(φ− Ωts) = cosΘ (6.13)
sin θ sin(φ− Ωts) = sinΘ cosΦ (6.14)
cos θ = sinΘ sinΦ (6.15)
so that the coordinate location of the particle is moved from the equatorial plane,
where θ = π
2
, to a location where sinΘ = 0, for a specific ts. Such a coordinate
rotation preserves the index l of any spherical harmonic Ylm(θ, φ). That means that
any Ylm(θ, φ) is mapped into a linear combination of spherical harmonics Ylm′(Θ,Φ),
where m′ = −l, . . . , l. Consequently, each l-multipole mode of the field or the self-
force that results after summation over m is the same, regardless of which angles,
(θ, φ) or (Θ,Φ), are used for calculating it.
The benefit of this coordinate rotation for the calculation of the regularization
parameters for the singular part of the self-force can be understood if one remembers
that in the limit p → p′ the angle Θ is equal to 0. That means that Ylm(0,Φ) has to
be used, for which
Ylm(0,Φ) = 0, for m 6= 0 (6.16)
Ylm(0,Φ) =
√
2l + 1
4π
, for m = 0. (6.17)
So the sum over m can, after this coordinate transformation, be replaced with just
the m = 0 term. However, for the regularization parameters of the singular field,
the limit p → p′ must not be taken, so the Ylm’s for all m’s must be taken into
consideration. The m = 0 spherical harmonic must be considered only when the
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regularization parameters for the self-force are derived from the ones for the scalar
field and when the regularization parameters for the first r-derivative of the self-force
are calculated.
A comment on the order of each term needs to be made at this point. The
parameter ǫn is used to indicate a term of order xn in the coincidence limit p → p′.
In that limit, r → ro and Θ → 0. That means that the factor (r − ro) is of order ǫ
and the factor (1− cosΘ) is of order ǫ2. At the end of the calculation, the parameter
ǫ can be set equal to 1.
The relationships between the Schwarzschild coordinates (ts, r, θ, φ) and the THZ
coordinates (t, x, y, z) for a circular orbit on the equatorial plane of a Schwarzschild
background that were given in Section (5.1) are used for this calculation. As was
mentioned earlier, ρ2 = x2+ y2+ z2 in terms of the spatial THZ coordinates x, y and
z. However, it is clear from Equation (5.26) that the relationship
x2 + y2 = x˜2 + y˜2 (6.18)
holds between {x, y} and {x˜, y˜}, so the sum (x˜2 + y˜2) is used to calculate ρ2. The
Equations (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24) are substituted into the expression for ρ2, with the
Schwarzschild angles θ and φ replaced by the new angles Θ and Φ. That substitution
gives that the lowest order term for ρ2, denoted by ρ˜2, is
ρ˜2 ≡ ro∆
2
ro − 2M + 2r
2
o
ro − 2M
ro − 3Mχ(1− cosΘ), (6.19)
where
∆ ≡ r − ro (6.20)
and
χ ≡ 1− M
ro − 2M sin
2Φ. (6.21)
Clearly, ρ˜2 is of order ǫ2 in the coincidence limit, as should have been expected. Next
the variables Θ, Φ and r are eliminated from the order expression of ρ2 in favor of
the variables ∆, ρ˜ and χ, by using Equations (6.19), (6.20) and (6.21). Finally, the
result is inverted and the square root is taken, in order to obtain the order expression
of (1/ρ).
The result of this calculation is a very long expression. Here, I only give the
terms of this expression that are necessary to calculate the regularization parame-
ters of the singular field, the singular self-force along the radial direction and the
r-derivative of the singular self-force along the radial direction. Exactly how that is
determined will become clear shortly, when the general term ∆αρ˜pχ−q, where α, p
and q stand for integers, will be discussed.
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The terms of interest are
1
ρ
= ǫ−1
1
ρ˜
+
+ ǫ0
{[
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)
1
χ
− 1
ro
]
∆
ρ˜
+
[
2ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M) −
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)
1
χ
]
∆3
ρ˜3
}
+ ǫ1
{
ro − 3M
8r2o(ro − 2M)
[
1
χ
− ro +M
ro
1
χ2
]
ρ˜
+
[
2ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
− 5r
2
o − 22roM + 21M2
4(ro − 2M)2r2o
1
χ
+
5r2o − 22roM + 21M2
8r2o(ro − 2M)2
1
χ2
]
∆2
ρ˜
+O
(∆4
ρ˜3
,
∆6
ρ˜5
)}
+ ǫ2
{[
− M(ro − 2M)
2r4o(ro − 3M)
− (ro −M)(ro − 4M)
8(ro − 2M)r4o
1
χ
+
(ro − 3M)(5r2o − 7roM − 14M2)
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
1
χ2
− 3(ro +M)(ro − 3M)
2
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
1
χ3
]
∆ρ˜
+O
(∆3
ρ˜
,
∆5
ρ˜3
,
∆7
ρ˜5
,
∆9
ρ˜7
)}
+O(ǫ3).
(6.22)
6.3 Scalar Monopole Field
As is clear from the previous calculation of (1/ρ), the angular dependence of
every term shows up in factors of the form ρ˜pχ−q, where p is an odd integer and q =
0, 1, 2, . . .. The spherical harmonic decomposition of that factor, which is necessary
when calculating the regularization parameters for the scalar field, is given in detail
in Appendix B. The result is
ρ˜pχ−q =
[
2r2o(ro − 2M)
ro − 3M
]p/2 ∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Ep,ql,m(γ
2,
M
ro − 2M )Ylm(Θ,Φ) (6.23)
where
γ2 =
∆2(ro − 3M)
2ro(ro − 2M)2 (6.24)
and the coefficients Ep,ql,m(γ
2, M
ro−2M ) are given in Equation (B.41). It is stressed that
all the r-dependence of ρ˜pχ−q resides in the sum
∑∞
s=0 γ
2s and the term (γ2)
p
2
+n+1, in
Equation (B.41) for Ep,ql,m, and is always proportional to powers of ∆ = (r − ro).
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At this point, a note on the term (γ2)
β
2 for an odd integer β is in order. For
that term, the square root of γ2 must be considered. One might think that
(γ2)
1
2 =
[
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)2∆
2
] 1
2
=
[
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)2
] 1
2
∆. (6.25)
But that implies that being on the equatorial plane with Θ = 0 and approaching the
particle by taking the limit r → ro, would give for the leading term ρ˜ in the expansion
of ρ:
ρ˜ =
[
2r2o
ro − 2M
ro − 3M
] 1
2
χ
1
2
(
γ2
χ
+ 1− cos 0
) 1
2
=
[
2r2o
ro − 2M
ro − 3M
] 1
2
(γ2)
1
2
=
(
ro
ro − 2M
) 1
2
∆.
(6.26)
According to this, the sign of the leading order term of ρ could be either positive or
negative, depending on whether r > ro or r < ro. That is clearly not correct, since by
definition ρ =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, which is always positive. For that reason, taking the
square root of γ2 always implies
(γ2)
1
2 =
[
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)2
] 1
2
|∆|. (6.27)
For the self-force along the radial direction to be calculated, the r-derivative of
(1/ρ) and the limit r → ro have to be taken. That means that any term of order
(r − ro)2 or higher gives, after the limit is taken, no contribution to the self-force.
However, as has already been mentioned, it is desired to calculate the first derivative
with respect to r of the self-force, which is the second derivative with respect to r
of the field, in the limit r → ro. Consequently, terms of order (r − ro)2 have to be
retained, because they do give a contribution at that limit, while any terms of order
(r − ro) 52 or higher can be disregarded.
As is clear from Equation (B.41) of Appendix B, the general term ∆αρ˜pχ−q in
Equation (6.22) has two pieces that contain the r-dependence. The first piece comes
from the sum over s in Ep,ql,m and gives terms proportional to γ
α+2s. Such a term should
be kept only for α + 2s < 5
2
or
s <
5
4
− α
2
. (6.28)
Since s ≥ 0, the γα+2s contribution can be immediately disregarded for terms with
α ≥ 5
2
, while for terms with α < 5
2
a limited number of values of s have to be
retained in the sum. The second piece that contains r-dependence comes from the
term (γ2)
p
2
+n+1 and is proportional to γp+α+2n+2. Such a term should be kept only
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for p+ α + 2n+ 2 < 5
2
or
n <
1
4
− p+ α
2
. (6.29)
Since n ≥ 0, all terms of Equation (6.22) for which p + α ≥ 1
2
do not contribute
through the γp+α+2n+2 piece. Combinations of p and α for which p+α < 1
2
should be
examined individually and a specific number of n’s must be retained. The terms of the
expansion (6.22) for (1/ρ) for which just the order (and not the explicit expression)
is given are terms that fall in both categories that according to this analysis can be
ignored.
I present now the calculation of the regularization parameters coming from the
terms of different order, for the singular field (1/ρ). The abbreviation used for the
hypergeometric function is
F λ,ma ≡ 2F1(a, λ+
1
2
;
|m|
2
+ 1;
M
ro − 2M ), (6.30)
and it is also noted that the hypergeometric function
F 0,0a = 2F1(a,
1
2
; 1;
M
ro − 2M ) (6.31)
is denoted by Fa, as is done in [23]. Also, for the three sums over k, ν and λ the
abbreviation(∑
k,ν,λ
)
=
√
2l + 1
π
Γ(l − |m|+ 1)
[Γ(l −m+ 1)Γ(l +m+ 1)] 12 ×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2k Γ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − 2k − |m|+ 1)
|m|
2∑
ν=0
Γ( |m|
2
+ 1)
Γ(ν + 1)Γ( |m|
2
− ν + 1)
×
|m|
2∑
λ=0
(−1)λ Γ(
|m|+1
2
)
Γ(λ+ 1)Γ( |m|
2
− λ+ 1)
(6.32)
that is used in appendix B is also used here. In addition, the upper limit of the
n-summation is denoted by
N = l − |m| − 2k + 2ν. (6.33)
For the lowest order term of Equation (6.22)
T(−1) ≡ ǫ−1 1
ρ˜
(6.34)
the exponents of ∆αρ˜pχ−q are α = 0, p = −1, q = 0. Equations (6.28) and (6.29) give
that only the s = 0 and s = 1 terms of the first piece and only the n = 0 term of the
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second piece of E−1,ql,m need to be kept. Consequently
T(−1) = ǫ
−1∑
l,m
AlmYlm(Θ,Φ) (6.35)
where, using Equation (6.23)
Alm =
[
ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
] 1
2
E−1,0l,m
=
[
ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
] 1
2
(∑
k,ν,λ
){
− 2(γ2) 12F λ,m1
+
N∑
n=0
(−1)l+n22n+ 12
(2n+ 1)!!
Γ(N + 1)
Γ(N − n + 1)
[
2F λ,m1/2 + (n−
1
2
)F λ,m3/2 γ
2
]}
(6.36)
or, when the explicit expression for γ2 and its square root are substituted
Alm =
[
ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
] 1
2
(∑
k,ν,λ
){
− 2
[ ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)2
] 1
2 |∆|F λ,m1
+
N∑
n=0
(−1)l+n22n+ 12
(2n+ 1)!!
Γ(N + 1)
Γ(N − n+ 1)
[
2F λ,m1/2 + (n−
1
2
)F λ,m3/2
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)2∆
2
]}
.
(6.37)
As is explained in Appendix B, only the even m’s should be included in the sum of
Equation (6.35).
The regularization parameter Ar given in [23] for the self-force can be easily
obtained from this result. First the m = 0 parameter is considered, for reasons that
were explained earlier. That makes the sums over λ and over ν equivalent to the
terms with λ = 0 and ν = 0. For the hypergeometric function F 0,01 it can easily be
proven that
F 0,01 = F1 =
√
ro − 2M
ro − 3M (6.38)
using Equations 15.3.3 of [37]. Then the first derivative of Alm with respect to r is
taken. That makes the term proportional to F λ,m1/2 in Equation (6.37) vanish, while the
term proportional to F λ,m3/2 gives a factor of ∆ which vanishes when the coincidence
limit is taken. For the first term the derivative of |∆| gives sgn(∆). Finally, the
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spherical harmonic Yl0(0,Φ) is substituted with
√
2l+1
4π
. This procedure gives
∂
∂r
T(−1)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−2
∞∑
l=0
dAl0
dr
∣∣∣∣
r=ro
√
2l + 1
4π
= ǫ−2(−sgn(∆))[ro(ro − 3M)]
1
2
r2o(ro − 2M)
1√
π
∞∑
l=0
{
(l +
1
2
)×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2k Γ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − 2k + 1)
}
.
(6.39)
The sum over k can be easily calculated for any value of l, using Maple. A general
proof that it is equal to
√
π for any l cannot be given. However, for every value of l
that was tried, the sum ended up being
√
π, which gives
∂
∂r
T(−1)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−2(−sgn(∆))[ro(ro − 3M)]
1
2
r2o(ro − 2M)
∞∑
l=0
(l +
1
2
) (6.40)
which is the result of [23].
Now, the second derivative of the term T(−1) with respect to r is taken, which
is equal to the contribution of that term to the first derivative of the self-force. The
m = 0 component is considered since the coincidence limit must be taken, so λ = 0
and ν = 0 as well. Only the term proportional to F λ,m3/2 survives the differentiation,
since it is proportional to ∆2. The result is
∂2T(−1)
∂r2
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−3
∞∑
l=0
d2Al0
dr2
∣∣∣∣
r=ro
√
2l + 1
4π
= ǫ−3
(ro − 3M) 32
r2o(ro − 2M)
5
2
1√
π
F3/2
∞∑
l=0
(l +
1
2
)×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2kΓ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)
l−2k∑
n=0
(−1)l+n 2
2n(n− 1
2
)
Γ(l − 2k − n + 1)(2n+ 1)!! .
(6.41)
The zeroth-order term contribution that is considered in Equation (6.22) is
T(0) ≡ ǫ0
{[ ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)
1
χ
− 1
ro
]
∆
ρ˜
+
[
2ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)−
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)
1
χ
]∆3
ρ˜3
}
. (6.42)
For the piece that is proportional to ∆ρ˜−1 the exponents are α = 1, p = −1, q = 1 for
the term that contains χ and α = 1, p = −1, q = 0 for the term that does not contain
χ. In both cases, Equations (6.28) and (6.29) indicate that the s = 0 term of the first
piece and the n = 0 term of the second piece of E−1,ql,m should be kept. For the piece
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that is proportional to ∆3ρ˜−3 the exponents are α = 3, p = −3, χ = 0 for the term
that does not contain χ and α = 3, p = −3, χ = 1 for the term that does contain χ.
In this case, Equations (6.28) and (6.29) give that none of the s-terms and only the
n = 0 term of the second piece of E−3,ql,m need to be kept. That gives
T(0) = ǫ
0
∑
l,m
BlmYlm(Θ,Φ) (6.43)
where, from Equation (6.23)
Blm = ∆
[
ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
] 1
2
[
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)E
−1,1
l,m −
1
ro
E−1,0l,m
]
+∆3
[
ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
] 3
2
[
2ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)E
−3,0
l,m −
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)E
−3,1
l,m
]
.
(6.44)
Substituing the explicit expressions of the coefficients Ep,ql,m into Equation (6.44) for
Blm results in
Blm =
√
ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
(∑
k,ν,λ
)
×
{
∆
N∑
n=0
(−1)l+n22n+ 32
(2n+ 1)!!
Γ(N + 1)
Γ(N − n+ 1)
(
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)F
λ,m
3/2 −
1
ro
F λ,m1/2
)
−∆|∆|
√
2(ro − 3M) 12
r
1
2
o (ro − 2M)
( ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)F
λ,m
2 −
1
ro
F λ,m1
)
+
∆3
|∆|
(ro − 3M) 32√
2r
5
2
o (ro − 2M)
[2ro − 3M
ro − 3M F
λ,m
1 − F λ,m2
]}
.
(6.45)
It is easy to recognize that
∆|∆| = ∆
3
|∆| (6.46)
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so the last two terms in the last expression for Blm can be combined to give a signifi-
cantly simpler expression, namely
Blm =
√
ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
(∑
k,ν,λ
)
×
{
∆
N∑
n=0
(−1)l+n22n+ 32
(2n+ 1)!!
Γ(N + 1)
Γ(N − n + 1)
(
ro − 3M
2ro(ro − 2M)F
λ,m
3/2 −
1
ro
F λ,m1/2
)
+
∆|∆| (ro − 3M)
1
2
√
2r
5
2
o (ro − 2M)
[
− 2(ro − 3M)(ro −M)
(ro − 2M) F
λ,m
2 + (4ro − 3M)F λ,m1
]}
.
(6.47)
As is the case for Alm, only the coefficients for which m is even contribute to the sum
in Equation (6.43).
The regularization parameter Br calculated in [23] can be easily derived from the
general expression given in Equation (6.47). First, the m = 0 coefficient is considered,
which also makes λ = 0 and ν = 0. The first derivative of the factor ∆|∆| with
respect to r in Equation (6.47) gives zero in the coincidence limit r → ro. So the only
term that contributes is the one that is proportional to ∆. If the spherical harmonic
Yl0(0,Φ) is again replaced with
√
2l+1
4π
the result is
∂
∂r
T(0)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−1
∞∑
l=0
∂Bl0
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=ro
√
2l + 1
4π
= ǫ−1
[
ro − 3M
r4o(ro − 2M)
] 1
2[ ro − 3M
2(ro − 2M)F3/2 − F1/2
]
×
∞∑
l=0
2l + 1
2
√
2π
×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2kΓ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)
l−2k∑
n=0
22n+
3
2
(2n+ 1)!!
(−1)l+n
Γ(l − 2k − n + 1) .
(6.48)
The two finite sums over k and over n can be easily calculated for any value of l by
using Maple. For any value of l that was tried, the result was equal to 2
√
2π
2l+1
, but,
again, there is no general proof for that. Substituting this result for the double sum
into Equation (6.48) gives that
∂
∂r
T(0)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−1
[
ro − 3M
r4o(ro − 2M)
] 1
2[ ro − 3M
2(ro − 2M)F3/2 − F1/2
] ∞∑
l=0
1 (6.49)
which is the same as the result given in [23].
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The contribution of T(0) to the derivative of the self-force can now be calculated.
The second derivative of Equation (6.47) has to be taken, and the m = 0 component
to be considered. Thus, the term proportional to ∆ vanishes but the second derivative
of the term ∆|∆| gives
d2
dr2
(∆|∆|) = 2sgn(∆) (6.50)
which does give a contribution in the coincidence limit. The result is
∂2
∂r2
T(0)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−2
∞∑
l=0
d2Bl0
dr2
∣∣∣∣
r=ro
√
2l + 1
4π
= ǫ−2
(ro − 3M)
r
5
2
o (ro − 2M) 32
sgn(∆)√
π
∞∑
l=0
(l +
1
2
)
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2kΓ(l − k + 1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − 2k + 1) ×[
− 2(ro −M)(ro − 3M)
ro(ro − 2M) F2 +
4ro − 3M
ro
F1
]
.
(6.51)
Using Equation 15.2.13 of [37] and the previously derived result for the hypergeometric
function F1 (Equation (6.38)), a simple expression for the hypergeometric function F2
can also be obtained and it is
F2 =
1
2
√
ro − 2M
ro − 3M
(2ro − 5M
ro − 3M
)
. (6.52)
The final expression for the contribution of Blm to the second derivative of the scalar
field is
∂2
∂r2
T(0)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−2
sgn(∆)√
π
∞∑
l=0
(l +
1
2
)
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k 2
l−2k Γ(l − k + 1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − 2k + 1)×
(ro − 3M) 12
r
7
2
o (ro − 2M)2
(2r2o − 4roM +M2).
(6.53)
The term of order ǫ1 in Equation (6.22) is considered next. The part of it that
needs to be kept is
T(1) ≡ ǫ1
{
ro − 3M
8r2o(ro − 2M)
[
1
χ
− ro +M
ro
1
χ2
]
ρ˜
+
[
2ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
− 5r
2
o − 22roM + 21M2
4(ro − 2M)2r2o
1
χ
+
5r2o − 22roM + 21M2
8r2o(ro − 2M)2
1
χ2
]
∆2
ρ˜
}
.
(6.54)
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For the part that is proportional to ρ˜ the exponents are α = 0, p = 1, q = 1 for
the term containing (1/χ) and α = 0, p = 1, q = 2 for the term containing (1/χ2).
For both these terms, Equations (6.28) and (6.29) indicate that only the s = 0 and
s = 1 terms of the first piece and none of the values of n of the second piece of
E1,ql,m should be kept. For the part that is proportional to ∆
2ρ˜−1 the exponents are
α = 2, p = −1, q = 0 for the term not containing χ and α = 2, p = −1, q = 1 and
α = 2, p = −1, q = 2 for the other two terms. In this case, only the s = 0 term should
be kept in E−1,ql,m . Consequently
T(1) = ǫ
1
∑
l,m
ClmYlm(Θ,Φ) (6.55)
where only the even m’s contribute to the above sum and, from Equation (6.23), the
coefficients Clm are:
Clm =
[
2r2o(ro − 2M)
ro − 3M
] 1
2 ro − 3M
8r2o(ro − 2M)
[
E1,1l,m −
ro +M
ro
E1,2l,m
]
+∆2
[ ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
] 1
2×[
2ro − 3M
2r2o(ro − 2M)
E−1,0l,m −
5r2o − 22roM + 21M2
4r2o(ro − 2M)2
E−1,1l,m
+
5r2o − 22roM + 21M2
8r2o(ro − 2M)2
E−1,2l,m
]
.
(6.56)
After the explicit expressions for the coefficients Ep,ql,m and for γ
2 are substituted into
the expression for Clm, the result is
Clm =
1
8ro
√
ro − 3M
ro − 2M
(∑
k,ν,λ
) N∑
n=0
(−1)l+n22n+ 32
(2n + 1)!!
Γ(N + 1)
Γ(N − n+ 1)×{
2
√
2
2n + 3
(
F λ,m1/2 −
ro +M
ro
F λ,m3/2
)
+
∆2√
2ro(ro − 2M)2
[2n+ 1
2n+ 3
(ro − 3M)
2
(
F λ,m3/2 −
ro +M
ro
F λ,m5/2
)
+
4(ro − 2M)(2ro − 3M)
ro
F λ,m1/2 −
2(5r2o − 22roM + 21M2)
ro
F λ,m3/2
+
5r2o − 22roM + 21M2
ro
F λ,m5/2
]}
.
(6.57)
Obtaining the result of [23] for the regularization parameter Cr for the self-
force is trivial in this case. That is because taking the first derivative of Clm with
respect to r immediately makes the term with no ∆ dependence vanish and the terms
proportional to ∆2 end up having a factor of ∆ which also vanishes in the coincidence
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limit. That means that the O(ǫ) term does not contibute to the self-force on the
scalar charge.
Things are different for the first derivative of the self-force. Taking the second
derivative of Equation (6.57) makes the term with no ∆ dependence vanish, but the
term proportional to ∆2 does give a contribution which must be calculated. Since the
coincidence limit is taken, m = 0 and
∂2
∂r2
T(1)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−1
∞∑
l=0
d2Cl0
dr2
√
2l + 1
4π
(6.58)
which, after a short calculation, gives
∂2
∂r2
T(1)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ−1
1√
π
√
ro − 3M
ro − 2M
1
2r2o(ro − 2M)2
∞∑
l=0
(l +
1
2
)×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2kΓ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)
l−2k∑
n=0
22n(−1)l+n
Γ(l − 2k − n+ 1)(2n+ 1)!!×[
ro − 3M
2
2n+ 1
2n+ 3
(
F3/2 − ro +M
ro
F5/2
)
+
4(ro − 2M)(2ro − 3M)
ro
F1/2
− 2(5r
2
o − 22roM + 21M2)
ro
F3/2 +
5r2o − 22roM + 21M2
ro
F5/2
]
.
(6.59)
The last term of Equation (6.22) that is examined is the term of order ǫ2. The
part of it that must be considered is
T(2) ≡ ǫ2
[
− M(ro − 2M)
2r4o(ro − 3M)
− (ro −M)(ro − 4M)
8(ro − 2M)r4o
1
χ
+
(ro − 3M)(5r2o − 7roM − 14M2)
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
1
χ2
− 3(ro +M)(ro − 3M)
2
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
1
χ3
]
∆ρ˜.
(6.60)
In that term, the exponents for ∆ and ρ˜ are α = 1, p = 1, while the exponent of χ
takes the values q = 0, 1, 2, 3 for each term. Equations (6.28) and (6.29) indicate that
only the s = 0 term of the first piece containing the r-dependence of each E1,ql,m needs
to be kept and the second piece can be disregarded. Then, the O(ǫ2) term can be
written as
T(2) = ǫ
2
∑
l,m
DlmYlm(Θ,Φ) (6.61)
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where, according to Equation (6.23)
Dlm = ∆
[2r2o(ro − 2M)
ro − 3M
] 1
2
[
− M(ro − 2M)
2r4o(ro − 3M)
E1,0l,m −
(ro −M)(ro − 4M)
8(ro − 2M)r4o
E1,1l,m
(ro − 3M)(5r2o − 7roM − 14M2)
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
E1,2l,m −
3(ro +M)(ro − 3M)2
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
E1,3l,m
]
.
(6.62)
Substituting of the coefficients Ep,ql,m into Equation (6.62) gives
Dlm =∆
[2r2o(ro − 2M)
ro − 3M
] 1
2
(∑
k,ν,λ
) N∑
n=0
Γ(N + 1)
Γ(N − n+ 1)
(−1)l+n22n+ 52
(2n+ 3)!!
×
[
− M(ro − 2M)
2r4o(ro − 3M)
F λ,m−1/2 −
(ro −M)(ro − 4M)
8r4o(ro − 2M)
F λ,m1/2
+
(ro − 3M)(5r2o − 7roM − 14M2)
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
F λ,m3/2 −
3(ro +M)(ro − 3M)2
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
F λ,m5/2
]
.
(6.63)
Reproducing the result of [23] for Dr can be done by following the same method
that was used for the regularization parameters Ar and Br. First, them = 0 coefficient
is considered, which makes λ = 0 and ν = 0. The first derivative with respect to r is
then taken and that simply makes the factor ∆ vanish. Finally the expression of Yl0
for Θ = 0 is used. The result is
∂
∂r
T(2)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= ǫ1
∞∑
l=0
∂Dl0
∂r
√
2l + 1
4π
= ǫ1
[
2r2o(ro − 2M)
ro − 3M
] 1
2
[
− M(ro − 2M)
2r4o(ro − 3M)
F−1/2 − (ro −M)(ro − 4M)
8r4o(ro − 2M)
F1/2
+
(ro − 3M)(5r2o − 7roM − 14M2)
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
F3/2 − 3(ro +M)(ro − 3M)
2
16r4o(ro − 2M)2
F5/2
]
×
∞∑
l=0
−2√2
(2l − 1)(2l + 3)
(6.64)
which is the same as the result of [23]. To derive this final expression, Maple was
used to evaluate the double sum:
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2kΓ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)
l−2k∑
n=0
(−1)l+n22n+ 52
(2n+ 3)!!Γ(l − 2k − n+ 1) =
− 4
√
2π
(2l − 1)(2l + 1)(2l + 3)
(6.65)
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for different values of l. Even though a general proof that this equality holds for every
l cannot be provided, this equation was verified to hold true for any value of l that
was tried.
As far as the contribution of this term to the derivative of the self-force is
concerned, it can be easily seen to equal zero since there are no terms that can
survive after the second derivative of Dlm with respect to r is taken. Consequently
∂2
∂r2
T(2)
∣∣∣∣
p→p′
= 0. (6.66)
One final comment should be made about Equations (6.41), (6.53) and (6.59).
Because these equations involve complicated sums of k and n it may be thought that
they are not particularly handy for the calculation of the contributions of the cor-
responding terms to the first derivative of the self-force. Nonetheless, all the sums
involved are finite and can always be calculated using mathematical software or nu-
merical code, which renders these equations relatively easy to use.
CHAPTER 7
CALCULATION OF THE RETARDED FIELD
As was explained in Chapter 4, when calculating the self-force on a scalar charge
q one needs to know the retarded and the singular part of the scalar field. In order to
be able to produce results for the self-force, I present here the calculation of the re-
tarded field generated by a scalar charge moving on a circular orbit in a Schwarzschild
background, as well as its contribution to the self-force. The method used is similar
to that presented by Burko in [31] and the calculation was outlined in appendix E
of [23].
7.1 Analytical Work
The scalar field ψret at a point p generated by a scalar charge q moving on a
circular orbit of radius ro on the equatorial plane of a Schwarzschild background of
mass M obeys Poisson’s equation
∇2ψret(p(xa)) = −4π̺ (7.1)
where xa are the Schwarzschild coordinates of point p and the source term is given by
the integral
̺ = q
∫
(−g)− 12 δ4(p− p′)dτ
= q
∫
(−g)− 12 δ(r − ro)
r2o
δ(θ − π
2
)δ(φ− Ωts)δ(ts − ts(τ))dτ
= q
δ(r − ro)
r2o
δ(θ − π
2
)δ(φ− Ωts)
(dts
dτ
)−1
.
(7.2)
In this expression p′ is the location of the charge q, τ is the proper time along the
circular orbit of the charge q and the relationship between the proper time τ and the
Schwarzschild time ts gives
dts
dτ
=
1√
1− 3M
ro
. (7.3)
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Then, by writing Poisson’s equation in Scwarzschild coordinates one gets
∇2ψret =
[
−
(
1− 2M
r
)−1 ∂2
∂t2s
+
2r − 2M
r2
∂
∂r
+
(
1− 2M
r
) ∂2
∂r2
+
cos θ
r2 sin θ
∂
∂θ
+
1
r2
∂2
∂θ2
+
1
r2 sin2 θ
∂2
∂φ2
]
ψret
= −4πqδ(r − ro)
r2o
δ(θ − π
2
)δ(φ− Ωts)
√
1− 3M
ro
.
(7.4)
As was mentioned in Chapter 6, both the source and the field can be decomposed
into spherical harmonics. Specifically, the spherical harmonic decomposition of the
source can be done using the spherical harmonic decomposition of the 3-dimensional
δ function which is given in [38]
̺ = q
δ(r − ro)
r2o
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
1
sin π
2
Y ∗lm(
π
2
,Ωts) Ylm(θ, φ)
√
1− 3M
ro
= q
δ(r − ro)
r2o
∑
l,m
e−imΩts Y ∗lm(
π
2
, 0) Ylm(θ, φ)
√
1− 3M
ro
=
∑
l,m
δ(r − ro)
4πro
qlm e
iωmts Ylm(θ, φ)
(7.5)
where
ωm = −mΩ (7.6)
and
qlm =
4πq
ro
Y ∗lm(
π
2
, 0)
√
1− 3M
ro
. (7.7)
The retarded field can be written as
ψret(ts, r, θ, φ) =
∑
l,m
ψlm(r)e
iωmtsYlm(θ, φ) (7.8)
where the time dependence is the one implied by the spherical harmonic decomposition
of the δ function.
Substituting the expressions for qlm and ψ
ret into Equation (7.4) results in a
differential equation for the radial part ψlm(r) only:
d2ψlm
dr2
+
2(r −M)
r(r − 2M)
dψlm
dr
+
[ ω2mr2
(r − 2M)2−
l(l + 1)
r(r − 2M)
]
ψlm = − qlm
ro − 2Mδ(r−ro). (7.9)
For points with r 6= ro the right hand side of Equation (7.9) is equal to zero and the
differential equation can be solved numerically.
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A variable that is used in the following is r∗, which is defined as
r∗ = r + 2M ln(
r
2M
− 1), (7.10)
and for which
dr∗
dr
=
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
. (7.11)
The behavior of ψlm at the two boundaries needs to be considered first. For
large distances away from the orbit, i.e. in the limit r → ∞, the ψlm(r) is expected
to behave as an outgoing wave, so it is assumed that
ψINFlm (r) =
e−iωmr∗
r
∞∑
n=0
an
rn
. (7.12)
This expression must satisfy Equation (7.9). The coefficients an can be found by
asserting exactly that. First, the first and second derivatives of ψINFlm (r) with respect
to r are calculated. These derivatives are
dψINFlm
dr
= −e−iωmr∗
[
iωm
r − 2M
∞∑
n=0
an
rn
+
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)
an
rn+2
]
(7.13)
and
d2ψINFlm
dr2
= e−iωmr∗
[
− ω
2
m
(r − 2M)2
∞∑
n=0
an
rn−1
+
2iωm
(r − 2M)
∞∑
n=0
[ M
r − 2M + (n+ 1)
] an
rn+1
+
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
an
rn+3
]
.
(7.14)
Substituting Equation (7.12) and its two derivatives into Equation (7.9) results to an
equation for the coefficients an. That equation needs to be multiplied by (r − 2M)2
in order to get rid of the (r − 2M) and (r − 2M)2 factors that appear in some
denominators. Any factors of (r − 2M) that show up in the numerators can be
absorbed into the sums of rn so that the final expression contains sums with powers
of r only. By setting the factor of each rn term equal to zero, a recursion relation for
the an’s is obtained and it is
an =
l(l + 1)− n(n− 1) + 4iωM
2iωn
an−1 − iM (n− 1)(2n− 3)− l(l + 1)
ωn
an−2
+ i2M2
(n− 2)2
ωn
an−3.
(7.15)
For this recursion relation it is assumed that a0 = 1 and that an = 0 for n < 0.
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The behavior of ψlm(r) at the event horizon r = 2M is now considered. There,
ψlm(r) should behave as an ingoing wave, so it can be assumed to be
ψHORlm (r) =
eiωmr∗
r
∞∑
n=0
bn(r − 2M)n. (7.16)
This expression must also be a solution of Equation (7.9). As in the previous case,
the derivatives are calculated first
dψHORlm
dr
= eiωmr∗
[ ∞∑
n=0
(
iωm +
n
r
)
bn(r − 2M)n−1 − 1
r2
∞∑
n=0
bn(r − 2M)n
]
(7.17)
and
d2ψHORlm
dr2
=eiωmr∗
{ ∞∑
n=0
[
− 2iωmM
r
− ω2mr + 2iωmn+
n(n + 1)
r
]
bn(r − 2M)n−2
− 2
r
∞∑
n=0
[
iωm +
n
r
]
bn(r − 2M)n−1 + 2
r3
∞∑
n=0
bn(r − 2M)n
}
.
(7.18)
Substituting Equation (7.16) and these derivatives into Equation (7.9) gives an equa-
tion for the coefficients bn. This equation must first be multiplied by r
3 so that the
factors r3, r2 and r that appear in some denominators vanish. After that, any factors
of r2 and r that show up in the numerators can be dealt with by the substitutions
r2 = (r − 2M)2 + 4M(r − 2M) + 4M2 (7.19)
r = (r − 2M) + 2M (7.20)
so that the final equation contains only sums of powers of (r − 2M). By setting the
coefficients of each power of (r − 2M) equal to zero, the recursion relation for the
coefficients bn is obtained
bn =− 12iωmM(n− 1) + (2n− 3)(n− 1)− (l
2 + l + 1)
2M(4iωmMn + n2)
bn−1
− 12iωmM(n− 2) + (n− 2)(n− 3)− l(l + 1)
4M2(4iωmn + n2)
bn−2
− iωm(n− 3)
2M2(4iωmMn + n2)
bn−3
(7.21)
where b0 = 1 and bn = 0 for n < 0.
The expression (7.12) with the coefficients (7.15) is used as the starting solution
for the numerical integration of Equation (7.9) from infinity to the radius of the orbit
ro. This expression is an asymptotic expansion so it is important that the integration
starts at a value of r which is large enough for the terms of the sum to reach machine
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accuracy before the series begins to diverge. The result of this first integration is a
homogeneous solution of Equation (7.9) for the region r > ro, denoted here by ψ
∞
lm(r).
Then, the expression (7.16) with the coefficients (7.21) is used as the starting solution
for the numerical integration of Equation (7.9) from the event horizon r = 2M to the
radius of the orbit ro. In this case, the integration starts at a radius r that is close
enough to 2M for the terms of the sum to reach machine accuracy before the series
starts to diverge. The result of this integration is a homogeneous solution of Equation
(7.9) for the region r < ro, denoted here as ψ
H
lm(r). All these solutions are shown in
Figure (7.1).
r = 2M 
ro
ȌHOR Ȍ
INF
Ȍ(r)ȌH(r)
Figure 7.1: Solutions obtained with the numerical code
Once the two solutions are found, they have to be matched at the location of the
particle r = ro. If ψlm(r) stands for the final normalized solution, which results after
multiplying ψHlm(r) and ψ
∞
lm(r) by the normalization factors Aˆlm and Bˆlm respectively,
then
ψlm(r) =
{
Aˆlm ψ
H
lm(r), for r < ro
Bˆlm ψ
∞
lm(r), for r > ro
(7.22)
the factors Aˆlm and Bˆlm can be calculated. Theˆis used to avoid confusion with the
regularization parameters Alm and Blm calculated in Chapter 6.
The solution itself should be continuous at r = ro:
Aˆlm ψ
H
lm(ro) = Bˆlm ψ
∞
lm(ro) (7.23)
but its first derivative with respect to r , also provided by the numerical integration,
should be discontinuous. The discontinuity is determined by the differential Equation
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(7.9) when the right-hand side term that contains the δ function is not set equal to
zero. Integrating Equation (7.9) from r−o to r
+
o gives∫ r+o
r−o
d
dr
(dψlm
dr
)
dr +
∫ r+o
r−o
2(r −M)
r(r − 2M)
dψlm
dr
dr +
∫ r+o
r−o
ω2mr
2
(r − 2M)2ψlmdr
−
∫ r+o
r−o
l(l + 1)
r(r − 2M)ψlmdr = −
qlm
ro − 2M
∫ r+o
r−o
δ(r − ro)dr =⇒
[
dψlm
dr
]r+o
r−o
+
[
2(r −M)
r(r − 2M)ψlm
]r+o
r−o
−
∫ r+o
r−o
2
r2 − 2Mr − (r −M)(2r − 2M)
r2(r − 2M)2 ψlmdr∫ r+o
r−o
ω2mr
2
(r − 2M)2ψlmdr −
∫ r+o
r−o
l(l + 1)
r(r − 2M)ψlmdr = −
qlm
ro − 2M ,
or, taking into account the fact that for all the terms of the left-hand side other
than the first one the integrand is continuous at r = ro and the integrals give no
contribution
Bˆlm
dψ∞lm
dr
∣∣∣∣
ro
− Aˆlmdψ
H
lm
dr
∣∣∣∣
ro
= − qlm
ro − 2M . (7.24)
Equations (7.23) and (7.24) can be easily solved for the factors Aˆlm and Bˆlm and the
result is
Aˆlm = − qlm
ro − 2M
ψ∞lm(ro)
ψHlm(ro) ψ
∞ ′
lm (ro)− ψ∞lm(ro) ψH ′lm (ro)
(7.25)
Bˆlm = − qlm
ro − 2M
ψHlm(ro)
ψHlm(ro) ψ
∞ ′
lm (ro)− ψ∞lm(ro) ψH ′lm (ro)
(7.26)
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to r.
After the retarded field is calculated, its contribution to the self-force along
the radial direction can be obtained. In fact, every lm-component as well as every
l-component can be calculated by
F retlm r =
dψretlm
dr
∣∣∣∣
ro
(7.27)
F retl r =
l∑
m=−l
dψretlm
dr
∣∣∣∣
ro
. (7.28)
Finally, the total contribution from the retarded field is
F retr =
∞∑
l=0
F retl r . (7.29)
A note on the angles θ and φ is necessary at this point. The usual Schwarzschild
angles θ and φ were used for the calculation of the l-modes of the retarded field in this
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chapter, while the rotated angles Θ and Φ were used for the calculation of the singular
field and its regularization parameters in Chapter 6. Questions may arise from the
fact that the two results must be subtracted for the calculation of the self-force. But,
as was mentioned in Chapter 6, the rotation (θ, φ) → (Θ,Φ) preserves the spherical
harmonic index l so, as long as the summation over m precedes the subtraction of the
l-modes, there is no problem with the method.
7.2 Numerical Code
The numerical code that was written for the calculation of the radial part of
the retarded field and its contribution to the self-force is given in Appendix C. The
language used is C. For the integration of Equation (7.9) the adaptive stepsize Runge-
Kutta method is used, which is described in [39]. The functions of [39] that were used
for the integration are: odeint(), rkqs(), rkck(). Also, the function plgndr()
for the calculation of the Associated Legendre polynomials, also available in [39], was
used. The details for all these functions are given in [39] and for that reason they are
not presented here.
An effort was made to keep the symbols used in the code for the different
variables identical to the ones used in the analysis of this chapter. In the cases where
that was not possible, the comments on the code should make the notation clear
enough for the reader to follow.
CHAPTER 8
APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Some applications of the self-force caclulation are presented in this chapter and
some important conclusions are drawn. The effects of the scalar self-force are pre-
sented in detail. The case of the gravitational self-force is also discussed.
8.1 Equations of Motion
In Chapter 4 it was explained how the self-force on different particles moving
in curved spacetime can be calculated. Since the ultimate goal is the determination
of the motion of those particles, it is important to know how the self-force affects the
equations of motion as well.
Assume that a point particle that carries a finite charge q (which can be a scalar
charge, an electric charge or the mass of the particle) is moving in a known background
spacetime which is characterized by the metric gab. For simplicity also assume that
no other (external to the particle) scalar, electromagnetic or gravitational fields exist.
If the effects of the charge q are ignored, the point particle moves on a background
geodesic. If the geodesic is described by za(s), where s is the proper time and ua is
the tangent to the geodesic, the geodesic equation is
ua∇aub = 0 (8.1)
where ∇a is the covariant derivative with respect to the background metric gab. The
geodesic is assumed to be parametrized so that
uaua = −1. (8.2)
If the interaction of the particle with its own fields is to be taken into account,
the self-force Faself should be included into the equations of motion. Specifically, if m
is the mass of the particle, the equation that holds is
mua∇aub = F bself (8.3)
where Faself is given by Equations (4.16), (4.25) and (4.34) for the scalar, electromag-
netic and gravitational field respectively and is of O(q2).
8.2 Effects of the Scalar Self-Force
In general, Equation (8.3) gives the effect of the self-force on each component
of the 4-velocity of a scalar particle moving in spacetime, when the correct expression
for the scalar self-force is substituted. If the spherically symmetric Schwarzschild
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background is considered, it is easily deduced that only 3 components of the 4-velocity
are affected by the self-force. Indeed, as is explained in [40], the Schwarzschild metric
has parity reflection symmetry θ → π − θ, so if the initial position xa and the initial
tangent ua both lie on the equatorial plane (θ = π
2
) then the entire path must lie
on the equatorial plane as well. In addition, due to the spherical symmetry of the
Schwarzschild background, every path can be brought by a rotation to the equatorial
plane. Consequently one can only consider equatorial orbits, without imposing any
real restriction on the path of the particle. The analysis that follows will be presented
in [41] in more detail.
Assume that a trajectory of the Schwarzschild background is described by the
coordinates
xa : {ts = τ(s), r = R(s), θ = π
2
, φ = Φ(s)}. (8.4)
If E is the energy per unit mass and J the angular momentum per unit mass of the
particle, it can easily be shown that
ua =
dxa
ds
=
( ER
(R− 2M) , R˙, 0,
J
R2
)
ua = gabu
a =
(
− E, R˙R
(R− 2M) , 0, J
)
.
(8.5)
The normalization condition given in Equation (8.2) for the 4-velocity gives a rela-
tionship between E, J and R˙, specifically
E2 − R˙2 =
(
1 +
J2
R2
)(
1− 2M
R
)
. (8.6)
If the interaction of the scalar particle with its own field is to be taken into account,
the geodesic equation is modified to
ua∇aub = q∇bψR. (8.7)
Calculating the non-vanishing components of Equation (8.7) gives three separate equa-
tions, namely
−dut
ds
=
dE
ds
= −q∂tψR (8.8)
duφ
ds
=
dJ
ds
= q∂φψ
R (8.9)
dR˙
ds
= −M
R2
+
R − 3M
R4
J2 +
R − 2M
R
q∂rψ
R. (8.10)
In order to predict the effect of the self-force on circular orbits, one can assume
that R˙ = 0 and R¨ = 0 at some instant. Then Equation (8.10) gives the simple
expression
J2 =
R4
R− 3M
(M
R2
− R− 2M
R
q∂rψ
R
)
(8.11)
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which gives the effect of the self-force on the angular momentum per unit mass of the
scalar particle.
Also, Equation (8.6) gives
E2 =
(
1− 2M
R
)(
1 +
J2
R2
)
. (8.12)
Combining Equations (8.11) and (8.12) results in
E2 =
(R− 2M)2
R(R− 3M)(1− qR∂rψ
R) (8.13)
which shows the effect of the self-force on the energy of the scalar particle. All the
results mentioned up to this point are exact.
Since the effect of the scalar charge q can be assumed to be small, the approxi-
mation that (R∂rψ
R) << 1 can be made, and Equation (8.13) for the energy E can
be written as
E =
R− 2M√
R(R− 3M)(1−
1
2
qR∂rψ
R). (8.14)
The orbital frequency is defined as
Ω′ ≡ dφ
dts
=
J(R − 2M)
ER3
, (8.15)
from Equation (8.5). Substituting Equations (8.11) and (8.14) into Equation (8.15),
and using again the approximation (R∂rψ
R) << 1, a simple expression for the effect
of the self-force on the orbital frequency is obtained:
Ω′ =
√
M
R3
[
1− 1
2
R(R− 3M)
M
q∂rψ
R
]
. (8.16)
As expected, if the interaction of the particle with its own scalar field is ignored, the
well-known result Ω =
√
MR−3 is recovered.
8.2.1 Calculation of the Self-Force
A sample self-force calculation is presented in this section. The scalar charge is
assumed to be q = 1 and to be moving on a circular orbit of radius R = 10M in a
Schwarzschild background of M = 1.
The lm-components ψlm(r) of the retarded field generated by the scalar charge
and their contributions F retl r to the l-multipole modes of the retarded part of the self-
force are first calculated for l = 0, 1, . . . , 40, using the numerical code described in
Chapter 7 and given in Appendix C. Then, the non-zero regularization parameters Ar,
Br and Dr are used
1 to subtract off the contributions of the singular-field self-force
up to O(l−2), according to Equation (6.12). These results are shown in Figure (8.1).
1Remember that it was proven that Cr = 0 for circular Schwarzschild orbits, in Chapter 6.
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In that figure, the curve marked Fl is the contribution F retl r as a function of l. The
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Figure 8.1: Scalar Self-Force
curves marked A, B and D show the terms (F retl r − FSl r) as functions of l, where FSl r
successively includes the contributions from the regularization parameters Ar, Br and
Dr respectively. It is clear that the series for the self-force converges when the terms
containing the regularization parameter Br are included. However, the convergence
becomes much faster the terms containing the parameter Dr are also included.
As is rigorously explained in [23], the contributions from the Ea terms in Equa-
tion (6.12) are successively of order l−4, l−6, . . .. Specifically, the O(l−4) term is
associated with the parameter E1r , the O(l
−6) term is associated with the parameter
E2r and, in general, the O(l
−2k) term is associated with the parameter Ek−1r . The
parameters Ekr are l-independent [23] and can be determined as follows. The contri-
bution from each term is proven [23] to be
Ekr
(2l + 1)
[(2l − 2k − 1)(2l − 2k + 1) . . . (3l + 2k + 1)(2k + 2k + 3)]Pk+1/2 (8.17)
where
Pk+1/2 = (−1)
k+12k+
3
2
[(2k + 1)!!]2
. (8.18)
Assume that the residual (F retl r −FSl r) as a function of l, resulting after the subtraction
of the contribution of Ar, Br and Dr, is calculated. The coefficients E
k
r can be
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determined numerically by fitting that residual, to a linear combination of terms of
the form (8.17) and successively removing their contributions.
The curves marked E1, . . . , E5 in Figure (8.1) are the residuals resulting after
the numerical fit of the parameters E1r , . . . , E
5
r respectively. It was noticed that fitting
more than four of the coefficients Ekr did not improve the residual, which had already
reached machine accuracy by the fourth fitting.
8.2.2 Change in Orbital Frequency
It was shown in Section (8.2) that the orbital frequency of the circular orbit is
affected by the self-force. Using Equation (8.16) the difference in frequency can be
calculated; it is
Ω′ − Ω
Ω
=
∆Ω
Ω
= −1
2
R(R− 3M)
M
q∂rψ
R. (8.19)
The effect of the self-force on the orbital frequency is shown in Figure (8.2), where
the ratio (∆Ω/Ω) is plotted as a function of (R/M). The orbital frequency Ω before
the self-force effects are included is also plotted for comparison.
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Figure 8.2: Change in Orbital Frequency
8.3 Effects of the Gravitational Self-Force
Assume that a particle of massm is moving in a background spacetime described
by the metric gab, with no other extrernal fields present. Equation (8.3) gives the
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worldline of the particle that includes the self-force effect if Faself is substituted from
Equation (4.34). Clearly, given the initial position and 4-velocity of the particle,
that worldline is determined exclusively by the background metric gab and the metric
perturbation hRab induced by the particle. Both of these contributions are solutions of
the homogeneous Einstein equations.
An observer making local measurements of the metric in the vicinity of the
particle measures two contributions to it. The first contribution comes from the
background metric gab combined with the h
R
ab-part of the actual metric perturbation
generated by the particle. Since both these terms obey the homogeneous Einstein
equations, the observer sees no source for either one, so no local measurement can allow
him to distinguish hRab from the background metric gab. The second contribution is h
S
ab,
a metric perturbation also generated by the particle which, according to the observer,
is sourced by the particle. The local observer sees the particle move in a background
geodesic of the metric (gab + h
R
ab). Because he only makes local measurements, he
observes no radiation generated by the moving particle and consequently no effect
that he could describe as radiation reaction [22].
APPENDIX A
GRTENSOR CODE FOR THE SINGULAR FIELDS
restart;
readlib(grii);
grtensor();
qload(thz);
e := epsilon;
ord := [t, x, y, z, Bxx, Byy];
EpsEqn := {e^10=0, e^9=0, e^8=0, e^7=0, e^6=0, e^5=0, e^4=0, e^3=0,
e^2=0};
Traces := {Ezz=-Exx-Eyy, Bzz=-Bxx-Byy};
# The Ricci Tensor Should Be Zero #
grcalc(detg);
grmap(detg, series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(detg, convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(detg, expand, ’x’);
grmap(detg, subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(detg, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(detg, subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(detg, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed,factor);
grdisplay(detg);
grcalc(g(up,up));
grmap(g(up,up), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(g(up,up), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(g(up,up), expand, ’x’);
grmap(g(up,up), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(g(up,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
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grmap(g(up,up), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(g(up,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(g(up,up));
grcalc(Chr(dn,dn,dn));
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,dn),convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Chr(dn,dn,dn));
grcalc(Chr(dn,dn,up));
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,up), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,up), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,up), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,up), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,up), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Chr(dn,dn,up));
grcalc(Chr(dn,up,up));
grmap(Chr(dn,up,up), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,up), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,up), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,up), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,up), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Chr(dn,up,up));
grcalc(Chr(dn,up,dn));
grmap(Chr(dn,up,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Chr(dn,up,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Chr(dn,up,dn));
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grcalc(R(dn,dn,dn,dn));
grmap(R(dn,dn,dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(R(dn,dn,dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(R(dn,dn,dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(R(dn,dn,dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(R(dn,dn,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(R(dn,dn,dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(R(dn,dn,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(R(dn,dn,dn,dn));
grcalc(R(up,up,dn,dn));
grmap(R(up,up,dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(R(up,up,dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(R(up,up,dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(R(up,up,dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(R(up,up,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(R(up,up,dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(R(up,up,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(R(up,up,dn,dn));
grcalc(R(up,dn,dn,dn));
grmap(R(up,dn,dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(R(up,dn,dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(R(up,dn,dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(R(up,dn,dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(R(up,dn,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(R(up,dn,dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(R(up,dn,dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(R(up,dn,dn,dn));
grcalc(R(dn,up,dn,up));
grmap(R(dn,up,dn,up), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(R(dn,up,dn,up), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(R(dn,up,dn,up), expand, ’x’);
grmap(R(dn,up,dn,up), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(R(dn,up,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(R(dn,up,dn,up), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(R(dn,up,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(R(dn,up,dn,up));
grcalc(R(dn,dn));
grmap(R(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(R(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(R(dn,dn), expand, ’x’); grmap(R(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
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grmap(R(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(R(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(R(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(R(dn,dn));
# Useful Quantities #
grdef(‘etadn{(a b)} := -kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$t b}
+kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$x b} + kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$y b}
+kdelta{^$z a}*kdelta{^$z b}‘);
grcalc(etadn(dn,dn));
grdisplay(etadn(dn,dn));
grdef(‘etaup{(^a ^b)} := -kdelta{$t ^a}*kdelta{$t ^b}
+kdelta{$x ^a}*kdelta{$x ^b} + kdelta{$y ^a}*kdelta{$y ^b}
+kdelta{$z ^a}*kdelta{$z ^b}‘);
grcalc(etaup(up,up));
grdisplay(etaup(up,up));
grdef(‘eps{[a b c]} := LevCS{d a b c}*kdelta{$t ^d}‘);
grcalc(eps(dn,dn,dn));
grdisplay(eps(dn,dn,dn));
grdef(‘EE{(a b)} := kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$x b}*e*Exx
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$y b}*e*Eyy
+ kdelta{^$z a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*Ezz
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$y b}*e*Exy
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*Exz
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*Eyz‘);
grcalc(EE(dn,dn));
grdisplay(EE(dn,dn));
grdef(‘BB{(a b)} := kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$x b}*e*Bxx
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$y b}*e*Byy
+ kdelta{^$z a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*Bzz
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$y b}*e*Bxy
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*Bxz
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*Byz‘);
grcalc(BB(dn,dn));
grdisplay(BB(dn,dn));
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grdef(‘h0{(b c)} :=
kdelta{^$t b}*kdelta{^$x c}*2*A*mu*y/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$t b}*kdelta{^$y c}*(-2)*A*mu*x/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))‘);
grcalc(h0(dn,dn));
grdisplay(h0(dn,dn));
grdef(‘epsx{[a b]} := eps{c a b}*kdelta{$x ^c}‘);
grcalc(epsx(dn,dn));
grdisplay(epsx(dn,dn));
grdef(‘epsy{[a b]} := eps{c a b}*kdelta{$y ^c}‘);
grcalc(epsy(dn,dn));
grdisplay(epsy(dn,dn));
grdef(‘epsz{[a b]} := eps{c a b}*kdelta{$z ^c}‘);
grcalc(epsz(dn,dn));
grdisplay(epsz(dn,dn));
# Chech What The Equations Look Like: #
grdef(‘h1test{(a b)} := kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$t b}*e*h1tt
+ kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$x b}*e*h1tx
+ kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$y b}*e*h1ty
+ kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*h1tz
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$x b}*e*h1xx
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$y b}*e*h1xy
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*h1xz
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$y b}*e*h1yy
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*h1yz
+ kdelta{^$z a}*kdelta{^$z b}*e*h1zz‘);
grcalc(h1test(dn,dn));
grdisplay(h1test(dn,dn));
grdef(‘htest{(a b)} := h0{a b} + h1test{a b}‘ );
grcalc(htest(dn,dn));
grdisplay(htest(dn,dn));
grdef(‘htesttrace := htest{^c c}‘);
grcalc(htesttrace);
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grmap(htesttrace, series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(htesttrace, convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(htesttrace, expand, ’x’); grmap(htesttrace, subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(htesttrace, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(htesttrace, subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(htesttrace, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(htesttrace);
grdef(‘hbartest{(a b)} := htest{a b} - (1/2)*g{a b}*htesttrace‘);
grcalc(hbartest(dn,dn));
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(hbartest(dn,dn));
# Left-Hand Side Of The Equation #
grcalc(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn));
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn), series,’x’, e, 4);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(hbartest(dn,dn,cdn));
grdef(‘Dhbartest{a b ^c} := hbartest{a b ;^c}‘);
grcalc(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up));
grmap(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Dhbartest(dn,dn,up));
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grdef(‘DDhbartest{a b} := Dhbartest{a b ^c ;c}‘);
grcalc(DDhbartest(dn,dn));
grmap(DDhbartest(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(DDhbartest(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(DDhbartest(dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(DDhbartest(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(DDhbartest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(DDhbartest(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(DDhbartest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(DDhbartest(dn,dn));
grdef(‘Rhbartest{a b} := 2*R{a ^c b ^d}*hbartest{c d}‘);
grcalc(Rhbartest(dn,dn));
grmap(Rhbartest(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Rhbartest(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Rhbartest(dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Rhbartest(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(Rhbartest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Rhbartest(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Rhbartest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Rhbartest(dn,dn));
grdef(‘LHStest{(a b)} := DDhbartest{a b} + Rhbartest{a b}‘);
grcalc(LHStest(dn,dn));
grmap(LHStest(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(LHStest(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(LHStest(dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(LHStest(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(LHStest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(LHStest(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(LHStest(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(LHStest(dn,dn));
# Assume A Specific Form For The Solution #
grdef(‘AngM{^a} := [0, 0, 0, A]‘);
grcalc(AngM(up)); grdisplay(AngM(up));
grdef(‘h1{(a b)} :=
kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$t b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(att*etadn{i l}*AngM{^l}*x{^i}*BB{j k}*x{^j}*x{^k}
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+ btt*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2))
+kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$x b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(cx*epsx{i j}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{n l}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dx*epsx{i j}*AngM{^i}*x{^j}*EE{l k}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ fx*epsx{i j}*AngM{^l}*etaup{^i ^n}*EE{n l}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gx*epsx{i j}*etadn{m l}*AngM{^m}*etaup{^i ^n}*EE{n k}
*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ px*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{$x n}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ qx*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{n k}
*x{^d}*kdelta{^$x d}*x{^l}*x{^k})
+kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$y b}* (mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(cy*epsy{i j}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{n l}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dy*epsy{i j}*AngM{^i}*x{^j}*EE{l k}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ fy*epsy{i j}*AngM{^l}*etaup{^i ^n}*EE{n l}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gy*epsy{i j}*etadn{m l}*AngM{^m}*etaup{^i ^n}*EE{n k}
*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ py*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{$y n}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ qy*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{n k}
*x{^d}*kdelta{^$y d}*x{^l}*x{^k})
+kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$z b}* (mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(cz*epsz{i j}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{n l}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dz*epsz{i j}*AngM{^i}*x{^j}*EE{l k}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ fz*epsz{i j}*AngM{^l}*etaup{^i ^n}*EE{n l}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gz*epsz{i j}*etadn{m l}*AngM{^m}*etaup{^i ^n}*EE{n k}
*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ pz*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{$z n}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ qz*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*etaup{^j ^n}*EE{n k}
*x{^d}*kdelta{^$z d}*x{^l}*x{^k})
+kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$x b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(cxx*etadn{i $x}*AngM{^i}*BB{$x k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dxx*etadn{i $x}*AngM{^i}*BB{k l}*x{^k}*etadn{$x j}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ fxx*etadn{k i}*AngM{^i}*BB{$x $x}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gxx*AngM{^k}*BB{$x k}*etadn{i $x}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ pxx*etadn{i k}*AngM{^i}*BB{$x l}*etadn{j $x}*x{^j}*x{^k}*x{^l}
+ qxx*AngM{^k}*BB{k l}*etadn{i $x}*x{^i}*etadn{j $x}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ vxx*etadn{$x $x}*etadn{i l}*AngM{^l}*BB{j k}*x{^i}*x{^j}*x{^k}
+ uxx*etadn{$x $x}*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2))
+kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$y b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(axy*AngM{^i}*kdelta{i ^$y}*BB{$x k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ bxy*AngM{^k}*kdelta{k ^$y}*BB{i j}*x*x{^i}*x{^j}
+ cxy*etadn{i $x}*AngM{^i}*BB{$y k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dxy*etadn{i $x}*AngM{^i}*BB{k l}*x{^k}*etadn{$y j}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ fxy*etadn{k i}*AngM{^i}*BB{$x $y}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gxy*AngM{^k}*BB{$x k}*etadn{i $y}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
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+ pxy*etadn{i k}*AngM{^i}*BB{$x l}*etadn{j $y}*x{^j}*x{^k}*x{^l}
+ qxy*AngM{^k}*BB{k l}*etadn{i $x}*x{^i}*etadn{j $y}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ sxy*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$y j}*x*x{^i}*x{^j}
+ txy*AngM{^j}*BB{$y j}*x*(x^2+y^2+z^2))
+kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$z b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(axz*AngM{^i}*kdelta{i ^$z}*BB{$x k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ bxz*AngM{^k}*kdelta{k ^$z}*BB{i j}*x*x{^i}*x{^j}
+ cxz*etadn{i $x}*AngM{^i}*BB{$z k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dxz*etadn{i $x}*AngM{^i}*BB{k l}*x{^k}*etadn{$z j}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ fxz*etadn{k i}*AngM{^i}*BB{$x $z}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gxz*AngM{^k}*BB{$x k}*etadn{i $z}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ pxz*etadn{i k}*AngM{^i}*BB{$x l}*etadn{j $z}*x{^j}*x{^k}*x{^l}
+ qxz*AngM{^k}*BB{k l}*etadn{i $x}*x{^i}*etadn{j $z}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ sxz*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$z j}*x*x{^i}*x{^j}
+ txz*AngM{^j}*BB{$z j}*x*(x^2+y^2+z^2))
+kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$y b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(cyy*etadn{i $y}*AngM{^i}*BB{$y k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dyy*etadn{i $y}*AngM{^i}*BB{k l}*x{^k}*etadn{$y j}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ fyy*etadn{k i}*AngM{^i}*BB{$y $y}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gyy*AngM{^k}*BB{$y k}*etadn{i $y}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ pyy*etadn{i k}*AngM{^i}*BB{$y l}*etadn{j $y}*x{^j}*x{^k}*x{^l}
+ qyy*AngM{^k}*BB{k l}*etadn{i $y}*x{^i}*etadn{j $y}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ vyy*etadn{$y $y}*etadn{i l}*AngM{^l}*BB{j k}*x{^i}*x{^j}*x{^k}
+ uyy*etadn{$y $y}*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2))
+kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$z b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(ayz*AngM{^i}*kdelta{i ^$z}*BB{$y k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ byz*AngM{^k}*kdelta{k ^$z}*BB{i j}*y*x{^i}*x{^j}
+ cyz*etadn{i $y}*AngM{^i}*BB{$z k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dyz*etadn{i $y}*AngM{^i}*BB{k l}*x{^k}*etadn{$z j}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ fyz*etadn{k i}*AngM{^i}*BB{$y $z}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gyz*AngM{^k}*BB{$y k}*etadn{i $z}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ pyz*etadn{i k}*AngM{^i}*BB{$y l}*etadn{j $z}*x{^j}*x{^k}*x{^l}
+ qyz*AngM{^k}*BB{k l}*etadn{i $y}*x{^i}*etadn{j $z}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ syz*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$z j}*y*x{^i}*x{^j}
+ tyz*AngM{^j}*BB{$z j}*y*(x^2+y^2+z^2))
+kdelta{^$z a}*kdelta{^$z b}*(mu/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)))*
(czz*etadn{i $z}*AngM{^i}*BB{$z k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ dzz*etadn{i $z}*AngM{^i}*BB{k l}*x{^k}*etadn{$z j}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ fzz*etadn{k i}*AngM{^i}*BB{$z $z}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ gzz*AngM{^k}*BB{$z k}*etadn{i $z}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ pzz*etadn{i k}*AngM{^i}*BB{$z l}*etadn{j $z}*x{^j}*x{^k}*x{^l}
+ qzz*AngM{^k}*BB{k l}*etadn{i $z}*x{^i}*etadn{j $z}*x{^j}*x{^l}
+ vzz*etadn{$z $z}*etadn{i l}*AngM{^l}*BB{j k}*x{^i}*x{^j}*x{^k}
+ uzz*etadn{$z $z}*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2))‘ );
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grcalc(h1(dn,dn));
grdef(‘hh{(a b)} := h0{a b} + h1{a b}‘);
grcalc(hh(dn,dn));
grdef(‘htrace := hh{^c c}‘);
grcalc(htrace);
grmap(htrace, series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(htrace, convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(htrace, expand, ’x’);
grmap(htrace, subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(htrace, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(htrace, subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(htrace, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(htrace);
grdef(‘hbar{(a b)} := hh{a b} - (1/2)*g{a b}*htrace‘);
grcalc(hbar(dn,dn)) ;
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), expand,’x’);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(hbar(dn,dn));
grcalc(hbar(dn,dn,cdn));
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(hbar(dn,dn,cdn));
grdef(‘Dhbar{a b ^c} := hbar{a b ;^c}‘);
grcalc(Dhbar(dn,dn,up));
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
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grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Dhbar(dn,dn,up));
grdef(‘DDhbar{a b} := Dhbar{a b ^c ;c}‘);
grcalc(DDhbar(dn,dn));
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(DDhbar(dn,dn));
grdef(‘Rhbar{a b} := 2*R{a ^c b ^d}*hbar{c d}‘);
grcalc(Rhbar(dn,dn));
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(Rhbar(dn,dn));
grdef(‘LHS{(a b)} := DDhbar{a b} + Rhbar{a b}‘);
grcalc(LHS(dn,dn));
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4);
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom);
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), expand, ’x’);
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’);
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’);
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(LHS(dn,dn));
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), subs, {e=1}, ’x’);
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor);
grdisplay(LHS(dn,dn));
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, [t, x, y, z, Exx, Eyy],
distributed, factor);
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# Solution Of The Resulting Algebraic Equations Follows #
#Final Verification Of The Solution #
grdef(‘h1{(a b)} := kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$t b}*(-2)*mu*etadn{i l}*
AngM{^l}*BB{j k}*x{^i}*x{^j}*x{^k}/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$x b}*mu*
(eps{$x i j}*etadn{l n}*AngM{^n}*etaup{^i ^m}*EE{m k}
*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
- eps{$x i j}*AngM{^i}*EE{l k}*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ 3*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*EE{$x n}*etaup{^n ^j}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2) )
/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$y b}*mu*
(eps{$y i j}*etadn{l n}*AngM{^n}*etaup{^i ^m}*EE{m k}
*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
- eps{$y i j}*AngM{^i}*EE{l k}*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ 3*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*EE{$y n}*etaup{^n ^j}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2) )
/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$t a}*kdelta{^$z b}*mu*
(eps{$z i j}*etadn{l n}*AngM{^n}*etaup{^i ^m}*EE{m k}
*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
- eps{$z i j}*AngM{^i}*EE{l k}*x{^j}*x{^l}*x{^k}
+ 3*eps{i j l}*AngM{^i}*EE{$z n}*etaup{^n ^j}*x{^l}*(x^2+y^2+z^2) )
/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$x b}*mu*
(2*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$x $x}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*etadn{$x k}*x{^k}*etadn{$x l}*x{^l}*x{^j}
+ 2*AngM{^i}*BB{$x i}*etadn{$x k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (2/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$x j}*etadn{$x l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (10/3)*etadn{$x k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$x j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (2/3)*etadn{$x k}*AngM{^k}*BB{i j}*etadn{$x l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*etadn{i l}*AngM{^l}*BB{j k}*x{^i}*x{^j}*x{^k})
((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$y b}*mu*
(2*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$y $y}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*etadn{$y k}*x{^k}*etadn{$y l}*x{^l}*x{^j}
+ 2*AngM{^i}*BB{$y i}*etadn{$y k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (2/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$y j}*etadn{$y l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
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- (10/3)*etadn{$y k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$y j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (2/3)*etadn{$y k}*AngM{^k}*BB{i j}*etadn{$y l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*etadn{i l}*AngM{^l}*BB{j k}*x{^i}*x{^j}*x{^k})
((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$z a}*kdelta{^$z b}*mu*
(2*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$z $z}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*etadn{$z k}*x{^k}*etadn{$z l}*x{^l}*x{^j}
+ 2*AngM{^i}*BB{$z i}*etadn{$z k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (2/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$z j}*etadn{$z l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (10/3)*etadn{$z k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$z j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (2/3)*etadn{$z k}*AngM{^k}*BB{i j}*etadn{$z l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*etadn{i l}*AngM{^l}*BB{j k}*x{^i}*x{^j}*x{^k})
/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$y b}*mu*
(2*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$x $y}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*etadn{$x k}*x{^k}*etadn{$y l}*x{^l}*x{^j}
+ AngM{^i}*BB{i $x}*etadn{$y k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ AngM{^i}*BB{i $y}*etadn{$x k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (1/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{j $x}*etadn{$y l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (1/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{j $y}*etadn{$x l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (5/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $x}*BB{$y j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (5/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $y}*BB{$x j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (1/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $x}*etadn{$y l}*BB{i j}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (1/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $y}*etadn{$x l}*BB{i j}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j})
/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$x a}*kdelta{^$z b}*mu*
(2*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$x $z}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*etadn{$x k}*x{^k}*etadn{$z l}*x{^l}*x{^j}
+ AngM{^i}*BB{i $x}*etadn{$z k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ AngM{^i}*BB{i $z}*etadn{$x k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (1/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{j $x}*etadn{$z l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (1/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{j $z}*etadn{$x l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (5/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $x}*BB{$z j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (5/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $z}*BB{$x j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (1/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $x}*etadn{$z l}*BB{i j}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (1/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $z}*etadn{$x l}*BB{i j}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j})
/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2))
+ kdelta{^$y a}*kdelta{^$z b}*mu*
(2*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{$y $z}*x{^i}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ (2/3)*AngM{^i}*BB{i j}*etadn{$y k}*x{^k}*etadn{$z l}*x{^l}*x{^j}
+ AngM{^i}*BB{i $y}*etadn{$z k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
+ AngM{^i}*BB{i $z}*etadn{$y k}*x{^k}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
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- (1/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{j $y}*etadn{$z l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (1/3)*etadn{i k}*AngM{^k}*BB{j $z}*etadn{$y l}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (5/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $y}*BB{$z j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (5/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $z}*BB{$y j}*x{^j}*(x^2+y^2+z^2)
- (1/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $y}*etadn{$z l}*BB{i j}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j}
- (1/3)*AngM{^k}*etadn{k $z}*etadn{$y l}*BB{i j}*x{^l}*x{^i}*x{^j})
/((x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)) ‘ ):
grcalc(h1(dn,dn)):
grdef(‘hh{(a b)} := h0{a b} + h1{a b}‘):
grcalc(hh(dn,dn)):
grdef(‘htrace := hh{^c c}‘):
grcalc(htrace); grmap(htrace, series, ’x’, e, 4):
grmap(htrace, convert, ’x’, polynom):
grmap(htrace, expand, ’x’):
grmap(htrace, subs, EpsEqn, ’x’):
grmap(htrace, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grmap(htrace, subs, Traces, ’x’):
grmap(htrace, collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grdisplay(htrace):
grdef(‘hbar{(a b)} := hh{a b} - (1/2)*g{a b}*htrace‘):
grcalc(hbar(dn,dn)):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), expand, ’x’):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grdisplay(hbar(dn,dn)):
grcalc(hbar(dn,dn,cdn)):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), series, ’x’, e, 4):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), convert, ’x’, polynom):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), expand, ’x’):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), subs, Traces, ’x’):
grmap(hbar(dn,dn,cdn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grdisplay(hbar(dn,dn,cdn)):
grdef(‘Dhbar{(a b) ^c} := hbar{a b ;^c}‘):
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grcalc(Dhbar(dn,dn,up)):
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), series, ’x’, e, 4):
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), convert, ’x’, polynom):
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), expand, ’x’):
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’):
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), subs, Traces, ’x’):
grmap(Dhbar(dn,dn,up), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grdisplay(Dhbar(dn,dn,up)):
grdef(‘DDhbar{(a b)} := Dhbar{a b ^c ;c}‘):
grcalc(DDhbar(dn,dn)):
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4):
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom):
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), expand, ’x’):
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’):
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’):
grmap(DDhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grdisplay(DDhbar(dn,dn)):
grdef(‘Rhbar{a b} := 2*R{a ^c b ^d}*hbar{c d}‘):
grcalc(Rhbar(dn,dn)):
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4):
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom):
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), expand, ’x’):
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’):
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’):
grmap(Rhbar(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grdisplay(Rhbar(dn,dn));
grdef(‘LHS{(a b)} := DDhbar{a b} + Rhbar{a b}‘):
grcalc(LHS(dn,dn)):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), series, ’x’, e, 4):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), convert, ’x’, polynom):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), expand, ’x’):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), subs, EpsEqn, ’x’):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), subs, Traces, ’x’):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ord, distributed, factor):
grdisplay(LHS(dn,dn));
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), subs, {e=1}, ’x’):
grmap(LHS(dn,dn), collect, ’x’, ordtxyz, distributed, factor):
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grdisplay(LHS(dn,dn)):
APPENDIX B
DECOMPOSITION OF ρ˜Pχ−Q
A detailed description of the spherical harmonic decomposition of the product
ρ˜pχ−q is presented in this appendix, where p is any integer and q can be any real
number, even though in every case in which this decomposition will be used q will be
either an integer or a half-integer. The notation used is
ρ˜2 =
ro∆
2
ro − 2M + 2 r
2
o
ro − 2M
ro − 3M χ (1− cosΘ) (B.1)
χ = 1− M
ro − 2M sin
2Φ (B.2)
∆ = r − ro. (B.3)
In order to simplify the equations, the following symbols are used:
A =
ro∆
2
ro − 2M (B.4)
B = 2 r2o
ro − 2M
ro − 3M (B.5)
C =
M
ro − 2M (B.6)
γ2 =
∆2(ro − 3M)
2ro(ro − 2M)2 (B.7)
δ2 =
∆2(ro − 3M)
2ro(ro − 2M)2χ =
γ2
χ
. (B.8)
Using Equations (B.5)-(B.8) one gets
ρ˜ = B
1
2 χ
1
2
(γ2
χ
+ 1− cosΘ) 12 = B 12 χ 12 (δ2 + 1− cosΘ) 12 (B.9)
ρ˜pχ−q = B
p
2 χ
p
2
−q (γ2
χ
+ 1− cosΘ) p2 = B p2 χ p2−q (δ2 + 1− cosΘ)p2 . (B.10)
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For the decomposition then it is assumed that
ρ˜pχ−q = B
p
2 χ
p
2
−q (γ2
χ
+ 1− cosΘ)p2
= B
p
2
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Ep,ql,m(γ
2, C) Ylm(Θ,Φ)
(B.11)
and the coefficients Ep,ql,m are calculated by multiplying both sides of the above equation
with the complex-conjugate spherical harmonics Y ∗lm(Θ,Φ) and integrating over Θ =
[0, π] and Φ = [0, 2π]. Using the results given in the discussion of spherical harmonics
in [38], the following expression for the coefficients is obtained
Ep,ql,m(γ
2, C) = (−1)m
√
2l + 1
4π
(l +m)!
(l −m)!
∫ 2π
0
dΦe−imΦχ
p
2
−q
∫ 1
−1
du(δ2 + 1− u) p2P−ml (u)
(B.12)
where u = cosΘ and Pml (u) are the Associated Legendre polynomials. In the following
it is also assumed that Pm=0l (u) = Pl(u), which are the Legendre polynomials. It
should be noted that, because only even powers of sin Φ show up in the expression for
the coefficients Ep,ql,m, only the even values of m contribute to the sum (B.11) and for
all odd m the coefficients Ep,ql,m are equal to 0. In all the equations that follow, m is
assumed to be even.
First, the integral
Iplm =
∫ 1
−1
du(δ2 + 1− u) p2P−ml (u) (B.13)
is calculated. Assuming that m is positive, Equation 8.911 of [42] gives the m-
derivative of the Legendre polynomials
dmPl(u)
dum
=
1
2l
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)kΓ(2l − 2k + 1)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − k + 1)Γ(l − 2k −m+ 1)u
l−2k−m (B.14)
where Γ(x) is the usual Γ-function and [ l
2
] stands for the largest integer smaller or
equal to l
2
. Then, Equation 8.810 of [42] gives for the associated Legendre polynomials,
for positive m
Pml (u) = (1− u2)
m
2
1
2l
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)kΓ(2l − 2k + 1)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − k + 1)Γ(l − 2k −m+ 1)u
l−2k−m (B.15)
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where the right-hand side is a polynomial, since m is even. The case of negative m
can be dealt with if one takes into account the fact that for any m:
P−ml (u) =
Γ(l − |m|+ 1)
Γ(l +m+ 1)
P
|m|
l (u) (B.16)
which can be easily derived from Equation 8.752 of [42]. Finally, the expression of the
associated Legendre polynomials that is used in the calculation of the integral Iplm is
found to be
P−ml (u) =
Γ(l − |m|+ 1)
Γ(l +m+ 1)
(1− u2) |m|2 1
2l
×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)kΓ(2l − 2k + 1)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − k + 1)Γ(l − 2k − |m|+ 1)u
l−2k−|m|
(B.17)
which is valid for all even m, positive or negative. Substituting Equation (B.17) into
Equation (B.13) gives
Iplm =
Γ(l − |m|+ 1)
Γ(l +m+ 1)
1
2l
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)kΓ(2l − 2k + 1)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − k + 1)Γ(l − 2k − |m|+ 1)×∫ 1
−1
du(δ2 + 1− u) p2 (1− u2) |m|2 ul−|m|−2k.
(B.18)
The integral of Equation (B.18) can be calculated if the term (1− u2) |m|2 is expanded
in powers of u, specifically
I =
∫ 1
−1
du(δ2 + 1− u) p2 (1− u2) |m|2 ul−|m|−2k
=
|m|
2∑
ν=0
Γ( |m|
2
+ 1)
Γ(ν + 1)Γ( |m|
2
− ν + 1)
∫ 1
−1
du(δ2 + 1− u) p2ul−|m|−2k+2ν.
(B.19)
The task, then, shifts to the calculation of the integral
I(a,b) =
∫ 1
−1
du ua(δ2 + 1− u) b2 (B.20)
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where a and b are integers, with a ≥ 0. Performing integration by parts once results
in
I(a,b) = −
∫ 1
−1
ua
1
b
2
+ 1
d(δ2 + 1− u) b2+1
= − 1
b
2
+ 1
(δ2)
b
2
+1 + (−1)a 1
b
2
+ 1
(2 + δ2)
b
2
+1 +
2a
b+ 2
∫ 1
−1
ua−1(δ2 + 1− u) b+22
=
2
b+ 2
[
− (δ2) b2+1 + (−1)a(2 + δ2) b2+1
]
+
2a
b+ 2
I(a−1,b+2)
(B.21)
which is a recursion relation for I(a,b). Using the fact that
I(0,b) =
2
b+ 2
[
− (δ2) b2+1 + (2 + δ2) b2+1
]
(B.22)
it can be proven by induction that the general integral I(a,b) is equal to
I(a,b) =
a∑
n=0
2n+1
(b+ 2)(b+ 4) . . . [b+ 2(n+ 1)]
Γ(a+ 1)
Γ(a− n + 1)
[
(−1)a−n(2 + δ2) b2+n+1
− (δ2) b2+n+1
]
.
(B.23)
Finally, using Equations (B.23) and (B.19) into Equation (B.18), the integral Iplm ends
up being
Iplm =
Γ(l − |m|+ 1)
Γ(l +m+ 1)
1
2l
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)kΓ(2l − 2k + 1)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − k + 1)Γ(l − 2k − |m|+ 1)×
|m|
2∑
ν=0
Γ( |m|
2
+ 1)
Γ(ν + 1)Γ( |m|
2
− ν + 1)
l−|m|−2k+2ν∑
n=0
2n+1
(p+ 2)(p+ 4) . . . [p+ 2(n+ 1)]
×
Γ(l − |m| − 2k + 2ν + 1)
Γ(l − |m| − 2k + 2ν − n+ 1)
[
(−1)l−n(2 + δ2) p2+n+1 − (δ2) p2+n+1
]
.
(B.24)
A short comment about the term (δ2)
p
2
+n+1 should be made at this point. If p is
an odd integer, that term implies that the square root of δ2, or of γ2, must be taken.
One thing that may be ambiguous is the sign of the square root, + or −, that must
be considered. That point is discussed in Chapter 6 of this dissertation, where the
physical interpretation of the quantities becomes clear and the correct sign to use can
be easily recognized. For the calculations in this appendix it is enough to interpret
the term (δ2)
1
2 as the appropriate square root of δ2.
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Continuing the calculation of the coefficients Ep,ql,m, substituting Equation (B.24)
into Equation (B.12) shows that the next two integrals to be done are
I1 = (−1)l−n
∫ 2π
0
dΦe−imΦχ
p
2
−q(2 + δ2)
p
2
+n+1
= (−1)l−n
∫ 2π
0
dΦe−imΦχ
p
2
−q(2 +
γ2
χ
)
p
2
+n+1
(B.25)
I2 =
∫ 2π
0
dΦe−imΦχ
p
2
−q(δ2)
p
2
+n+1
=
∫ 2π
0
dΦe−imΦχ
p
2
−q(
γ2
χ
)
p
2
+n+1
(B.26)
and their difference must be multiplied by the appropriate factor given by Equation
(B.24). For both these integrals, the exponential e−imΦ must be written in terms of
the variable χ. In general
e−imΦ = cos(mΦ)− i sin(mΦ) (B.27)
but, since only evenm’s are considered and the remaining of the integrand is a function
of sin2Φ, the sin(mΦ) part of the exponential gives 0 once the integration is performed.
So, as far as the integrals are concerned, the exponential can be replaced by the
cos(mΦ). Then Equation 1.331 of [42] gives that for any even m, positive or negative,
cos(mΦ) =
|m|
2∑
λ=0
Γ(|m|+ 1)(−1)λ
Γ(|m| − 2λ+ 1)Γ(2λ+ 1) cos
|m|−2λΦ sin2λΦ. (B.28)
The differential dΦ is written in terms of the differential dχ
dΦ = − dχ
2C sinΦ cosΦ
. (B.29)
Also
sin2Φ =
1− χ
C
(B.30)
cos2Φ = 1− 1− χ
C
(B.31)
and caution should be used when the square root of these expressions is taken. Specif-
ically, for Φ in [0, π
2
) or in [π, 3π
2
), sinΦ cosΦ ≥ 0, so the equation
sinΦ cos Φ =
√(1− χ
C
)(
1− 1− χ
C
)
(B.32)
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should be used. On the other hand, for Φ in [π
2
, π) or in [3π
2
, 2π), sinΦ cos Φ ≤ 0, so
the equation
sin Φ cosΦ = −
√(1− χ
C
)(
1− 1− χ
C
)
(B.33)
should be used.
In I1, the factor (2 +
γ2
χ
)
p
2
+n+1 is first written as an infinite sum
(2 +
γ2
χ
)
p
2
+n+1 =
∞∑
s=0
Γ(p
2
+ n+ 1)
Γ(s+ 1)Γ(p
2
+ n− s+ 1)2
p
2
+n−s+1γ
2s
χs
. (B.34)
The integral becomes
I1 = (−1)l−n2
|m|
2∑
λ=0
Γ(|m|+ 1)(−1)λ
Γ(|m| − 2λ+ 1)Γ(2λ+ 1)C
− |m|
2
∞∑
s=0
Γ(p
2
+ n + 1)
Γ(s+ 1)Γ(p
2
+ n− s+ 1)×
2
p
2
+n−s+1γ2s
∫ 1
1−C
dχ χ
p
2
−q−s(1− χ)λ− 12 (C − 1 + χ) |m|2 −λ− 12 .
(B.35)
Changing the variable of integration from χ to y = 1−χ
C
and using the definition of
the hypergeometric functions
F (α, β; γ; z) = 2F1(α, β; γ; z) =
Γ(γ)
Γ(β)Γ(γ − β)
∫ 1
0
tβ−1(1−t)γ−β−1(1−tz)−αdt (B.36)
where: ℜ(γ) > ℜ(β) > 0, result in the final expression for the integral
I1 =
√
π(−1)l−n
|m|
2∑
λ=0
(−1)λ Γ(
|m|+1
2
)
Γ(λ+ 1)Γ( |m|
2
− λ+ 1)
∞∑
s=0
γ2s2
p
2
+n−s+2×
Γ(p
2
+ n+ 1)
Γ(s+ 1)Γ(p
2
+ n− s+ 1)F (−
p
2
+ q + s, λ+
1
2
;
|m|
2
+ 1;C).
(B.37)
To calculate the second integral I2 one follows the same procedure that was used
for I1, the only difference being that the step of expanding the factor (2 +
γ2
χ
)
p
2
+n+1
is now not necessary. The result is
I2 =
|m|
2∑
λ=0
2(−1)λ√π Γ(
|m|+1
2
)
Γ(λ+ 1)Γ( |m|
2
− λ+ 1)
(γ2)
p
2
+n+1F (q + n+ 1, λ+
1
2
;
|m|
2
+ 1;C).
(B.38)
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The final expression for the coefficients Ep,ql,m(γ
2, C) can be obtained by combining
Equations (B.24), (B.37), (B.38) and (B.12). It is
Ep,ql,m(γ
2,C) =
√
2l + 1
π
Γ(l − |m|+ 1)
[Γ(l −m+ 1)Γ(l +m+ 1)] 12 ×
|m|
2∑
λ=0
(−1)λΓ( |m|+1
2
)
Γ(λ+ 1)Γ( |m|
2
− λ+ 1)
×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2k Γ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − 2k − |m|+ 1)×
|m|
2∑
ν=0
Γ( |m|
2
+ 1)
Γ(ν + 1)Γ( |m|
2
− ν + 1)
×
l−|m|−2k+2ν∑
n=0
2n
(p+ 2)(p+ 4) . . . [p + 2(n+ 1)]
Γ(l − |m| − 2k + 2ν + 1)
Γ(l − |m| − 2k + 2ν − n+ 1)×{
− 2(γ2) p2+n+1F (q + n + 1, λ+ 1
2
;
|m|
2
+ 1;C) +
(−1)l+n
∞∑
s=0
γ2s
Γ(p
2
+ n+ 1)
Γ(s+ 1)Γ(p
2
+ n− s+ 1)2
p
2
+n−s+2×
F (−p
2
+ q + s, λ+
1
2
;
|m|
2
+ 1;C)
}
.
(B.39)
It is reminded that this expression is valid for all even m’s, and that for odd m’s these
coefficients are equal to zero.
If this expression for the coeffients is used, the equations become very long
and their dependence on γ2, which is of particular interest for the calculation of the
regularization parameters, becomes unclear. In order for the expressions that appear
in this dissertation to look simpler, the following notation is used for the three finite
sums over k, ν and λ which appear in the previous equation and which have no
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γ2-dependence
(∑
k,ν,λ
)
=
√
2l + 1
π
Γ(l − |m|+ 1)
[Γ(l −m+ 1)Γ(l +m+ 1)] 12 ×
[ l
2
]∑
k=0
(−1)k2l−2k Γ(l − k +
1
2
)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(l − 2k − |m|+ 1)
|m|
2∑
ν=0
Γ( |m|
2
+ 1)
Γ(ν + 1)Γ( |m|
2
− ν + 1)
×
|m|
2∑
λ=0
(−1)λ Γ(
|m|+1
2
)
Γ(λ+ 1)Γ( |m|
2
− λ+ 1)
.
(B.40)
It is implied that (
∑
κ,ν,λ) is a multiplicative factor and any quantities appearing to
the right of it can depend on k, ν or λ. Also, the notation F λ,m(a) is used for the
hypergeometric function F (a, λ+ 1
2
; |m|
2
+ 1;C).
Finally
Ep,ql,m(γ
2, C) =
(∑
k,ν,λ
) l−|m|−2k+2ν∑
n=0
2n
(p+ 2)(p+ 4) . . . [p+ 2(n+ 1)]
×
Γ(l − |m| − 2k + 2ν + 1)
Γ(l − |m| − 2k + 2ν − n + 1)
{
− 2(γ2) p2+n+1F λ,m(q+n+1) +
∞∑
s=0
γ2s
(−1)l+nΓ(p
2
+ n + 1)
Γ(s+ 1)Γ(p
2
+ n− s+ 1)2
p
2
+n−s+2 F λ,m
(− p
2
+q+s)
}
.
(B.41)
APPENDIX C
NUMERICAL CODE FOR THE RETARDED FIELD
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <math.h>
// Convenient macros for debugging
#define SHOW(a) " "<<#a<<" = "<<a<<" "
#define PRT(a) cerr << " "<<#a<<" = " << a << endl;
#define PRINT(a) cerr <<__LINE__<< " |" <<__FILE__<<": "<<
#a <<" = "<<a<< endl;
#define WHEREAMI __LINE__ << " |" << __FILE__ << ": "
#define TRACE cerr << __LINE__ << " |" << __FILE__ << ": "
#define TRACK cerr << __LINE__ << " |" << __FILE__ << endl;
typedef complex<double> cmplx ;
int kmax,kount;
double *xp,dxsav;
cmplx **yp;
cmplx mu(int l, int m);
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void fkseh(cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2, cmplx *f3, int k);
void fksinf(cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2, cmplx *f3, int k);
cmplx coefkeh(int k);
cmplx coefkinf(int k);
void rkqs(cmplx y[],cmplx dydr[], int n, double *r, double htry,
double eps, double yscal[], double *hdid, double *hnext,
void (*derivs)(double, cmplx [], cmplx [])) ;
void rkck(cmplx y[],cmplx dydr[], int n, double r, double h,
cmplx yout[], cmplx yerr[], void (*derivs)(double,
cmplx [], cmplx [])) ;
void derivs(double r, cmplx y[], cmplx dydr[]) ;
void factor(cmplx& coefr, cmplx& coefq, double r);
void strline(double x1,double x2,cmplx y1,cmplx y2,
double R,cmplx& yR);
void odeint(cmplx ystart[],int nvar,double x1,double x2,double eps,
double h1, double hmin, int *nok, int *nbad,
cmplx& ylast1, cmplx& ylast2,
void (*derivs)(double,cmplx [],cmplx []),
void (*rkqs)(cmplx [],cmplx [], int,double *,
double,double,double [], double *, double *,
void (*)(double,cmplx [],cmplx []))) ;
const cmplx I(0,1);
namespace ScalarWave{
double M = 1; // Mass of the Black Hole
int l; // Spherical Harmonic Index
int m; // Spherical Harmonic Index
double omega; // Frequency of Radiation
double w; // Angular Frequency of Orbit
double R = 20*M; // Radius of the Orbit
double dtdtau = 1/sqrt(1-(3*M/R)); // t-Component of 4-velocity
}
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#include "rkqs.c"
#include "rkck.c"
#include "nrutil.c"
#include "odeint1.c"
#include "sum.c"
#include "nrutil.h"
#include "sphharm.c"
#include "zero.cpp"
int main(){
using namespace ScalarWave;
M = 1.0 ;
w = sqrt(M/(R*R*R)) ;
double pi = 4.0*atan(1.0);
char* buff;
buff = new char[513];
char bh;
int nvar = 2; // Number of First Order Differential Equations.
int nok = 0;
int nbad = 0;
int lmax = 31;
cmplx ystart[3] ;
double mulm;
cmplx yLR1, yLR2, yRR1, yRR2;
cmplx W1, W2, W3, W4 ;
cout << endl;
cout << "Radius of the orbit:" << SHOW(R) << endl;
ofstream out("DPsi20.dat");
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out << "l m mulm yLN2 yRN2" << endl;
// Initialization of the Self-Force Contributions.
double Flmt =0;
double Flt =0;
double Ft =0;
double FlmrL =0;
double FlrL =0;
double FrL =0;
double FlmrR =0;
double FlrR =0;
double FrR =0;
for (l=0; l<lmax; l++) {
for(m=l ; m>-1 ; m=m-2) {
if (m!=0) {
omega = m*w ;
cout << endl;
cout << SHOW(l) << SHOW(m) << endl;
cmplx b1 = (l*l+l+1)/(2*M+8*I*omega*M*M);
cmplx a1 = -I*l*(l+1)/(2*omega) ;
double Reh = 1/(100*abs(b1)) + 2*M ;
// Starting Radius Close to Event Horizon
double Rinf = 100*abs(a1) ;
// Starting Radius Close to Infinity
// Integrate in the Region (Rs, R] to Get yL(r).
double h = 1.0e-5 ;
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double hmin = 1.0e-10 ;
double eps = 1.0e-12 ;
kmax = 0;
dxsav = 0.0;
// Boundary Conditions at the Event Horizon :
cmplx expeh = 1;
cmplx Dexpeh = 0;
coefkeh(0);
double Xn = 1;
double last = 1.e+33;
for(int k=1; k<100; k++) {
Xn *= (Reh-2*M);
cmplx bk = coefkeh(k);
cmplx next = bk*Xn;
if (expeh + next == expeh) {
cout << "Machine precision in event-horizon loop"
<< endl;
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(k) << SHOW(expeh)
<< SHOW(next) << endl;
break;
}
if (abs(next) > last) {
cerr << "No convergence in event-horizon loop"
<< endl;
cerr << setprecision(13) << SHOW(k) << SHOW(expeh)
<< SHOW(next) << endl;
break;
}
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last = abs(next);
expeh += next;
Dexpeh += k*next/(Reh-2*M);
if (k < 5) {
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(k) << SHOW(bk)
<< SHOW(expeh) << endl;
}
}
expeh =expeh*
exp(cmplx(0.0, omega*Reh + omega*2.0*M*log(Reh/(2*M)-1) ));
Dexpeh = exp(cmplx(0.0, omega*Reh +
omega*2.0*M*log(Reh/(2*M)-1) ))*Dexpeh
+ expeh*cmplx(0,omega)*Reh/(Reh-2*M);
ystart[1]=expeh/Reh;
ystart[2]=Dexpeh/Reh - expeh/(Reh*Reh);
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(ystart[1])
<< SHOW(ystart[2]) << endl;
// Wronskian at the event horizon.
W1 = Reh*(Reh-2*M)*( ystart[1]*conj(ystart[2])
- ystart[2]*conj(ystart[1]) );
cout << SHOW(W1) << SHOW(-2*I*omega) << endl ;
// Integration of the differential equation for Psi.
odeint(ystart,nvar,Reh,R,eps,h,hmin,&nok,&nbad,yLR1,yLR2,
(*derivs),(*rkqs));
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// Wronskian at the orbit.
W2 = R*(R-2*M)* (yLR1*conj(yLR2) - yLR2*conj(yLR1)) ;
//Solution before the matching.
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(Reh) << SHOW(yLR1)
<< SHOW(yLR2) << endl;
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(W1) << SHOW(W2)
<< SHOW(-2*I*omega) << endl;
//Integrate in the region [R,Rinf) to Get yR(r).
h = -1.0e-5;
hmin = 1.e-10;
eps = 1.e-12;
kmax = 0;
dxsav = 0.0;
//Boundary Conditions at Infinity:
cmplx expinf = 1;
cmplx Dexpinf = 0;
coefkinf(0);
Xn = 1;
last = 1.e+33 ;
for(int k=1; k<100; k++) {
Xn *= Rinf;
cmplx ak = coefkinf(k) ;
cmplx next = ak/Xn;
if (expinf + next ==expinf) {
cout << "Machine precision in infinity loop" << endl;
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(k) << SHOW(expinf)
<< SHOW(next) << endl;
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break;
}
if (abs(next) > last) {
cout << "No convergence in infinity loop" << endl;
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(k) << SHOW(expinf)
<< SHOW(next) << endl;
break;
}
last = abs(next);
expinf += next;
Dexpinf += -k*next/Rinf;
if (k<5) {
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(k) << SHOW(ak)
<< SHOW(expinf) << endl;
}
}
double rstar = Rinf + 2*M*log(Rinf/(2*M)-1) ;
expinf = exp(I*omega*rstar)*expinf;
Dexpinf = I*omega*Rinf*expinf/(Rinf-2*M)
+ exp(I*omega*rstar)*Dexpinf;
ystart[1] = expinf/Rinf;
ystart[2] = Dexpinf/Rinf - expinf/(Rinf*Rinf);
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(ystart[1])
<< SHOW(ystart[2]) << endl;
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//Wronskian at infinity
W3 = Rinf*(Rinf-2*M)*(ystart[1]*conj(ystart[2])
-ystart[2]*conj(ystart[1]));
//Integration of the differential equation for Psi.
odeint(ystart,nvar,Rinf,R,eps,h,hmin,&nok,&nbad,yRR1,yRR2,
(*derivs),(*rkqs));
//Wronskian at the orbit.
W4 = R*(R-2*M)*(yRR1*conj(yRR2)-yRR2*conj(yRR1));
//Solution before the matching.
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(Rinf) << SHOW(yRR1)
<< SHOW(yRR2) << endl;
cout << setprecision(13) << SHOW(W3) << SHOW(W4)
<< SHOW(-2*I*omega)<< endl ;
//Matching of the solutions at the orbit.
cmplx A = -mu(l,m) * yRR1 /(R-2*M)/ (yLR1*yRR2-yRR1*yLR2);
cmplx B = -mu(l,m) * yLR1 /(R-2*M)/ (yLR1*yRR2-yRR1*yLR2);
//Normalized solution.
cmplx yLN1 = yLR1*A ;
cmplx yLN2 = yLR2*A ;
cmplx yRN1 = yRR1*B ;
cmplx yRN2 = yRR2*B ;
cout << SHOW(yLR1) << SHOW(yLR2) << endl;
cout << SHOW(yRR1) << SHOW(yRR2) << endl;
cout << SHOW(A) << SHOW(B) << endl;
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cout << SHOW(yLN1) << SHOW(yLN2) << endl;
cout << SHOW(yRN1) << SHOW(yRN2) << endl << endl;
// Contribution to the self-force
Flmt = 2*real(I*omega*yLN1*sharm(l,m,pi/2.0,0.0));
FlmrL = 2*real(yLN2*sharm(l,m,pi/2.0,0.0));
FlmrR = 2*real(yRN2*sharm(l,m,pi/2.0,0.0));
out << l <<" "<< m <<" "<< mu(l,m) <<" "<< yLN2
<<" "<< yRN2 << endl;
}
if (m==0) {
cmplx PsiH, dPsiH, PsiI, dPsiI;
cout << endl;
cout << SHOW(l) << SHOW(m) << endl;
getZeroPsiH(&PsiH,&dPsiH);
getZeroPsiI(&PsiI,&dPsiI);
cmplx wronsk = R*(R-2.0*M)*(PsiH*dPsiI-PsiI*dPsiH);
cmplx PsiHN = -mu(l,m) * PsiH*R*PsiI/wronsk;
cmplx PsiIN = -mu(l,m) * PsiI*R*PsiH/wronsk;
cmplx DPsiH = -mu(l,m)*dPsiH*R*PsiI/wronsk;
cmplx DPsiI = -mu(l,m)*dPsiI*R*PsiH/wronsk;
Flmt = real(I*omega*PsiHN*sharm(l,m,pi/2.0,0.0));
FlmrL = real(DPsiH*sharm(l,m,pi/2.0,0.0));
FlmrR = real(DPsiI*sharm(l,m,pi/2.0,0.0));
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cout << SHOW(DPsiH) << SHOW(DPsiI) << endl << endl;
out <<l<<" "<<m<<" "<<mu(l,m)<<" "<<DPsiH<<" "
<<DPsiI<< endl;
}
Flt += Flmt;
FlrL += FlmrL;
FlrR += FlmrR;
}
Ft += Flt;
FrL += FlrL;
FrR += FlrR;
}
out.close();
cout << "File DPsi20.dat closed" << endl;
}
// Factor mu_(l,m).
cmplx mu(int l, int m){
using namespace ScalarWave;
double mmu = 1.0;
double pi = 4.0*atan(1.0);
cout <<SHOW(R)<<SHOW(M)<<SHOW(l)<<SHOW(m)
<<SHOW(sharm(l,m,pi/2,0))<< endl;
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cmplx mulm = 4.0*pi*mmu * conj(sharm(l,m,pi/2.0,0.0))
*sqrt(1-(3*M/R))/R;
return mulm ;
}
// Derivatives, For Use in rkqs.c .
void derivs(double r, cmplx y[], cmplx dydr[]) {
cmplx coefr,coefq ;
factor(coefr, coefq, r);
dydr[1] = y[2] ; // dy/dr
dydr[2] = coefr*y[1] - coefq * y[2] ; // d^2y/dr^2
return ;
}
// coefr(r) and coefq(r)
void factor(cmplx& coefr, cmplx& coefq, double r) {
using namespace ScalarWave;
int l2 = l*(l+1);
double r2 = r*r;
double rm = r-2*M;
coefr = -( omega*omega*r2/rm/rm - l2/r/(r-2.0*M));
coefq = 2.0*(r-M)/r/rm ;
}
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// Spherical Harmonics.
cmplx sharm(int l, int m, double theta, double phi){
cmplx I = cmplx(0,1.0);
double c = cos(theta) ;
cmplx sh = exp(I*abs(m)*phi) * plgndr(l,abs(m),c);
float fact =
sqrt((2*l+1)*factorial(l-abs(m))
/(4.0*(4.0*atan(1.0)))/factorial(l+abs(m))) ;
sh = sh*fact;
if(m<0) sh = pow(-1,abs(m))*conj(sh) ;
return sh;
}
// Terms in the expansion of the intial guess for the solution
// at the event horizon and at infinity
void fksinf(cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2, cmplx *f3, int k){
using namespace ScalarWave;
*f1 = cmplx(-k*(k-1)+l*(l+1) , 4*omega*M*(k-1) )
/ cmplx(0.0, 2*omega*k) ;
*f2 = cmplx( 0.0, -M*( (k-1)*(2*k-3) - l*(l+1) ) ) /omega/k ;
*f3 = cmplx( 0.0, 2*M*M*(k-2)*(k-2)/omega/k );
}
void fkseh(cmplx *f1, cmplx *f2, cmplx *f3, int k){
using namespace ScalarWave;
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*f1 = cmplx( -(2*k-3)*(k-1)+(l*l+l+1), -12*omega*M*(k-1) )
/2.0/M/ cmplx(k*k, 4*omega*M*k) ;
*f2 = cmplx( -(k-2)*(k-3)+l*(l+1), -12*omega*M*(k-2) )
/4.0/M/M/ cmplx(k*k, 4*omega*M*k) ;
*f3 = cmplx( 0.0, -omega*(k-3) )
/ 2.0/M/M/ cmplx(k*k, 4*omega*M*k) ;
}
cmplx coefkeh(int KK) {
using namespace ScalarWave;
static cmplx bk_1 = 1 ;
static cmplx bk_2 = 0;
static cmplx bk_3 = 0;
static int k = 0;
if (KK == 0) {
bk_1 = 1;
bk_2 = 0;
bk_3 = 0;
k = 0;
}
if (KK != k) {
cerr << "sum::coefkeh called out of order, k = "
<< KK << " expected " << k << endl;
assert(KK == k);
}
cmplx f1 = 0;
cmplx f2 = 0;
cmplx f3 = 0;
cmplx ret;
if (k == 0) {
k++;
return 1;
} else {
fkseh(&f1, &f2, &f3, k);
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ret = f1*bk_1 + f2*bk_2 + f3*bk_3;
}
bk_3 = bk_2;
bk_2 = bk_1;
bk_1 = ret;
k++;
return ret;
}
cmplx coefkinf(int KK) {
using namespace ScalarWave;
static cmplx ak_1 = 1;
static cmplx ak_2 = 0;
static cmplx ak_3 = 0;
static int k = 0;
if (KK == 0) {
ak_1 = 1;
ak_2 = 0;
ak_3 = 0;
k = 0;
}
if (KK != k) {
cerr << "sum::coefkinf called out of order, k = "
<< KK << " expected " << k << endl;
assert(KK == k);
}
cmplx f1, f2, f3, ret;
if (k == 0) {
k++;
return 1;
} else {
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fksinf(&f1, &f2, &f3, k);
ret = f1*ak_1 + f2*ak_2 + f3*ak_3;
}
ak_3 = ak_2;
ak_2 = ak_1;
ak_1 = ret;
k++;
return ret;
}
// Scalar wave, zero frequency
define D(a) double(a)
typedef complex<double> cmplx ;
cmplx Ylm(int l, int m, double theta, double phi);
void test_zero(double radius);
void getZeroPsiH(cmplx* PsiH, cmplx* dPsiH);
void getZeroPsiI(cmplx* PsiI, cmplx* dPsiI);
const double PI(M_PI);
using namespace ScalarWave ;
double Bang2LDL2(int L) {
assert(L >= 0);
double ret = 1;
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for (int i = L; i > 0; i--) {
ret *= (2.*i)*(2.*i-1)/(i*i);
}
return ret;
}
double AnHorizon(double* Anm1, int n, int l) {
return *Anm1 = -(*Anm1/(n*n))*(l+n)*(l-n+1);
}
double AnInfinity(double* Anm1, int n, int l) {
*Anm1 = (*Anm1/(n*(2*l+1+n)))*(1.*(l+n)*(l+n));
return *Anm1;
}
// Wronskian/M for zero frequency scalar modes
double WzeroDM(int l) {
return (l%2==0?-1:+1)*Bang2LDL2(l)*2*(2*l+1);
}
void getZeroPsiH(cmplx* PsiH, cmplx* dPsiH) {
*PsiH = 0;
*dPsiH = 0;
double b = 1;
for (int n = 0; n <= l; n++) {
cerr << SHOW(b) << endl;
double Rn = pow(R/(2*M),n);
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*PsiH += b*Rn;
*dPsiH += n*b*Rn/R;
cout << SHOW(*PsiH) << SHOW(*dPsiH) << endl;
AnHorizon(&b,n+1, l);
}
assert(b == 0);
cout << SHOW(*PsiH) << SHOW(*dPsiH) << endl;
}
void getZeroPsiI(cmplx* PsiI, cmplx* dPsiI) {
*PsiI = 0;
*dPsiI = 0;
double a = 1;
for (int n = 0; n <= 100; n++) {
cerr << SHOW(a) << endl;
double Rn = pow(2*M/R,n);
*PsiI += a*Rn;
*dPsiI += -n*a*Rn/R;
cout << SHOW(*PsiI) << SHOW(*dPsiI) << endl;
if (n>1) {
double corr = abs(a*Rn/(*PsiI)) + abs(-n*a*Rn*R/(2*M)/(*dPsiI));
if (corr < 1.e-17) {
cerr << SHOW(n) << SHOW(corr) << endl;
break;
}
}
AnInfinity(&a,n+1,l);
}
*PsiI *= pow(R/(2*M),-(l+1));
*dPsiI = pow(R/(2*M),-(l+1))*(*dPsiI) -(l+1)*(*PsiI)/R;
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}
void test_zero() {
cout << "Entering test_zero" << endl;
time_t tenter = time(0);
// Set ScalarWave variables:
M = 1; // mass of the hole
m = 0; // spherical harmonic index
R = 20*M; // radius of the orbit
w = M/(R*R*R); // angular frequency of orbit
omega = m*w; // frequency of the radiation
for (int l=0; l < 41; l++) {
cmplx PsiH;
cmplx dPsiH;
getZeroPsiH(&PsiH, &dPsiH);
cmplx PsiI = 0;
cmplx dPsiI = 0;
getZeroPsiI(&PsiI, &dPsiI);
cout << "Here is a Wronskian test" << endl;
cmplx W = R*R*(PsiH*dPsiI - PsiI*dPsiH)*(1-2*M/R);
cout << setprecision(12)<< SHOW(l) << SHOW(W)
<< SHOW(M*WzeroDM(l)) << endl;
cout << SHOW(l) << SHOW(abs((W - M*WzeroDM(l))/W))
<< SHOW(W - M*WzeroDM(l)) << endl << endl;
cout << SHOW(PsiI) << SHOW(dPsiI) << endl;
cout << SHOW(PsiH) << SHOW(dPsiH) << endl;
}
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time_t texit = time(0);
cout<< "test_zero execution time is " << difftime(texit, tenter)
<< " seconds" << endl;
cout << "Leaving test_zero" << endl;
}
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